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Patricia
May, early evening in Ohio, a walk in and by the C hagrin  River. A 
clay bed too slippery to cross, seeds carried in blurred wings over long 
grass and D am e’s Rocket. Rilke: And we, who have always thought/ o f 
happiness as rising, would fe e l/ the emotion that almost overwhelms us/whenever 
a happy thing falls.
Two Mays ago: you said you had the peonies “on hold" for me in M is­
soula. M y impression, this evening, o f our O hio peonies, is yes, they 
need holding back. Beautiful to the edge o f bearing, may they resist 
(through some econom y they can’t possibly possess) being too much. 
Free of the bu d ’s severe circumference, m ay they hold to the place of 
the sheerly there, as though som eone had torn  the very substance of 
luxury to pieces lum inous and faint and heaven to breathe —  and 
pasted that violence back into keeping.
T he last time I visited you in M ontana that M ay ~— we had a 
“lope” as you called it, at K ootenai Creek: mis-identified wildflowers, 
rolled up our cuffs, sank our ankles in the spring runoff. Both wearing 
large-brim m ed hats, no m ore than an a rm ’s span apart, sober as the 
M ay sunshine, we gestured like drunks over the rock and w ater com ­
motion.
T h a t evening you spoke o f one of your favorite movements in all of 
poetry, H opkins’ use o f the word “buckle.”
Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pnde, plume, here 
Buckle!
W h at verb-m ystery he invests in its after-the-adverb, after-the-line- 
break, after-the-string o f six stressed m ono-syllables following tha t u n ­
stressed, take-a-breath  conjunction! W hat is there  to do, upon  reach ­
ing the verb, but buckle? A nd How buckle? you asked. Are we to read  
it as a pow er o f adherence
link fuse bond  bridge graft knot bolt hinge m eet m atch
splice lash clinch span hitch
or a  forcing past the limits o f a fo rm ’s form ?
fold, bend , furl, coil, crease ruck, crim p, close, bust, bulge
double over, double u n d er
w arp, pu t out o f kilter, m isshape, contort?
O r  is there  in the here/Buckle, the sense o f p rep arin g  oneself for (fur­
ther) ‘"dangerous” undergoing, undertaking?
buckle dow n 
shoulder to the wheel 
h an d  on the plow 
bull by the horns 
teeth into 
grasping the nettle 
taking a crack 
or w hack at getting 
o n e ’s m ind into 
sword in h an d  
house in o rd er keeping 
o n e’s pow der dry
W hat can I say in advance o f your knocking kayaks, trans-worldly 
pom egranates, and  shattering blizzards? Skier in the now, in the snowy, 
great oxygen elation o f make this precipitous, and sharp, and continuous.
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In Dominion o f the Dead, R obert Pogue H arrison writes, “there exists 
an allegiance betw een the dead and the u n born  o f which we the liv­
ing are m erely the ligature.” Perhaps C.D. W right is at the same truth 
when she says, We live by the etcetera principle. In the last e-mail you wrote 
to me, you voiced the barefoot threshold o f this principle. T im e holds 
you green and  dying, and you sing in your chains like the sea:
...th e  doctors m ay very well adm it me to Saint Patrick’s hospi­
tal. Seems the chem otherapy hasn’t been working at all, so they 
w ant to switch methods, do ano ther and  perhaps better biopsy, 
som ehow or o ther stop the right lung from filling up with fluid 
all the time, and  give me a blood transfusion (because it seems I 
am  now ra ther severely anem ic, which accounts in part for my 
extrem e breathlessness and fatigue).
...M eanw hile I can’t wait to see you. I t’s so beautiful here: ev­
erything’s fresh washed and sparkling from a little rain  we had 
last week, and the house, all o f whose windows fram e, nearly 
everyday, so m any swooping and  fluttering and wallowing green 
leaves it makes me positively seasick with happiness to see them  
not to m ention being able to walk well, perhaps creaking 
would be a better word barefoot in and out o f the open front 
door and backyard ...
Patricia, how I miss you. H ere are your poems. H ere is your voice, 
removed and preserved, a dance as cosmic (O Baseball Field at Night!) 
as it is bone-in-heel familiar. Voice on its way out o f earth. Voice as 
the buckle between language and death. Voice lighting out for no ter­
ritory.
Teacher, Friend, Poet, w hat becomes o f the I and  the you?
For you I  light a fire in the sky. M y love dispels darkness... We shall nowish each 
other with words and bread. Born o f stars, o f pale moonlight skimming mountain- 
tops, we are men and women exchanging glances at the crossroads. I  am born o f the
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sky, filled, with light, I  darken. I  am vaiious as weather. I  am predictable as sunrise, 
moonset, the winds that blow. . . I  am fo r  you. I  am the utterer o f  your name. Speak 
o f  me often and we shall live.
- S AR AH  G R I D L E Y
Pa t r i c i a  G o e d i c i c e
When Blizzard Shatters the Gray Air
“Things eternal want to join us”
Or Atomize:
split each unit a- 
part into eyes, shrieking wires, ice needles
in m icro-diamond veils banging,
clattering up and down, 
rushing against each other with fine ground
chiseled claws sweeping over the cornices, 
the flat steep sides of the house, the incessant noise
Out O f Which We Are Made
from white absence into white 
raging angels/ snow devils crazed 
rabbit ears spinning whistles from the anti­
podes strings tug at the clapboards 
snarled banners slither head straight for the windows
those blinkless eyes 
stunned spies at the entrance
Alveoli
of the lung hive behind them, open- 
m outhed, almost empty
except for the pit- 
ed huddled seed in its precious 
vacuum limp air sacs pockets
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of brittle bubbles the wind hungers 
to breathe into, 
stick its right hand in and lean back at table
satisfied having absorbed
every last rabbit back into its hat
Trick
and so oblit­
erated it even up to the ears 
(“always the last to go”) 
earth’s garden beds and gutters
into borderless space gobbled 
anonymous bones and grit cycling 
and re-cycling
in the house or out­
side even the one closest,
the one we said we’d never
A t The Undefended Door Still
knocks knocks and keeps knock­
ing whether to add or 
subtract is not clear battering rams of abstract 
weather systems bom bard 
suck up all the air, though in the white yard 
cardboard boxes bumble like clowns, head over 
congealed toes, rough flips and flops friendly 
or not who knows 
under the doorsills drafts
reach for the ankles try to lift us up
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Into Silence Which Is No Silence
only acoustic absence noise­
less, in a chamber full of soundless pressure what if something 
pitched higher than ears, with long jittering whips
across the world-house spews, sizzles us
into iced parallaxes skinned
whimpering stripped
into eternity, 
into our places which are no place
17
Kayak
Shoe without a foot.
M occasin-shaped, sealskin
soul pod. Knocking against the dock.
Leaf, scatter of lackadaisical cloud
but you were never a hard driver.
Nor I either.
Filled, used to be 
both of us,
whole from stem to stern.
Some days, sailing along,
I ’d carry you with me, from subway to work and back 
like a book I couldn’t put down.
O ther days, folded close
we’d turn  ourselves upside down in the river
and just hang there, sputtering,
then swing right back up again amazing 
and never drown.
Drifting along as one 
welded, spirit-caulked,
so fitted feels 
wet. Sleek
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easy as fish feel, 
tail and  fin powerfully
sw im m ing upstream
or womb-walls, caressed. R ippling 
so sm oothly w ho knew w hich was which
Except for the villagers on the banks, 
the children calling out
across the world:
little pot-bellied chocolates
tram pled  in their sandboxes
W ho paddles for them ?
W hile you and  I ate, drank, 
lifted and  dipped  arm s
who said any great enterprise, even love, say 
is w orth  how m any
lives?
R eader w ithout a book to read  by.
Glass w ithout water. Plate w ithout a crum b
Last night you cam e sw im m ing tow ards m e across the desert. 
Rudderless. But still sea-going.
B other the big ships, the ocean liners full o f people.
W ho said one isn’t as m indful, 
as good a crew as two.
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Frail m em ory vessel for holding
ghost texts, palimpsest after almost forgotten
palimpsests; children, 
tender Pharaohs encrusted 
“forever”
word stitched across crumble, 
on thin papery skin.
Open, please, and let 
a live body in.
Come, Shoe. Tongue, wag your best.
This isn’t a coffin 
yet.
W ith or without paddles, 
each life’s leavings
still call, imprinted deep
in frozen stem and marrow dream ing 
single cell on the sea
still knocking, full of
covered over and sealed 
for the night.
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Never A  Shade
But real. As goatskin. As leathery
pom egranate packed with seeds circulating through 
all o f us, you were sweet sap, you were apple; even in old age
never drained, fine high jet o f conversation
endlessly rising and falling, no I am  not
exaggerating here: you were articulation’s 
juiciest snow pea pod o f a m an loaded
with salts crystallizing into sugars, into hard
fragrant cider: even sagging from the heart-stem
painfully, at the apparen t end you were still full o f it, 
spirits that never sting but speak true, brisk buckups 
for darkening friends, fruit flies and honey bees m ultiplying around you
then as they do now, under leafless trees stricken,
jostling each other for one m ore sip o f you.
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C h a r l e s  M c Le o d
The Ledge
and  the streets lined w ith m aples and  m eters and  cars, the fall streets 
and  w in ter streets and  dirty-hot streets o f deep sum m er, w hen everyone 
w ent out, w hen lam eness prevailed and  the yippies w ore shorts and  
bought saris for uncu ltu red  loved ones, and  the record  stores were 
too full and  the bookstores too full and  there  was only the co rn er 
store, w here he w ent for his cigarettes, w ith its b a tte red  linoleum  and  
impossible selection o f foods —  pasta  and  relish and  b eef stew and  
chocolate chips —  the co rn e r store tha t he still goes to bu t only at 
night now, ju st before it closes, w here the Turkish m an, stoic, waits on 
his stool, the Turkish m an  w ith his nose ha ir and  ben t glasses fram es, 
the Turkish m an  w ho has told him  that he was a structural engineer 
after college, w hich he doesn’t believe, because if yoti are a structural 
engineer then  you own a w atch o f titan ium  and  a sum m er house in 
Squaw  Valley and  you do no t w ear glasses like he wears, and  you 
do not run  a co rn er store w here your kids crawl on the coun ter like 
lem urs, and  if the Turkish m an  was truly a structural eng ineer then  
the world was a hellscape o f lucklessness, w hich was w hat he believed 
in the stone pit o f his heart, and  on the wall b eh ind  the coun ter the 
phone cards for Africa, and  w ho bought those.
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and the college town and those friends, and what was all that, and 
C entral T im e and the beige hum  of cicadas, and m aybe a song could 
sum it all up, he can’t remem ber, he has eighteen plastic crates filled 
with records, w on’t buy cds, the sound isn’t w arm , the sound isn’t 
accurate, but the M idwest, back then, the attic room  of a house, and 
bats lived in the walls the whole winter, there was the shell o f the 
house then the shell o f the room and between them , in those inches, 
the bats lived, and the claws on their wings m ade sounds w hen they 
moved, a scratching that seemed to denote sickness, and the mattress 
on the ground and the girlfriend he loved and the girls that he fucked 
and loved also, drunk always, all o f them , the dirt roads and corn 
fields and the clouds on the horizon, and the m oon rung with its ring 
o f faeries, and how did the m oon and how did the bats and how did 
they drink and get on and buy food and have jobs and  cry and laugh 
also, and where are these people because he can’t find them  now, has 
tried to, has typed their nam es into websites where you typed your 
nam e into websites and put pictures up with your own likeness, and 
listed off miserably your favorite things, and your favorite people, a 
million shrines like these, a million intangible temples o f ego, and  not 
one person that he once knew inside them .
but now the thirties, the crush o f the future, the onset o f make-it- 
or-break-it, when one bought leather shoes and stopped smoking 
pot and chose a job  that was like all the others, a jo b  drenched in 
swipe cards and passwords and mouse pads (and T heta , the buildings 
were awful, the windows fractured the light and robbed it o f w arm th, 
the windows did not even open); horrible, useless, patronizing jobs, 
jobs that bored men to baldness, the earth  o f their brains depleted 
of food, deoxygenated, until the blades o f their hair furtively loosed
and  w ashed through the grate o f the show er d rain , job s built a round  
a fervent, po rnograph ic  belief in the fed e ra l Reserve System, in 
taxes o f incom e, in w hich people voluntarily chose to be slaves, and  
som eone, it was G oethe, had  a quote abou t that, no t abou t taxes but 
being a slave, and  tha t the best k ind ot slave was an  unw itting  one, 
and  he was paraph rasing  now  and  did this m ake him  a slave, and  
why was it called a 1040, an d  to coun ter this servitude these jobs came 
with benefits', p ro tection  o f vision, pro tection  ol teeth, p ro tection  o f 
o n e’s miles o f intestine, so tha t one could thank  god it was friday w ith 
coworkers in sports bars, could drink draft beer and  w atch hockey 
and  this was applauded , was encouraged , because if som ething w ent 
w rong and  you got fat o r sick, you ’d bough t in and  som eone w ould fix 
you, and  you could go back to the sports b a r and  get sick again  jobs 
tha t included stock options, and  these were options th a t one had  to 
have, and  if one existed w ithout options o f stock then  o n e ’s future 
was a hellscape o f lucklessness, and  the smells th a t pervaded  o n e ’s 
next forty years w ere not car leather cologne or scallops pan-seared , 
not m ounta in  air, beach  air o r lake air, bu t those o f patchouli and  cat 
urine, the peasan t spices o f the line striker, the smells o f the left, smells 
th a t deno ted  a substantial lack o f purchasing  pow er; im plied a beard  
and  ow nership o f a Schw inn and  m ultiple anthologies o f w orld verse, 
and  th a t you thought o f the suburbs as death  cam ps.
bu t every m onth  in the m ailbox m ore invitations, on eggshell o r ivory 
cardstock, their fonts calligraphic, die-cast em bossed, please jo in  us, 
please jo in  us, please ho n o r us, and  he touched  at the ridges, felt the 
depressions, m oved his hand  like the blind read ing  braille, and  the 
parties were always at places he loathed  and  tha t they said th a t they 
had  loathed also, bu t supported , country  clubs w ith duck sauce and
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alabaster-hued  linens, and  fairways, and  ice swans, and  the ice swans 
were stunning  and  he w an ted  to touch them  or at least ju s t stand there 
adm iring, bu t they w ere no t to be looked at o r at least no t exam ined, 
not to be though t o f in a critical context they were o rn am en t, 
strictly, purchased  and  centered an d  transferred  to chips housed in 
digital cam eras, w here the ice swan, long gone, was im m ortal, was not 
w ater then  dew  drops and  then  condensation, and  then  fog th a t hung  
in a valley, and  covered the m aples and  m eters and  streets in a deep 
m orn ing  silence, a fog th a t the senders o f all the invitations hoped would 
burn o ff by go-time, a  fog th a t was som ehow  unlucky, and  con tained  in 
its vapor the corpses o f millions o f previous ice swans, a fog th a t you 
d id n ’t w ant hanging  aro u n d  while you said your oaths then  your toasts 
then  your thank-yous, and  packed up your gifts and  b oarded  a p lane 
and  spent a  week fucking beachside in a hale, and  no m atte r how 
badly  he needed  the cash he was always late to re tu rn  his tuxedo.
and  then  m ore invitations, the bellies o f strangers, tumescent as springtime 
chrysalides, and  these were the wives, the w ell-kem pt A nglo-Saxons, 
the lisas and  lauras and  kellys, and  w hen they answ ered the doors o f 
the ir hom es in the suburbs he w atched  their faces w ith a m icroscope’s 
scrutiny, hoping to notice, in those m illiseconds, the change from  fear 
to full understanding , during  w hich he, in the m inds o f the wives, was 
transform ed completely, from  black thug  and  rapist and  w here’s my 
cell phone to coworker o f the person I  married, and  the doors opened  wider, 
w ere sw ung open fully, and  his coat was h u n g  up and  he said his hellos 
and  som etim es the wives, shot th rough  with guilt, overcom pensated 
and  kept b ring ing  him  things, and  there was the tim e tha t he got the 
house nu m b er wrong, rang  the w rong house’s doorbell, and  this was 
in evening, full nighttim e outside, and  w hen he told the w om an, fear
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choking h er th roat, that he was sorry and  m ust be m istaken, she said 
tha t she thought th a t he m ust be right, and  shut the doo r while he 
stood there, w hich was followed by the deadbolt throw n into the lock, 
and  the scraping o f the chain  on the w ooden d o o r’s backside, and  
these actions had  m ade him  laugh uncontainably, as he stared  at the 
d oo rm at tha t said W E L C O M E , and  this in tu rn  proceeded  by the 
walk to the car he had  borrow ed and  the continued navigation o f suburbia, 
and  then  the police, and  please exit the vehicle, and  the rest was ju st 
a scene from  a movie, bu t in his cow orker’s houses the wives pulled 
up their shirts and  showed navels near-bursting, and  they g rabbed  at 
his arm s and placed his palm s on the ir skin an d  said touch it, ju s t pu t 
your hand  there.
and  he loved to skateboard, was skating now, rode goofy, could kick 
flip, could m anage w ith ease the steel rails o f stairways outside o f 
governm ent buildings - he was a skater - and  in backpack and  
black sw eatshirt and  filthy white jean s was head ing  south, tow ard 
the b o rder o f Berkeley and  O akland , w here they had  m auled  S tein’s 
quote abou t the la tter o f these towns the way th a t public a rt so aptly 
m auled everything, past the bronze here, past the bronze there, each 
letter block and  taller th an  he was, south dow n M artin  L u ther K ing 
Boulevard, and  now O akland , Bum p City, second only to C om pton  for 
highest crim e rate in all C alifornia, hom e o f Black P an thers and  the 
angels o f hell, hom e o f Bruce L ee’s very first dojo, and  the pavem ent 
was new  and  the wheels rolled in silence, very near glided, and  he 
h ad  a tweed cap on, and  out past the airport, over tow ard H ayw ard, 
Last O akland , enorm ous, a w ar zone, a living cemetery, one publication  
had  called it, and  here were the ghosts o f dead  rappers and  the m en 
who had  killed them , an d  in tu rn  were killed by the friends o f dead
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rappers, w ho in tu rn  were killed by the m en’s friends, and  so on, 
and  the shuttered  and  broken factory windows —  gone was G ranny  
Goose, gone was G erber and  this area, until 1909, had  been known 
as Brooklyn, which m ade total sense to h im , was across from  the glow 
and  the flare o f the City, was separated  by bridge, by water, except this 
p a rt o f this city would never ascend, w ould never be pretty  or rich or 
anything m ore than  the p a rt o f the city one hoped  to never step foot 
in, the p a rt o f the city tha t had  no t seen a spike in developm ent since 
prior to the bombing o f Dresden, and  in recent years was m ost fam ous for 
its crack epidem ic, and  Felix M itchell, (and T h e ta  do you rem em ber 
the day o f his funeral, we m ust have been ten or eleven, and  people 
lined the streets to look at the casket, and H uey N ew ton was there 
and  Rolls Royce limousines, and  a procession o f ten horse-drawn carnages, 
because this guy was a kingpin w ho had  given back, who sold crack 
and  then  built children playgrounds, which we played on, and  w hen 
these are your zip code’s and  neighborhood’s heroes, T h e ta , it kind 
o f fucks w ith your sense o f morality) and  with his stabbing and  death 
inside Leavenw orth Prison cam e a sudden and  drastic reduction  in 
the cost o f producing cocaine in rockform, and  the east side in tu rn  becam e 
a m arket destabilized, and  then just an orgy o f violence, the police 
chief agog, the param edics like overworked jan ito rs, and  here were 
the sysdeshows along East 14th, the cars o f the grinders spinning in 
circles, and  leaving on the lots’ asphalt circles o f skid marks, and  the 
circle as infinity, as closed simple curves, as existing w ithout en trance 
or exit.
and  with the honeycom bed sole o f his canvas hi-top he now  steers 
the board  dow n 53rd Street, tow ard the old V ictorian  h e ’s lived in 
eight years, w ith its pink scalloped siding and  bow ed w ooden porch
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and brocaded curtains hung over the windows, the whimsical two- 
level with untended yard of crab grass and deadening albas, a house 
emblematic of civic upkeep’s patina, a house filled with renters and 
bedrooms, where hillocks of mail sprang from the sill of the foyer’s 
tall picture window, and stains left on the wall behind the four-burner 
stove had altered the wall’s very color, and lent a melange that paid 
tribute to literally hundreds of meals of pasta, the long-hardened dots 
of m aroon-colored sauce like a m ind’s eye picture game puzzle, dots 
representing the culinary exploits of residents both past and current, 
the meek indie hipsters and long-haired metalheads and post-feminist 
vegan subversives, who had seen the ad listed in the local free paper, 
and needed something short-term , and affordable, and could move 
in if possible like maybe this week people from other parts of the 
country, who had left what they’d known and fled for the coast, and its 
climate of progressive tranquility, where their futures were not linked 
to price shifts in cattle, were not dependent upon fluctuations in the 
bentonite industry, and they might never see, again in their lives, the 
outline of a grain elevator, might not be called fag in the bathroom s of 
bars, their forehead put hard against the urinal’s porcelain, departed 
places like Carbondale and Miles City, M ontana, the coach’s big 
wheels spitting gravel, and got to the Bay and played lead guitar in 
a band that no one had heard of, and when someone moved out, 
their narrative lost, someone else moved in on the heels of them, and 
in this way the story was epic in scope, contained verse upon verse 
upon chorus, and there was the art student who tattooed herself, and 
there was the girl that dressed like Zelda Fitzgerald, and the software 
designer and political aide and the bulimic Latina fire eater, and the 
throngs of wage slaves working doubles in aprons, chopping fennel at 
some kitchen’s station, and when the dinner rush came they plated up
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squab or risotto topped with shavings o f truffle, then repaired  to back 
alleys for low -tar cigarettes and  bitched and  cajoled and vowed always 
to quit and  could because all this was temporary, because they could get 
new jobs and ren t o ther room s in still o ther Victorians, and  jo in  for a 
short while some o ther tribe o f m om entarily  lingering nom ads, who 
spoke dialects that were nearly their own, or close enough to foster 
understanding, and  at night past his w indow the whistle o f trains, 
headed eastbound, back tow ard the heartland.
and  with the skateboard abandoned  he ascends the porch steps and 
produces a key from  his pocket, and  the smell there to greet him  in the 
cluttered foyer is the musk most com m on to the house’s interior, the 
scent o f cooked pasta, boiled in a pot, then dum ped in a colander hung 
from the faucet, a smell as com m on to the house’s inside as cut grass 
is in the suburbs, and  on the bare floor o f the near-em pty living room  
som eone sitting on a rust-colored beanbag, w atching the eight-inch 
H itachi, and  he can ’t really com m ent on w here the set cam e from, it 
had  seem ed to ju st sort o f m aterialize, appearing  over w inter on the 
top o f the room ’s only bookcase, black-and-w hite rabbit-eared and 
with the capacity to pick up exactly two stations, a local affiliate and 
the public broadcasting channel, and  he has no idea if the guy on the 
beanbag  is a guest or a tenant, or is involved with the boiling o f the 
pasta, and  hung at odd angles with wire and  nails, art in a wide range o f 
mediums, paper collage and  acrylic on canvas and  found objects that 
have been spray-painted, the red o f a stop sign done over in green, 
dolls set on fire then graffitied, and  paintings condem ning the eating 
o f m eat, and  paintings condem ning all m an n er o f consum ption, that 
spoke out against, in ways com plex and  basic, the idea of com m odity 
fetishism, art largely Marxist in nature, and this was ironic as nearly all of
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the a rt had  been  bough t at the local flea m arket, and  thereby debased 
w hat it sought to uphold, nam ely the belief o f a social relationship, 
one tha t existed outside o f the shackles o f  the Federal Reserve System, 
and  its p rin ting  o f fake pap er currency, and  its concu rren t dem anding  
o f a tax on incom e, a tax based on the ignorance o f this co u n try ’s 
masses, a tax no t supported  by one single phrase con ta ined  in the U.S. 
C onstitu tion, and  from  the tiny H itachi a scripted gam e show: are you 
going to go for it? Bob Pm going to go for it, and  the guy on the beanbag  
saying you fucking zombies.
and  why he is here, w h at’s b rought him  by, (because really he is here 
very little, works six days a week at a local bookstore w here they pay 
him  well under the table, and  had  said in the interview  prio r to h iring 
th a t he would only take the job if he d id n ’t have to fill out a 1040, and  
thereby avoid the illegal taxation o f any and  all future wages, which 
had  happened  w hen he had  worked in an office, and  the bookstore’s 
ow ner was a pony-tailed m an from  the suburb  o f Short Hills, New  
Jersey, a sep tuagenarian  w ho did own a Schw inn and  did carry  abou t 
him  the odor o f cat urine, and  this m an  had  gotten a gleam  in his eye 
at the m ention  o f opposing the 1040, and  instead o f saying no and  
thanks for your tim e shook his h an d  and  said you start tom orrow ) is 
the book kept in a lockbox hidden  u n d er his bed, and  the book there 
is none o ther th an  the big book o f AA, fourth edition, the faux leather 
b ind ing  not quite navy blue, a shade o f blue just lighter than  navy, 
and  h e ’s had  this book now  for over five years, since a little after his 
firing from  the office, the term ination  occurring  w hen on a Friday he 
had urinated on a plant by the water cooler, w hen h e ’d com e back from  a 
late lunch had  w ith coworkers, w ho unlike him  had  not been covertly 
drinking vodka all m orning, and  w ho had  not been drinking vodka
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the evening before, and  for every night for four years before that, who 
did not need the vodka to physically function, and  thereby stave off 
the invisible beast known as delirium tremens, from  which one’s head 
spun and  wrists felt hollowed out, which transform ed the m undane or 
simplistic chore to near-m ythic proportions, and  it was only after the 
daily slaying o f this beast that the first thoughts o f food were really 
possible, and  that day, that Friday, by three o ’clock, he was am azingly 
hungry because he was shit-faced, because he had  filled a dixie cup with 
S m irnoff for six hours straight, and  now felt pretty  good about things, 
felt well enough to realistically consider the thorough mastication o f spring 
rolls, and  since it was Friday a beer with his lunch fell in the realm  of 
acceptable, and  here were his coworkers at his cubicle’s threshold, the 
expats o f beta  house chapters, the A ryan trust-funders who owned 
lacrosse sticks and  on weekends wore p iqued, collared Izods, and  for 
now were living in secure-entranced townhouses in the Ijike Merritt area o f 
Oakland', and  how did T h ai food sound to him , and  then the elevator’s 
descent and  the gift o f fresh air and  the bringing o f m enus to their 
table, and  the m easured expert nursing o f one single brow n bottle 
o f southeast Asian extraction, and  w hen the spring rolls arrived he 
eagerly ate as this was his lunch and  his breakfast and  dinner, and 
would allow for, at some point in the very near future, the continued 
consum ption o f vodka, and  the beta house expats spoke ol O ak land’s 
crim e rates and  asked w here was it again that he did his college.
and  by ju st after five the office was em pty it was a Friday in 
springtim e —  and  he sat there reclined, with the dixie cup, then 
pu t the glass bottle inside his book bag and  switched off his desk’s 
com puter, and  as he was leaving lingered a m om ent in front of the large 
potted silver queen, and  then unzipped the fly o f his khakis, the drive ol
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this action unfolding from  the nihilistic im bibing o f Sm irnoff, and  as 
urine hit soil the elevator dinged, and  this was the boss’s re tu rn  from 
a board  m eeting, and  the boss, in the p h rase ’s m etaphorical sense, 
could also be term ed  a silver queen, a mid-fifties exec who had  been 
g room ed at C hoate, and  at Brown w ent by the n icknam e o f Binky, 
(now: Rebecca), w ho drove a Lexus sedan an d  d id n ’t take shit, and  
had never seen anyone u rinating  on a p lan t in a hallway, bu t was 
transpo rted  im m ediately to her freshm an d o rm  room  and  her own 
bou t o f poo r decision-m aking, during  w hich she had  invited up to her 
room  a scholarship student from  H artfo rd ’s inner city, and  this scholarship 
student d id n ’t know w hen to stop and  had  forcibly undone her b ra  
strap, and  p inched  at her nipples and  p u t his h an d  up  h er skirt w ith 
the m easured force o f industrial m achinery, o f som ething in h u m an  
perfo rm ing  a task, and  she had  leaned back on the bed  and  had  kicked 
him , and  h e ’d gotten  up and  flashed h er the peace sign, and  the next 
four years o f her life she kept seeing him , and  saw him  in dream s, and  
saw him  w hen waking, rew orking the scene on the stage o f h er b rain  
over and  over and  over, all this flooding back as she stared at his thick 
stream  o f urine, w hich ceased upon his recognition o f the person  w ho 
held tightly the purse strings, and  inside h er office, beh ind  the m aple- 
stained door, the silver queen  recounting  tha t Providence night, then  
saying here’s what we’ll do about this: I ’ll pay  you an o th e r two m onths o f 
your salary and  you d o n ’t com e back here, not ever.
and  then the w riting o f the check and  giving over o f swipe cards, his 
sham e very near to congealing, and  the next fifty, sixty or seventy days 
were akin to a device in screen-writing, w here the screenw riter m ust 
show that m uch tim e has passed, and  m ust do so ra ther quickly, so that 
the audience gets a sense o f tim e passing only through glimpses, and  these
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glimpses, were they specific to him, m ight show a black kid alone in the 
bedroom  he rented and a futon encircled by bottles, and records lying 
llat on their white paper sleeves, which in tu rn  rested on record covers, 
and ashtrays erupting with clumps o f tan butts, and night and day 
passing unnoticed, and the stirring o f the black kid, on some random  
M ay date, at four-seventeen in the m orning, and thinking the single 
word vodka, and  sitting up from  the bed and checking the bottles, 
etc., ad nauseum , and then the abated eating o f food, the mitigation 
o f solids and  subsequent vomiting, until the feel of bile corroding his 
teeth becam e ra ther standard  a series o f scenes pieced together with 
washouts, a cinem atic collage bathetically steeped in addiction, and 
then the waking one m orning to the cadence o f  finches, and deciding to 
throw out the bottles, and  with the bottles thrown out the grim  m eeting 
rooms o f the hopelessly lost and delusional, of the drunk who had  turned  
his life over, and here were the w orn dirty floors o f church basem ents 
and  the arom a of crystallized French roast, and if you need a sponsor 
please raise your hand, and that we alcoholics cannot m anage our lives 
and that god could and would once we sought him, and that first year 
epiphinal, a deep cleansing breath, and  he did get a sponsor and then 
his sponsor moved and  then he found a new sponsor, a subcontractor, a 
libertarian, who inform ed o f the lie that was incom e tax, and  told him 
to work the steps harder, and then had  a heart attack in the cab ol his 
Ford (and with death conquered fully his addiction), and all that was 
over a year ago, and  since the death o f this sponsor his own attendance 
at the M onday ten-thirty had dwindled, and  then ceased entirely, and 
tonight w ouldn’t be any different, because where he is going involves 
no house o f worship but does in some ways consider the fourth step, the 
taking oj a personal inventory, and with the box locked and  room  locked he 
then leaves the house and  skates south, out tow ard the ghetto.
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(because T h e ta  there are so m any ledges to m anage narrow  and  
shelflike, projecting tha t the concept o f structure is lost am ongst all 
o f this balancing; and  there are so m any parts I can locate no sum, 
th ere ’s no way to solve this equation, and  on a bench in a laundrom at 
som eone read ing  a book, and  the paw n shops w ith tags on their roll- 
downs, and  at the intersection o f M acA rthu r the filthy m otels and  
slicked glow o f fast food enterprises, and  the hookers (all black) done 
up w ith drugs, and  fake eyelashes bought from  a W algreens, and  
T h e ta , dear twin sister o f m ine, I w ant you to know I ’m  w earing 
the cap tha t you sent m e last C hristm as, the one m ade o f wool with 
the snap on its bill, the derby o f cream and tan herringbone, and  sister in 
tru th  the cap fits ra th e r poorly; and  how is the suburb  o f A rlington 
H eights, your village northw est o f C hicago, is it the sam e as it was 
w hen I cam e to visit, and  m et your white husband  and  biracial kids, 
and  glim psed fully your tax bracket, and  saw parked  in your driveway 
the green C herokee and  sleek white M ustang  convertible, and  T h e ta  
I know  a surgeon’s hours are long, tha t the m an  tha t you m arried , 
while m arried  to you, is m arried  to the work he does also, an d  w hat 
do you do, twin sister, all day in tha t house, while your kids get called 
ugly nam es at their school, and  w hat will you do w hen your kids take 
the el from  the suburbs dow n into the city, and  begin to m ore fully 
com prehend  and  accept w here this country  keeps its surfeits o f black 
people, because I know you rem em ber w hen one o f your su b u rb ’s 
squad cars saw us w alking last au tum n  n ea r sunset, and  tu rn ed  dow n 
the street and  then  m atched  ou r gait and  then  the cop rolling dow n 
the car window, asking could he help us -  -  asked us, twin sister, i f  
we were lost, to w hich I replied almost certainly, and  then  there was the 
cop applying his brakes, and  rad io ing  dispatch for backup, and  the
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subsequent (read: endless) justification o f our presence, our continued 
navigation o f suburbia, and T h e ta  do you ju st shrug this off all the time, 
just accept that it comes with the territory  you have invaded.)
and  tow ard O ak land’s dow ntow n the tu rn  on to West G rand  and 
ahead  o f him  damned tidal waters, where a convergence o f streams greets 
the bay’s gray saline, and  creates the brackish lagoon nam ed Lake 
M erritt, an urban  lake, a lake surrounded  on all sides by a city, a lake 
which through the m id-90s was used as a grave for the corpses o f gang 
m em bers, their wrecked bodies pulled from  the trunks o f Im palas and 
dragged over grass to the shoreline —  a cruel task perform ed in the 
heart o f the night (and T h e ta  do you rem em ber how the applications 
cost? that there were processing fees and  we had no money?), a task 
done with urgency, the legs lifted first, g rabbed  ju st above the black hi- 
tops, legs left to rest on the chrom e of the bum per while the body’s 
torso and  shoulders were worked on, and  this taking time as the body 
was stuck, was w edged up against the spare tire, and then  purchase 
gained with a yank on the neck, and  the body in tu rn  rolling over, (and 
T h e ta  did you know that a corpse harbors b reath  long after the lungs 
have stopped working, because at times, on good days, I can forget 
his face —  the strong jaw, the uneven sideburns — but w hat w on’t go 
away is the scent o f that breath , an  odor m atching exactly cooked pasta, 
and I w onder som etimes abou t his last m eal’s specifics did he sit at 
a table, was he w atching TV, was there the em ploym ent o f a napkin, 
some thin paper thing that he then crum pled up, telling a bro ther 
or sister o f his own, Pm going out, Pll see you later, w hich he w ouldn’t), 
but that night at the lake, the air filled in by fog, the body exhaling 
postm ortem , a last b reath  that swept over his face’s contours, while 
he leaned in under the trunk door, and with ano ther pull the body
toppling onto the sidewalk, or rather half on the sidewalk and half in 
the street, a body spread over a gutter, and this was proceeded by his 
dragging the body over sod that was covered in goose shit, and then 
rolling said body from the lip of the ped path into the lake’s lapping 
water, as the instructions had been to not weigh the corpse, as the 
instructions had been W E W ANT M O T H E R F U C K E R S  T O  KNOW  
US, and twin sister you should see what the lake looks like now, how it 
has strings of lights strung around it.
and with the shoreline beside him the backpack unzipped, the 
skateboard not losing m om entum , and here the drawing out of two 
things at once, the big book and a can of malt liquor, the latter bought 
from the Turkish m an just before closing and the form er thrown into 
the water, gone forever, the cheap glue of its binding dissolving, the 
faux leather covers, not quite navy blue, fanned out and now slightly 
bobbing, and he pops the can’s top then pedals faster, around the ped 
path to the west side of the lake, past the beta house expats and their 
slumbering wives, past the dream ing lisas lauras and kellys, w ho’ve 
been assured by their husbands a house in the suburbs, and their own 
toddler toddling, who know just like he does that down East 14th lie all 
m anner of problems —  that this street heads south for miles runs 
past 29th and the tidal canal and the bridges that connect Alameda, 
runs past the braid shops and bus stops and dark dirty bars, runs just 
west of his decrepit alma mater, that high school where he spent four 
years of his life while living with six different relatives, in six different 
houses, an institution to which he was bussed fifty blocks because his 
neighborhood had no high school to speak of, was south of the airport 
and sports coliseums and the warehouses’ wrecked broken windows, 
a locale with main streets sometimes traversed by one or both of his
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parents, in the years post-Felix M itchell, a time w hen crack was m uch 
cheaper, a time when his neighborhood was an open-air m arket for 
the selling o f cocaine in rock form, a m arket th a t’s still alive to this 
day, a m arket th a t’s very m uch thriving, and  twin sister since this 
is also your story do you rem em ber seeing them  from out the bus 
window, the people who raised us, who once had had  jobs and  owned 
cars and  paid in to the Federal Reserve System, and then d idn’t, as 
there w eren’t any m ore jobs to have, as industry flatlined and  they 
got their pink slips, and  if life is a ledge then here the misstep, the 
loss o f all balance, and  the appearance o f grim  m en on our porch 
in the nighttim e, w earing black sateen R aiders jackets, and  one car 
was sold then the other, the cupboards bare and  lawn dead and  then 
disappearance, the absences longer and  longer, until some agent of 
county protective services showed up with a clipboard and juice boxes, 
which she gave us, because we were m alnourished and  now pity cases, 
and repaired  that very day to an  uncle’s, and  T h e ta  was it m aybe once 
every three weeks that the bus would drive past them , our parents, 
as they searched through a trash can or peed in an alley or slept on 
a stained piece o f cardboard , and  would show up on occasion at the 
hom e o f an aun t and  hug us and  then steal money, or food stamps 
they’d sell to the corner store owners at a highly depreciated value, 
because food stam ps cannot buy cocaine in rockform but hard  cash is fiscally 
om niscient, and  with cash one can pay rent or buy drugs or a six-pack 
o f tall cans o f m alt liquor, and  with cash one can stand in line at the 
post office, looking at m ug shots o f felons, and  wait to exchange three 
hundred  in twenties for ten different m oney orders, to five different 
colleges, institutions that prom ised, in so m any words, w e’ll give you 
m oney if you give us money, m eaning, twin sister, there were processing 
fees, and  surely at some point you put this together, that the m oney
d idn’t com e from  an uncle or au n t o r em ploy o f ou r school district, 
that if you were eighteen and  broke and  needed  three hun d red  dollars 
there was one dem ographic  to tu rn  to, and  tha t this dem ographic  
could be found oftentim es on a roo f out on 98th Avenue —  a roo f that 
I ’m  now heading  back to and  were happy to p a rt w ith som e of 
the ir capital if you in tu rn  did them  a favor, because T h e ta  hard  cash 
is the key o f the skeleton, and  there are so m any doors it can  open.
and  sister the doors tha t it opened  for us the first black twins in 
o u r college’s history —  and  how  m any times w ere we asked by those 
friends I can ’t find so who’s the good one and who’s the bad one, and  T h e ta  
for m e the ju ry ’s still out, and  you really should write hom e m ore 
often, because those uncles an d  aunts never w ent anyw here, and  
they clothed and  fed us, and  right now  a plane going by overhead, 
the sound o f its engines enorm ous, a sound th a t could fill up your 
su bu rb ’s quain t silence, w ould m ask wholly the hum  o f your pool filter, 
a tim bre entirely afforded to you by my disposal o f a victim  o f gang 
members, m en  m et on a ro o f over ten years ago at an  hou r very near 
this one, and  lived too in the walls o f that m idw est attic room , and  on 
the d irt roads and  in cornfields, lived everywhere, T h e ta , in all th a t I 
saw, were sewn into my vision’s fabric, and  for m e stand always on the 
flat g ran ite  top o f a  long-closed G rocery  O utlet, and  T h e ta  I ’m  sorry 
for so m uch disclosure but in some ways you were always unlucky, 
left-handed and  clumsy, the dog th a t M om  b ough t you run  over, your 
best friend from th ird  grade shot accidentally, also a victim  o f gang 
m em bers, and  T h e ta  it seems im plied by your actions th a t you ’re not 
interested too m uch in history, bu t you should know that your nam e, 
the eighth letter in G reek, was used by judges Hellenic, th a t in ancien t 
times these m en wrote dow n this letter w hen prescrib ing death  u n d er
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penalty, and I ’m  sure m om  and dad ju st heard  it som ewhere and 
knew nothing o f its implications, were unaw are it dealt largely with 
closure and doom , and  also with stock options, as your nam e, twin 
sister, in regard to investing, is a m easure o f the decaying o f options, that 
as time progresses decay tends to grow, and will keep growing larger 
and  larger, until expiration, and  T h e ta  I’m now out on 91st Avenue, 
where the rate o f decay is unchartable, where the stone pit o f this city 
looks out at its future and  sees only a hellscapc o f lucklessness, where 
the streets are not lined with maples and m eters and  cars because 
there’s no soil for trees to grow in, and the m eters have all had a 
hacksaw taken to them , so that addicts can get at their quarters, and 
cars parked here past m idnight are gone before m orning, stolen and 
taken to chop shops, and  the church lots’ chain-links are all topped 
with barbed  wire, and  th ere’s not one single bookstore to speak of, ju st 
chicken stands weave shops and  check-cashing places, and  a black kid 
riding a skateboard, and  shifting his weight and  steering the board  
into the m outh  o f a poorly-lit alley, the pavem ent gone rougher, the 
b o a rd ’s wheels coughing out bits o f gravel, and  sister it’s quiet, th ere’s 
no one around, and I still have three cans o f m alt liquor, and  here 
are my hands on the hre ladder’s rungs, and  here is the roof o f this 
building, and  T h e ta  how often do you d ream  you are falling, that there 
is suddenly nothing below you.
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J e n n i f e r  K. D i c k
fro m  Enclosure
She went to sleep and grew up 
and looked at her 
body and said This was just 
a reflection...
This was just
She went to sleep
Lili,
she said 
Lilies and a basket
O f protection 
This call a place
she stopped 
This could be she
a voice, she, a voiced
Lili?
Some recognition 
Some recollection Take 
them  back Pluck
a few
My, 
she said,
garden
T he gardener by a white 
picket 
she fenced
She was fenced 
in, she said and
behind her 
clover, take this
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and bouquets and baskets 
Bushels counted on
old parchment 
Things behind glass
under tape In this 
museum a collection 
Egyptian 
artifacts, artifactual, anti-
or artiface, she claims, signs 
labor exchange
a ticker-tape-like 
recollection dug
up They were 
unearthed
In a cave 
centuries
a measured 
existence
Roles, models, 
modular re-connection She 
fences 
the garden Pricks 
her thumb 
forefinger this rose 
those lines 
accounting for
To count for 
or forward and growling 
in this dark 
she says, nightness,
palms to the surface 
so that guard must
(Is his back turned 
Is he turned back round 
Is he watching
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To see, to look, to notice) 
warn her Lili? 
her voice in the
Shadows dimming 
the lights to signal 
closing 
A closure
This deal 
is final, he signed, she 
read how 
he’d signed and sealed
each docum ent in red 
wax sending them rolled 
o il Rolled up
a scroll
a past 
She presses her hands 
to the fence 
Splinters
To the glassed-in 
box of words
Pages, she whispers, too, 
with their too-flat ink
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E r i n  m . B e r t r a m
[My Tattoo!
Something worth nam ing as yet w ithout a name. 
W hat’s to be said for a bird paused in eternal alight 
on forearm, wings spread both feral & in embrace?
My param our. Event horizon. T he flesh the first 
& quietest defense. Which is not to say insignificant 
or any less than other, more hardy variants of armor,
whose weight is implied or otherwise & otherly 
borne. Lines sketched, drawn, traced, then memorized, 
fingered nights, mornings wildly admired. Once
embossed, the flesh rises in either protest or accord; 
what else is to be expected, what response better suited 
to dignify such intrusion. Forearm gone all Byzantine
relief, firebird affixed, you rise, a tiny Christ, held 
there by layers thin as paper sheaves. C reature born, 
creature risen, creature risen again. T hat Sunday,
under the whirring buzz of mechanized & flourishing
ink, my body held there, willingly, for minutes
at a time. Bird of pyre, bird of soot, bird of cigarette
gone rococo, gone smolder, fixed intaglio, most intimate 
intarsia. W ingspan flared feral, silent suspension 
between alight & arrival, always impending, always
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already there. And its plumage, tenacious, tender 
feathers of the neck exposed, an expose on what it is 
to be humble & brazen, &, yes, deservedly holy. Forever
turning in on itself, turning over & over, a face turned 
away & quickly back again. As when thick stone wears 
the abrasions given it by wind or the beloved palm,
a vestigial translation of its former self. T hat requisite 
turning, effectual in its want, until final swift 
inevitable? release, sole blue beacon of an eye
amid a whirl of otherwise dynamic, unchanging heat.
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S e t h  A b r a m s o n
M anual fo r  the Spirit in Translation
Place schem atic  at r e a r  o f  o p u len t  /  t ra n s lu c e n t  
screen, o r  a p p e n d  ch im es for p rovision 
o f  a m a rk e d  co n tem p la t io n ,  up  to mystery,
at p o in t  o f  sale. L ights m ust  be affixed 
sym m etr ica l ly  if  affixed
a n d  at any  p o in t  o f  slight breeze, sigh measurably . 
N o  brigh tness  o r  a sy m m etry  favored
w ith o u t  the provis ion  o f  a d ives tm en t
homily.
Self-esteem shou ld  be ca l ib ra ted  
twice before  app lica tion ;  F riday four times.
A p p a ra tu s  genera lly  shou ld  seethe at p o in t  o f  sale, 
as op p o sed  to work. Schem atic  m u s t  no t 
be seen to have b een  working. C onverse ly  
o f  h ighes t  o rd e r
is priority, a priori,
It Shall Be F u n c tiona l .
But n o t  excessive. Provision o f  m yste ry  favors 
occasional m a lfunc tion .  O f  e n t ra n t
n o t  schem atic .
D esired  range: b e tw een  the  Being h e a rd  th ro u g h  
a j a r  o f  clay, a n d  sensation
of hav ing  d ru n k  Being from  a j a r  o f  clay 
or  [s im ili tude]. D es ired  d e p th  /  effect
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is to be one of laughter, or else the inarticulate 
exercise of judgment, a short-short commercial 
with absence of product recall.
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ROBB ST. LAWRENCE
Sans Lunette
with Satie
This watered clot black brick bled
over snow. H er hand arrested rain
drops halted just overhead the way
petals suspend themselves in drafts of wind.
W hite story of fold and fracture, now
you open into silence. Still each edge
jags its coal-deep scar to the page vein
collapsed on clouds. T h at net is a spray
of sparrows. It webs the air. She limned
knot loop hair sopped bleached pulp. How 
light reflects the dried skin of it.
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The Baby
E D A N  L E PU CI C I
T he day after the baby’s birth, M artha held her breast out to me and 
said, “I thought you might want to taste it.” We were in the bedroom, 
trying for a nap.
M artha’s swollen nipple rem inded me of cows, of how they have 
to be milked multiple times a day —  or else. Was it the same for my 
wife? H er breast looked full and heavy, pendulous.
I was surprised by her offer. We hadn’t been talking much.
“I don’t know,” I said. “I don’t think so.”
M artha nodded; she had anticipated my refusal. “It might help 
make you feel closer to us.” She emphasized the last word. Us.
T he baby whimpered from her cradle. We called her that, the 
baby, because we hadn’t picked a nam e yet. I kept suggesting Gloria 
Hope, after both of our grandmothers, but M artha said it sounded 
like the nam e of a hospital. She had other preferences, which changed 
hourly.
“Shh, baby,” M artha whispered, “it’s okay.” But she didn’t cover 
her chest. This, I knew, was a dare.
“Fine,” I said.
T he milk was sickly sweet, and even after I chased it down with 
water, the flavor lingered on my tongue. I thought of envelope glue, 
of licking stamps.
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M artha smiled and put a hand on my shoulder. “How is it?” For 
the m om ent, she was pleased with me.
Before I could answer, dead Kevin appeared in the corner of the 
room. H e’d come as the injured version of himself. Blood and brains 
dripped from his bashed-in head, disappearing before staining the 
carpet.
By then, Kevin had been haunting me for nearly a year and a half. T he 
baby was conceived six m onths after his death, but Kevin wasn’t our 
child; in fact, M artha and I barely knew him before he died. He was 
the son of our old friends, Eliza and Peter, who used to live next door 
to us before we were m arried. After they moved, we didn’t see them 
much. Occasionally, they’d invite us to their parties, and, occasionally, 
we went. Each year, Kevin was a little taller, a little louder, a little m ore 
annoying. He liked to occasionally speak in baby talk, especially to 
Eliza, which m ade M arth a’s skin crawl. He was cute like a kid in the 
movies, m eaning he wasn’t cute at all, but weird looking, precocious 
in a cloying way.
Kevin the ghost wasn’t much different from Kevin the boy. T here 
was no m oaning hologram  to contend with, no floating above our 
bed in a white sheet, just a seven-year-old who arrived and departed 
w ithout any regularity or warning, like a train in a poorly run country. 
Aside from the occasional special effect the walking through walls, 
for instance, or the ability to look as he did at the m om ent of his death
yoti m ight not know Kevin was a ghost. But, then again, I was the 
only one who could see him.
He first visited me at dawn. T he bedroom  was awash with gray light, 
rem inding me of my boyhood paper route, of early m orning rides
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to the airport, and I didn’t know what had woken me. I was about to 
turn over and go back to sleep, when I saw him. Kevin. He stood by 
M artha’s dresser, wearing the same green polo shirt and cargo shorts 
he had on the day he died. Kevin waved to me, moving his little-boy 
hand slowly from side to side, as if he were gesturing from atop a 
parade float. Hesitantly, I waved back. Kevin smiled and pulled out 
a pair of M artha’s earrings from her jewelry box. He pinched them 
between thum b and forefinger, and held them out to me with his other 
hand cupped underneath. I wondered if this was a sign.
“M artha,” I whispered, “look!”
My wife was buried under the blankets. She groaned and Kevin 
cocked his head like a dog.
I kicked my wife in the call. “M artha,” I said, “wake up.
She emerged from the covers. “W hat? W hat’s wrong?”
“Over there.” I pointed across the room.
She squinted. “W hat?”
“There.” But Kevin was gone.
“He,” I said. “I saw ...”
M artha burrowed into her pillow. “Wait three hours and then tell 
me.”
I lay there panicked. Kevin wasn’t in the room anymore, but I 
could feel his afterimage like the brightness ol a bare light bulb after 
it’s been extinguished. In my half-sleep state, Kevin’s presence had felt 
almost natural. Now I realized what I ’d seen: a ghost.
I jumped out of bed and ran into the bathroom. I turned on the 
sink and doused myself in cold water until I could no longer feel my 
scalp. With water dripping down my neck, I tiptoed into the den to 
watch ESPN on mute. Please don’t come back, I thought, please don’t 
come back.
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I should say it now: I killed Kevin.
We were at Peter and Eliza’s for a barbecue. Aside from a small 
infant with her ears pierced and a toddler who waddled back and 
forth between his m other and a lawn chair, there were no other 
children for Kevin to play with. W hen we arrived, he was running 
around the back yard alone, arms out like an airplane, making noises 
like a rooster. “Kevin’s friend from school was supposed to come and 
play, but he’s sick,” Eliza explained as her son collapsed on the grass 
nearby. M artha and I nodded at her sympathetically, then headed for 
the cooler of beer.
“Check that out,” M artha said.
Kevin stood with his face inches away from the hedge, m uttering 
to himself in a robot voice, “Again, again, again.” He reached for one 
of the leaves in front of him and stroked it with his index finger as if 
it were a tiny bird. His neck was red from the sun.
“I feel bad for him ,” I said. “He must be so bored.”
“I know, but, still, he’s weird.”
During lunch, Kevin stopped eating his cheeseburger and began 
flinging his unwanted pickles onto the lawn.
“Hey there,” I said. “W ant to play or something?”
In less than a minute I was lurching back and forth across the 
yard, pretending to be drunk or dizzy or both, with Kevin perched 
atop my shoulders. My father had done this with me when I was boy, 
and as Kevin squeezed my neck and squealed, I remem bered how 
exhilarating a ride it could be. He was nearly strangling me. I lifted him 
off my shoulders and set him down on the grass. He stood to tackle me 
and I roared like a bear, pushing him back to the ground. “You want 
more,” I growled and he giggled a yes. I picked him up by the ankles
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and began swinging him in circles, faster and faster, until his hair flew 
straight from his scalp and his face turned red. Kevin felt like an axe in 
my hands. Peter whistled and said, “Look at that!” and I grinned and 
kept spinning. I thought: So this is what fatherhood is like. This funny, 
easy intimacy. I could do this. After all, Kevin wasn’t that different from 
most kids, he just needed some attention, needed to have some fun. 1 
could understand his loneliness I too had been an only child.
I didn’t m ean to take two steps in the wrong direction, toward the 
garage. T he next time Kevin came around, his head hit the building’s 
concrete corner. It was an accident, even Eliza and Peter knew that. 
Not that my intentions m ade a difference. T he boy’s skull split open, 
like an egg tapped against the lip of a bowl, and it took me a m om ent 
to stop moving. I let go o f Kevin’s ankles. T here was blood everywhere: 
on the garage wall, on Kevin’s face, on me. Someone screamed and 
pushed me out of the way. M artha dropped her plate and grabbed for 
me. She put my head to her chest, as if I had been the injured one.
T he doctors declared Kevin dead soon after he arrived at the 
hospital. People said there’d been no chance of survival. H e’d been 
spinning so fast. T he am bulance ride, they said, was merely a gesture.
I never fell back asleep after that first haunting. Over breakfast, I 
explained to M artha what had happened. “He was there, I swear. He 
was showing me your earrings.”
“W hich ones?”
“T he long turquoise ones. But you didn’t wear earrings to the 
barbeque.”
“You rem em ber that?” She frowned. “W hat does that have to do 
with anything?”
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I blushed. “Oh. I assumed you thought Kevin was rem inding me 
of the barbecue. Like, here are the earrings your wife wore the day I 
died.”
“Baby, don’t be ridiculous.”
“He scared the shit out of me.”
“Jack,” M artha said. She put a hand on top of mine. “It was 
nothing, just your brain playing tricks on you.”
“It’s not like I don’t think about the kid. I think about him all the 
time.”
“It was an accident,” she said. “It’ll get better.”
“M artha, I ’m being haunted by the ghost of a seven-year-old boy. 
I don’t think that’s a sign of im provem ent.”
“It wasn’t a ghost, you imagined him. You were asleep.”
“I wasn’t though. I was awake, I saw him .”
M artha didn’t answer. She’d needed only a m onth or so to get over 
things. After Kevin’s death, she had taken time off of work to take 
care of me to take care of the both of us, really. She felt so guilty 
for making fun of Kevin at the barbecue, for not knowing him better. 
“We should’ve sent him birthday cards,” she said after the funeral.
T hat evening, we watched a movie on cable and pretended the earlier 
conversation had never happened. We even snuggled on the couch. 
D uring one of the commercial breaks, I went to get a blanket for us. 
I hurried down the dark hallway, toward the linen closet, hum m ing 
some stupid hardw are store jingle. Just as I passed the bathroom  on 
my left, two red lights emerged from the dark, flickering on and off, 
on and off, a couple of inches above the floor. I stopped humming. 
“Kevin?” I said, and flipped on the light switch. T he boy had his back 
to me, and was m arching in place, playing soldier, maybe. T he red
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lights were from the heels of his Star Wars sneakers, which blinked 
with every step. I rem em bered them from the barbecue. “Kevin,” I 
said again, “what are you doing here?”
He turned around to reveal a ketchup stain across the front of 
his polo shirt. I rem em bered the param edics rushing in with their 
stretchers and their oxygen masks, and how Eliza kept yelling, “Ignore 
the front of his shirt! It’s not blood, it’s ketchup! It’s his head, look at 
his head!” Peter eventually pulled her away from the scene, and despite 
his own panic, attem pted to calm her down. He was a good husband. 
He hugged her, hushed into her ear. He told her the param edics were 
professionals, that everything would be okay, that they were aware of 
the situation. T he situation being, I ’d killed their son.
“Kevin,” I said again. T he hallway was lit like a subway station.
Kevin stared me down. “You-aw in twubble,” he said.
“Excuse me?”
“You-aw in twubble,” he repeated. “Big twubble.”
“Please,” I said. “I, I ’m sorry for what I did. It was an accident.”
Kevin didn’t move. “You wiw make it up to me,” he said.
“How?”
Instead o f answering me, Kevin took up m arching again. Left, 
right, left. He began to disappear, fading out like an old television. 
T he sound o f his footsteps rem ained long after he was gone. Left, 
right, left. Right, left, right.
The third time, I was taking a shower and turned around for the 
conditioner to find Kevin standing before me, soap in hand. “Rem em ber 
me,” he asked in a soft voice. As if I could forget. “You should always be 
careful in the tub,” he said. The baby talk, it seemed, was a thing of the 
past. He wagged his finger at me. “It can be very dangerous,” he said.
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“W hat do you want?” I asked.
Kevin was silent. He lathered the soap in his hands until it grew a 
beard of white foam.
“Fine,” I said, “don’t answer me.”
I turned o il the water and stepped out of the tub, yanking the 
shower curtain closed behind me. I pretended to be brave, annoyed 
even, but still I was afraid. I didn’t want to be haunted forever.
O n his fourth visit, I discovered him splayed across the living room 
floor with his head bashed open. Pieces of his skull and brains were 
smeared on the wall behind him, and tiny red droplets of blood 
covered the furniture. I gagged. I rem em bered that smell, of blood 
and body and death. It was like I ’d been playing with Kevin mere 
minutes before. I could picture the garage, and the blood m atted into 
the grass. W hat had I done?
I knelt and put my hand on Kevin’s chest. He felt so real. “My 
G od,” I whispered.
Kevin opened his eyes and I jum ped.
“I’m sorry,” I said. “Your parents, they must be so —  ”
He lifted his head and groaned. “You will make it up to me,” he 
said.
“You said that before. You said I ’d know what to do. But when will 
I know?”
Kevin grimaced with pain. “You took me away from my mommy 
and daddy,” he said. “Forever and ever. I was just a baby. M y parents’ 
little baby.” He closed his eyes.
“Kevin?”
He was dead for the second time.
T he next thing I heard was M artha’s voice; she’d caught me.
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“W h a t are you doing in here?”
I h a d n ’t m oved my hand . It looked as if I were testing the 
tem pera tu re  o f the floor.
I told h e r everything. W h en  I was finished, she said, “You know, 
after my G ran d m a  H ope died, I had  the sam e d ream  ab o u t h er every 
n ight. In it, she w alked th rough o u r house w ith a rose in h er fist. She 
w ent from  room  to room  saying He loves me, He loves me not, He loves me, 
until there  were no petals left. A fter I ’d  had  the d ream  a few times, I 
woke up  to discover th a t the flower by my bedside had  wilted. All the 
petals had  fallen off. I cou ldn ’t believe it. G ra n d m a  H ope  was sending 
m e a m essage!”
I nodded , w aited  for the catch.
M a rth a  w ent on. “B ut then  I saw I'd  left the w indow  wide open. 
It was only the w ind. As m uch as I w an ted  it to be a sign from  my 
grandm other, I knew  it w asn’t.”
“T h a t’s too b a d ,” I said.
She smiled. “It is an d  isn’t. D o you see w hat I ’m  saying?”
“Yeah, got it. I need  to grow  up because ghosts a ren ’t rea l.”
“I t’s no t ab o u t grow ing up ”
“Baby, these a re n ’t poetic messages I ’m  receiving from  the dead. 
I t’s the dead  him self.”
She sighed. “Jack , I th ink you’re suffering from  post-traum atic  
stress d isorder.”
“W h at?” I said. “T h is isn’t som e m ental breakdow n I ’m  having. I 
touched  K evin today, he was right there, on the floor.”
“Honey, I th ink you should see a  th e rap ist.”
“ I ’d be b e tte r off visiting a psychic.”
I ’d already  seen a doctor, a few weeks after the accident; the guy 
barely responded , ju s t sat there  taking notes, judging me.
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“O h, come on,” M artha  said, the tenderness fading from her 
voice. “You act like you can just hibernate alter what happened. But 
what you’re going through makes sense. It’s only been a few m onths 
since Kevin’s death. You hardly talk about it, and you need to.”
I walked to the window and opened the blinds. They flew up 
in a cloud of dust, and a dead ladybug, charred and faded orange, 
fell to the floor. “I talked about it enough with the police,” I said. In 
the hours after Kevin’s death, I’d spoken to three detectives about 
what had happened. We went over the event dozens of times; I even 
took a breathalyzer test. T he case had eventually been dropped, and 
Peter and Eliza didn’t press charges. T he last thing they needed was 
a lawsuit; they w anted to grieve. In a way, that was the hardest part 
for me: the absence of punishm ent. I’d sent Peter and Eliza a letter 
soon after Kevin’s death, asking to meet, but I never received a reply. 
N ot that I blam ed them. But I didn’t know what else to do. People at 
the office tiptoed around me, said they were there il I wanted to talk. 
Friends called, sent letters. But I wasn’t interested in sharing.
M artha joined me at the window. “I don’t m ean reporting the 
facts. I m ean telling someone how you feel. M aybe that would get rid 
of whatever’s haunting you.”
M aybe she was right. M aybe dead Kevin was my own creation. 
It was possible -  I was in pretty bad shape after the accident. I’d 
vomited for days; I couldn’t eat for weeks; I kept waking up in the 
middle of the night thinking: I am a murderer. If Peter and Eliza were 
never going to recover, why should I? I was the one w ho’d killed their 
son with my oafish, foolish hands. It was my fault. I ’d forgotten Kevin 
was a boy, because I was too busy acting like one myself.
A child w ho’s lost his parents is called an orphan, but what do you 
call parents who are no longer parents, whose child is dead because
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of someone else’s stupidity? W hat do I call myself if not a murderer? 
T here’s a reason these words don’t exist: such horrors shouldn’t be 
named.
I turned to my wife. “I want to be better,” I said. “Help me.”
M artha came home the following evening in her purple dress. I'd had 
a meeting that m orning and hadn’t yet seen her. She walked into the 
living room with a breezy hello and I couldn’t help but stare. T he 
purple dress. She’d had it for years, long before I’d met her. It was made 
of the softest cotton, like an old T-shirt, and it hung loose around her 
body to end just above her knees. She didn’t wear a bra with it, and 
sometimes, the dress would fall to reveal a freckled shoulder. M artha 
had the greatest shoulders.
I couldn’t rem em ber the last time we’d had sex. Since Kevin’s 
death, I had to be pulled into my wife’s arms, and even then it was only 
to be consoled. A nother person’s body, even M artha’s, was suddenly 
scary, a thing to stay away from.
But something changed with that purple dress. I felt the shift 
as electricity, palpable as the static around doorknobs in winter. My 
desire for M artha rushed through me; it seemed so simple. “I want 
you,” I said as she kissed me. I heard the surprise in my voice, and felt 
a little embarrassed.
M artha smiled. “Really?”
“Really.”
We kissed again and I d idn’t think of anything, not Kevin, nor his 
ghost, nor what I ’d done. I held my wife and kissed her harder.
I moved to kiss her neck and saw her earrings. She was wearing 
the blue ones Kevin had shown me on his first visit. M artha noticed 
my hesitation and pulled back. “ I can take them  off if you w ant,” she
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said. “I shouldn’t have worn them .”
I shook my head. “No, no, it’s fine.” I meant it. To my surprise, I 
wasn’t repelled by the earrings at all. In fact, they looked beautiful on 
her, the silver catching and glinting in the sunlight. I wanted her even 
more.
I tugged at M artha’s dress. “You can keep them on, but take this 
o f f .”
She did as she was told, but as I was unbuckling my belt she said, 
“My diaphragm. Wait a m inute.”
“H urry up,” I whispered.
I chased her to the medicine cabinet. I took off my clothes while 
she made the necessary adjustments. By the time she was finished, I 
was naked.
“Right here?” she asked.
I smiled, pulled her toward me. “W hy not? It’s been so long —  I 
can’t wait.”
M artha giggled, but freed herself from my embrace. “I know.” 
She moved toward the shower behind me and turned on the faucet. 
“How about it?” she asked. Sex in the shower. We used to do that all 
the time —  it was our favorite.
It wasn’t until M artha said in a cutesy voice, “Slippery?” that I 
remem bered Kevin’s warning, about the dangers of bathtubs. All I 
could do was nod at my wife, pretend to laugh. I wondered if 1 should 
be worried. Instead, I closed my eyes and let the water rush over my 
back. If Kevin was in the room, I didn’t want to know it.
Afterwards, I wrapped a towel around my waist and headed for 
the bedroom. I felt good; nothing terrible had happened in the shower
Kevin had been wrong. Maybe, I thought, the worst had passed.
I was foraging through my drawer for a T-shirt when M artha ran
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into the room . She was naked. “Jack , I th ink I 'm  going crazy.’' 
“W h a t’s w rong?”
“I sw ear I pu t the d iaph ragm  in, bu t w hen I w ent to take it out, it 
w asn’t there .”
“Well, it cou ldn’t have ju s t fallen o u t.”
“T h a t’s w hat I thought, bu t I checked anyway. It w asn’t in the tub. 
T h en  I looked in the m edicine cabinet, and  there it was, back in its 
case.”
“You definitely pu t it in, I saw you."
“D efinitely?”
I nodded. I felt sick.
M arth a  bit her lip, then  shook h er head. “You know, I probably  
ju s t spaced out once you left the bath room . I p robably  w asn 't paying 
a tten tion  w hen I rem oved it. Isn’t it funny how that happens? Like, 
w hen you’re driving and  you d o n ’t rem em ber how you got from point 
A  to po in t B? I p robably  was th inking abo u t som ething else as I p u t it 
away.” She sat on the edge o f the bed  an d  looked up at me. “W hat?” 
she asked. “W hy are you looking at m e like th a t?”
“I t’s no th ing ,” I said. “Just 
“Ju st w hat?”
“It w asn’t you, baby. It was Kevin. I know it was. I d id n ’t see him  
in the bath room , bu t he was th e re .'’
“W hat do you m ean  he was there? D id you feel his spirit while we 
were fucking?”
“L ook,” I said, “you were w earing  your d iaph ragm  and  then  you 
w eren’t. W hat o ther p ro o f do you need?”
“Y ou’re saying th a t a  supernatu ra l explanation  is the best one? 
W hy not just say a flying pig did it?”
“W hat else do you w ant m e to believe? T h a t you never pu t in the
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diaphragm? T hat you’re tricking me into getting you pregnant?”
M artha glared at me. “You know I wouldn’t do that. You saw me 
put it in.”
“Exactly. Kevin is the one to blame.”
“Kevin is dead, Jackson.”
As if beckoned from the great beyond, Kevin appeared at the edge 
of the bed. His hair was wet, but combed down neatly, a path of scalp 
shining white. He smelled strongly of soap. “Kevin,” I said. “W hat did 
you do? Are you responsible for this?”
M artha snorted. “Excuse me? Are you talking to a ghost right 
now?”
I ignored her. “W hat did you do in the bathroom? W hat do you 
want?”
Kevin clasped his hands together and smiled diabolically. “You 
don’t get it?” he asked.
“No, Kevin, I don’t get it. W hat are you after?”
“A baby,” he exclaimed. “I want a baby, stupid!”
“A baby,” I said.
“A baby?” M artha repeated.
“Remember,” Kevin said, turning translucent as a jellyfish. “You 
will make it up to me.” He pointed to his head, and a wound began to 
bloom. “T he baby,” he said, “the baby.”
He was gone.
She was born healthy. In the hospital room, one of the scrubbed 
nurses held her out to me and said, loudly enough for everyone to 
hear, “How about it, Daddy-O, want to hold the baby?” I wanted to 
refuse, but I knew I couldn’t.
The baby’s head was soft as a peach in some places, and her
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neck wasn’t any sturdier than a rubber band. She was so tiny, only 
seven pounds. She squirm ed in my hands, wrinkled and pink and raw 
looking. I quickly handed her back to the nurse.
O n the car ride home, I told M artha I was sorry, but I needed a 
little more time. “I’d be happy to carry her around in the safety seat,” 
I said, “if you strap her in first.” I imagined walking through the house 
with my daughter, holding on tight to the plastic bar above her pink- 
hatted head.
“You don’t want to touch her, you m ean?” M artha looked at me 
like I'd forgotten her birthday.
“No, I do, I do but I need a few days.”
She said she understood. To her, my reluctance had nothing to 
do with Kevin’s ghost. T he psychology of it was simple enough: I ’d 
accidentally killed someone else’s child and I was afraid I might kill my 
own. M aybe she feared the same.
“You just need to get used to her,” she said. “I know, why don’t you 
hold her once a day?”
“Like taking my vitamins?” I asked.
M artha laughed and shook her head. “N othing will happen.”
I wanted to believe her. Kevin had returned only twice during the 
pregnancy, but that had been enough for me. He arrived to witness 
M artha and I putting the sonogram  photo on the fridge, and again 
while we were readying the nursery. H e put his ear to my wife’s belly 
as she painted the doorjamb. I didn’t say anything to M artha; she had 
told me to be cured, and I pretended I was. Maybe, I thought, Kevin 
just wanted me to be a father.
M artha carried the baby from the car, stepping gingerly across the 
threshold of the front door.
“H ere we are ,” she w hispered in her new  m om m y voice, and  from  
behind  the couch leapt Kevin, his bloody head  dripp ing  dow n his 
face.
“T h e  baby!” he yelled.
I dropped  the d iaper bag. “W hat the fuck?” I said. “W hy are you 
here?”
M arth a  pulled our daugh ter to her chest. “You still see h im ?”
T h e  baby started  to cry.
“W hy w on’t you go aw ay?” I asked. “I can ’t —  ”
“N o,” M arth a  said, pu tting  a finger to her m outh . “D o n ’t.”
Kevin raised an eyebrow.
“T his is unacceptab le ,” she said. “W h eth er h e ’s real o r not, I w ant 
you to ignore him . P retend  h e ’s no t here .” She nodded  to ou r child. 
“D o it for her,” she said.
I agreed , bu t it w asn’t easy. T h a t n ight, as M a rth a  sang Rock-a- 
Bye-Baby, K evin ap p eared  b eh ind  h er chair w ith plans to jo in  in. I 
forced m yself to rem ain  calm  as he h arm o n ized  in a fa ltering  falsetto. 
When the bough breaks, he sang, the cradle willfall. M y d au g h te r fussed in 
M a rth a ’s arm s, an d  I w ondered  if she could  h ea r him . K evin w inked 
at me. O ver my w ife’s voice, he said, “Like the song, Jackson . D ow n 
will com e baby. T h e  baby  will be hu rt. You will h u rt the baby.”
I felt his words th rough my entire body. I  will hurt the baby, I thought. 
O f  course.
Kevin left M a rth a ’s side an d  approached  m e on the bed. “W h at 
are you going to do?” he asked, sitting on the edge o f the m attress. 
I noticed with a pang  tha t his feet d idn’t touch the floor tha t they 
never would.
I w anted  to say, N othing, I will do nothing, bu t instead I m outhed  
the words, “I ’m  sorry.”
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Tears welled up in Kevin's eyes. “Do it for m e,” he said. “Do it 
for my m om my and daddy.” H e began to cry, and I imagined Peter 
and Eliza shuddering each time they walked by their son’s vacant 
bedroom. Snot dripped from Kevin’s nose and he bowed his head. I 
didn’t stop him. This, I knew, wasn’t a tem per tantrum , but grief: for 
his parents, for himself. For a mom ent, I forgot he was dead.
“M ake it fair,” he said.
So that was Kevin’s revenge: I was to kill my own child.
I wasn’t completely surprised by the realization. Part of me had 
known for a long time what Kevin wanted from me; I ’d understood 
it intuitively, like an arthritic who looks up at a clear sky and knows 
it’s going to rain. T he only difference now was that the truth was 
unavoidable. Kevin wouldn’t leave until I did what he asked. He was 
avenging his death for his parents.
Kevin wouldn’t give up. T he next night he yelled, “Gross!” when 
he saw me tasting M arth a’s breast milk. Like it was our intimacy he 
couldn’t stand. He brought his fists to his eyes and flicked his wrists 
up and down, miming a cry. “Wah, wah, w ah,” he said. At the same 
m om ent, my daughter began to wail from her cradle.
“W hy don’t you try picking her up again?” M artha said, putting 
her nursing bra back on. “You know, soothe her.”
“W ah, wah, w ah,” Kevin said again. T he baby continued to cry.
“I can’t,” I said. I wanted to yell, Take the baby away from here, don’t 
let me touch her, but instead I just sat there, stoic.
M artha  shook her head and picked up our daughter. “D on’t cry, 
my little nameless baby,” she said in a soft voice. “Soon we’ll think of 
som ething to call you. Soon.” She rocked back and forth on her feet, 
hushing the child. W hen that d idn’t work, she offered her a breast,
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then a pacifier. She went into the o ther room to change her diaper, 
and through the walls I heard the baby continue to wail. No m atter 
what M artha did, the baby kept at it, even after Kevin disappeared.
She cried all night. Sometime before morning, 1 thought: 1 his has to end.
“Aren’t you afraid something’s wrong with her?” I asked from the 
bed. M artha was back at the rocking chair, baby in her arms.
“No. They said there’d probably be a night or two like this.’ She 
hushed the child. “There, there,” she said. “And anyway, the doctor said 
she’s perfect. Said we should call her Beautiful.
“T h a t’s not what I m ean,” 1 said. “W hat if she’s . . .”
“W hat if she’s what?”
I took a deep breath. “Cursed, M artha. W hat if she’s cursed?” 
T he baby let out a wail so loud it m ade my ears hurt. M artha 
practically had to yell over the cries. “D on’t you ever say that again. If 
there’s anyone cursed in this house, it's you.”
I sat up in bed. “You’re right. Kevin’s put a curse on me.”
M artha laughed. “Please, Jackson. A dead seven-year-old is still a 
seven-year-old. W hat could he possibly do to you?”
“It’s not about me anymore,” I said. I wanted so badly to tell her 
the truth.
“Exactly,” M artha said. “You have your family to think about. 
T here’s a decision to be made: us or him .” She shook her head, and 
rocked the baby, whose cries had settled to a low whimper. “No, I 
take that back. It’s not about choosing between us or him. It’s about 
choosing between us and yourself.”
The words felt like a cinder block to the back of my skull. I sank 
deeper into the bed. M artha didn’t understand me, and I hated her 
for that.
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I was high on sleeplessness for the next couple of days. I went to work 
in a fog and I returned home to a silent M artha, a crying daughter, 
and a ghost who wanted to know what I was waiting for. If the baby 
quieted down for more than an hour, Kevin would head over to her 
cradle, flick his wrists, and start her up again. “It won’t stop," he told 
me, “until you make it. If you don’t kill her, I ’ll never leave. I'll be the 
boss of your baby, forever and ever. Terrible things will happen.”
He followed me all over the house. “Why do you get to have a 
baby,” he asked as I pulled a load of laundry out of the dryer, “and 
my mommy doesn’t get to have hers?”
I folded the clothes in silence. He knew I was listening.
“Make it up to me,” he said. “She’s so little, she won’t even know 
it’s happening. It won’t be like the boo-boo I got. He touched his 
head. “If you do it,” he said, “she’ll go bye-bye and so will I."
“You will?” I whispered. I stopped what I was doing, clutched the 
baby’s tiny shirt in my hand.
Kevin nodded. “You’ll never be a good daddy.”
I deserved this. I was a murderer. “You’re right,” I whispered.
I carried the laundry back to the bedroom. The house was quiet 
for once. I expected M artha to be asleep, but she wasn’t. Instead, 
she stood over the cradle, the reading light next to the bed barely 
illuminating her form.
“Is she fussing?” I asked.
M artha turned suddenly. I’d startled her. “No, no,” she said. “I 
just felt like checking on her. I thought a name might come to me.” 
“T hat doesn’t matter,” I said.
“Yes it does.” She gripped the side of the cradle. “You’ll have to 
start caring about her some time, you know.”
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M artha left my side and headed for the bed. She turned off the 
lamp and the room went dark. I couldn’t see anything, but I felt Kevin’s 
presence nearby. I heard him say: “Sometimes I hear my mommy 
talking to me. She cries my nam e a lot.”
I pictured Eliza, clawing at herself, wishing the pain would leave 
her. I thought about what Kevin was asking of me, and it d idn’t seem 
so awful. I couldn’t feel worse than I already did. I imagined myself 
in a hot air balloon, shucking off bags and bags of sand until I floated 
higher and higher into the clouds, until I was borne by air alone.
I got into bed. Like every night since Kevin’s death, I dream t 
nothing.
I awoke some hours later to Kevin standing by my bedside. In his 
hands was a small white pillow, the kind a ring bearer might carry at a 
wedding. I recognized this pillow —  it belonged in the nursery where 
the baby would eventually sleep. I rem em bered the day M artha came 
home with it; she pulled it out of the shopping bag to show me and 
then ran her fingers over the silky pink bows along its front. “You’ve 
got to feel these,” she told me. “I bet they’re softer than the baby who 
will eventually sleep with it.” I rem em bered laughing at that.
“Here,” Kevin said, handing it to me.
I sat up and took it. “Q uiet,” I whispered. “You don’t want to 
wake M artha .” T he pillow felt heavier than it should be, and it glowed 
in the dark room. From the hallway shined the nightlight, illuminating 
nothing, but comforting nonetheless, glimmering just beyond my 
reach.
“Go ahead,” Kevin whispered.
Even though I knew the answer, I asked, “W hat do you want me 
to do?”
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“T he baby,” he said.
“I can’t.”
“You have to. If you don’t, I ’ll be here forever.” Kevin pulled my 
hand. “G et up,” he said.
I d idn’t move.
“If you do this,” he said, “you’ll feel better.”
“You prom ise?”
“Yes.”
Kevin followed me to the cradle. T he  baby was asleep on her 
back, one tiny fist resting against her round cheek. H er lips were pink 
as the bows on the pillow in my hand. I marveled at the thin blanket 
covering her legs, and at the delicate cradle which held her. T here was 
nothing to protect her. It was a miracle that Kevin anyone really
had lasted so long in the world.
I closed my eyes and raised the pillow. I rem em bered the balloon, 
lifting me away.
I opened my eyes and with the pillow reached into the cradle, 
toward the baby, my baby. This was the point, wasn’t it, for som ething 
to be taken away, irrevocably? This was my punishm ent.
“T h a t’s good,” Kevin said. His voice was gentle.
I im agined myself at the barbecue asking Kevin il he’d w anted to 
play. I willed myself to experience it all over again. Eliza’s owl-sound 
o f crying.
Just as the pillow reached the baby’s face, she awoke. I stopped. 
“O h ,” I said.
H er eyes weren’t blue, as I’d previously thought, but gray-blue, the 
same color as M artha’s, the kind of eyes which changed depending on 
where she stood and what she wore. I loved how they looked when we 
went swimming in the ocean; they were beautiful against our bed sheets.
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From the cradle my daughter peered up at me, not with that 
empty infant gaze, but with purpose and recognition. She recognized 
me: her father.
I leaned closer until my face was nearly touching hers. She smelled 
so new. This close to my daughter, I thought I could hear her heart, 
nestled inside her like the pit of a plum, beating steadily, on and on. 
She was alive.
“M artha ,” I whispered. “Little M artha .”
T here she was, my daughter, my wife’s daughter.
From behind me, I heard Kevin saying, “No, no, don’t do it,” but 
I ignored him.
I put my hands around M artha’s tiny ribcage and lifted her out of 
the cradle. She fit perfectly against my chest, no heavier than a carton 
of eggs, a few books. This was only the beginning.
I turned to Kevin, to show him he was wrong, but he was no 
longer there. T he room felt lighter without him, expansive. “M artha ,” 
I said again.
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Sa n d r a  M i l l e r
Like I ’m About to G
Like i’m  about to get on 
a really long train
the train that i’m talking about 
go open
through Oakland
a train over the ocean 
i don’t m ean a lake 
a train over the sea
tee-pee on the beach 
tires in the water 
shanties 
rock tunnel 
m ountains yillow
a barge out there 
they’re out there 
orange warship 
lead to warship
can i get a witness 
can i get a weakness
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everything that was dark is 
light
like bridge
green rocks 
sticks out of water 
keep out shacks 
rusted equi-prints 
sun
register the noises 
sun on top of water 
next to lines of geese 
next to gulls
sun mixed with water 
brick water 
sediment fish 
& herons
gills
laid track 
sit up
i saw the most beautiful 
tires
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i had to call
the sea at m artinez
excess
we sell
hot breakfast 
fresh food 
1258
we stoop and stand
in the high excess 
the colum n wrote 
rosy
stand back 
shore
if you have visitors 
please exit with him
the conductress 
no visitors
not on the ocean 
sea o f m en
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cars stand hardly broken 
where you were not
sea dot 
a tint bitter
you would have seen it
millions of omens 
one m outh
orange hillsides 
slides the bay
hello sugar
train through ocean runs 
pass through throat
the ocean’s crew 
limit the union 
3 brief moments
soft steam boat 
often rolling 
w elcom e to m artinez
th a t hill over there 
i am  in the w rong car 
trucks over truckee
can  i get w itnessed 
i was rid ing  over 
no one is driv ing 
i have a specialty
the th ing  to do 
in the yellow hills 
h an g  like wasps.
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J e n n i f e r  p i l c h
Gem City
Im bued m eant faceted, which they’d 
Flatten to make depth, like those 
W ith thinner roofs in their months 
Were more animal, the rush scurvies 
From the dense, black and silver 
Maples, bine and basic ash, a chandelier- 
M yriad of possible worlds 
Seeking a symbolic reason fo r  finding yourself lost 
Pewter putty leaking to the public 
Windows infected with overseas debauchery 
Crystal mold we transform ourselves to whet 
Following the advancement, you turn to salt 
T he crow first white burns black out 
O f necessity, shadow-death of possible 
Worlds, blood oozing from crevasse- 
Metal-river, meeting progress with inward 
Adaptation, everything weeping shades 
O f rain, latent leaves adhering to plain air 
Oily satchels tossed, left on side o f  the road 
Totems thrown to block light that burns 
T he same theme of holing retinas 
Overexposed, the brave pounds for a love 
Left still to ponder, first stolen in tiny 
Gems radiating bone from tablets that 
Like a puzzle would one day fit 
So easily together
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The Visit
At the door you shutter, to see me 
Seeped in oil, steeped in dour amnion 
Not knowing to brighten my face 
W hen you swept in the branches 
Contracting with the door sway like 
Fumes of mercury halo you in shade 
The sky blackens with salt, a crow cackles 
His loss, trailing a gossamer ribbon 
Someone hopeful had lost 
A lamp you place above my figure 
Frocked in gray, wrinkles cutting deeper 
Markings apart from the strain 
My interior shows explicit rather 
In the hour setting, every thought and 
Boundary solid like a horse coat 
Even sheen of good skein of cloth meek 
In slouching, a shape a hump a carving 
Unquestionably my own
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M O R G A N  LUCAS S C H U L D T
Landscape fo r a Sudden Other
...last form and final thing, the O.
Charles Wright
U nfended , I 'm  one for the heights. A sw oonhead 
o f prettyplease going- going-
gone hunched . U npaced  anyway 
m ygodding waywardly. In  way-words
m ygoshing the ice-plants, as in
their red-tipped halts o f water grappled the dunes.
As in I  oooed and eyed them from behind a shook o f red scarf 
T h e ir  little w herebys
having it vast in the heart, 
that m im ic-m uscle
the softer said o f said,
how  m attering  is up to us. From  say to be,
& as fears do their suck-a-thum b.
Because lungs lost are light,
and  we tally this m akeshift pact w ith span.
H ow  is often is. A dum bshow
o f aught having a beg:
tha t these are the days that must happen to us:
days w ith the potency o f aspect,
the tactile 0
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of differences.
O f  shooks of the clothesline & sheets
hardened by breeze, by shivelight, which 
suntimes on beds done on
lasts better to the whether-sensing hand. 
Laughternoons. T he strange untrieds,
& the further of all th a t’s -wards.
The astral, the black, the tumble-studded
night. T he dim m ing out. T h e  there-there 
th a t’s the thou thou.
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D A N I E L L E  D U T T O N  
from S P R A
T he cat spends the whole day trying to find the 
perfect place to sit down. He is shiny and metallic 
grey, merging into white in the middle. Also, he opens 
up with brownish patches near the bottom like a 
fan. He hunts in backyard gardens and brings home 
clicking insects or birds. He arranges these various 
prizes half-alive in glorified transpositions of hunting 
scenes, which are mainly docum entary in character. 
This makes him a poacher and also indicates how 
he is driven by hunger and want. O n the sideboard: 
a mysterious orange stain, a blue dishtowel, a silver 
tray under an empty glass, a wilted piece of lettuce, 
the top to a bottle of seltzer, a small silver bowl with 
its silver spoon, cracker crumbs, a tiny fleck of relish. 
At some point, Haywood writes a check with no real 
desire to buy anything. We read the check over and 
over. Meanwhile, on the lawn across the street, bronze 
chipmunks chew small bronze nuts. You could reach 
out to touch them from the black and white striped 
furniture, which is the other aesthetic object in this 
picture of a front yard. In the middle of the street, 
facing east, I am fascinated by performances in front
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of the PlayStation in the house next door. Voices 
emerge from an open window: intergalactic space 
stations, plumbers, child trouble, cancer, belching, etc. 
In the springtime it’s like this. Suddenly we know we 
will survive. T he whole street gathers together in self- 
inflicted ecstasy, in the Richardsons’ backyard. Mrs. 
M oody wriggles alone by the swimming pool, which is 
covered in tight blue plastic. Some strange newcomer 
hands me a beer. He looks at me and then he makes 
an alteration and then a car pulls into the driveway, 
which is distracting. Later I watch as he communicates 
himself to others he opens the backdoor and 
stands outside it with Mrs. Don. It is a noticeable shift 
from w inter’s operatic melodrama. We sit on blankets 
and contem plate grass, handsom e strangers, mouths, 
mouths, cotton brassieres, ketchup. I could do all sorts 
of things. I stare at a blank vertical wall, sometimes, 
a real wall, which builds a proximal space. O r else I 
register the elongated Happiness of the body, or long­
necked pitchers, or a thum b pinching off clay. O n the 
edge of the table, a ja r , its strange softness, the way 
it records light and the action of hands on fruit and 
other surrounding artifacts. T here is an alteration of 
bright yellow and bright green on the insides of my 
eyelids when I imagine a spatial value of nearness. 
Haywood stands at forty-five degrees and runs his 
hand through his hair. He is, at times, disinclined to 
be visible. He gets into bed and presses my leg under 
the sheets. T here is a burnishing, a tactile space for
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rubbing, w hich is strangely m otionless at some times 
o f the year. O th e r times th ere’s a real positive self- 
help philosophy and  we partake ol it. T h e  division o f 
labor is clear. M aybe I fool a round  with singing or with 
having beautiful nails o r ju st w alking dow n the street. 
M aybe I ’m  possessed by some new  ideal, to preserve 
historical patterns and  boundaries, o r be m erely 
decorative. For exam ple, th ere ’s a new  addiction local 
w om en negotiate in different ways, on separate blocks, 
in pantsuits and  bathrobes, in houses and  public 
spaces. It is concealed betw een stones and  transferred  
from  neighbor to ne ighbor via gossip. I involve myself 
in it like anyone else. O r  m aybe I ju st think abou t it. 
Anyway, the book says lem on and  orange ju ices have 
m edicinal properties. It shows sweet and  sour citrus 
fruits together on one page. O th e r fruit is adm ired  for 
its geom etrical construction  (apple, m elon, cucum ber, 
etc.). I am  com pletely in terested  in plates o f fruit, or 
fruit baskets, or baskets o f fruits ancl flowers. I have 
theories o f a rrangem en t I share w ith M rs. W ay and  
M rs. Daniels w hen they arrive. I set out one basket o f 
peaches and  grapes, and  then I set out a plate w ith 
peaches, grapes, apricots, and  roses. In  the w indow  
facing the street is a large vase o f flowers (carnations, 
irises, tulips, blue bells), an d  one seashell, and  a bowl 
o f candy, and  a cricket. These displays are in a state 
o f perpetual readiness. M oonlight pours in the open 
window. The m ixture o f consum erism  and  eroticism  
is particularly  com m ented  on. For dessert I serve
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cherries and strawberries in dark china bowls on a 
white tablecloth with hard precision. They fight for 
them  like animals. M eanwhile, Haywood and the 
other husbands eat “norm al” bread and place the 
m ustard front and center. I walk outside different 
conversations. I make my way into the background 
like a chorus girl or serving wench. I do it on purpose 
and by accident. All sorts of m en look at me as I move 
in confined spaces, with a few tears, or while I exercise.
I say, “Take a picture.” I sidestep very interesting eye 
contact. I watch myself like a hawk. Or, m ore simply, 
I set my sights. Nobody even looks in my direction. 
This sort of thing usually has to do with a husband or 
boyfriend, or a particularly uncom fortable m om ent, 
or an em barrassing argum ent. It’s upsetting and 
isolating but it’s what we all consider norm al. O n 
the drive hom e I rejoice that there are frogs croaking 
unseen in the grass. I lay my hands on the steering 
wheel and adm ire my painted nails, which are 
w aterproof and a new kind of color with a strange 
sort of nam e beginning gl (reminiscent of lichen and 
bird eggs). O n the evening news someone is always 
shocked about public m asturbation. I can think of 
five-hundred reasons for such behavior. It depends on 
what sort of effect you’re going for, w hether you want 
to be ignored or avoided for some particular reason 
having to do with taste or decorum  or for any other 
reason you can think of.
N a t h a n  H o k s
New Farmhand
We were in the badger state 
milking cows and m opping floors 
and we stood up like flowers 
leaning on each other to smell the 
fresh dirt. Each m orning I felt 
as though the peace lily were growing 
from my tummy. Your skirt 
was as though a peace lily had 
the fabric baby. I am not from here, 
you whispered though you wanted 
everyone to hear. T he regional accents 
were smothered on my face, I was 
wearing umbrellas that blocked 
the sun. T he Gheerios stuck to the bottom  
of my feet but I didn’t care, I liked 
the crunch, how I seemed to be crossing 
a fragile galaxy and my lazy wings 
weren’t working. Ho hum, I hated flying, 
that whistle in the ear was a song 
falling out of tune. This was no picnic, 
my arm s ran into the wall, the wall 
creased like a dress shirt, my helmet 
hardly held the window up. T he wind was 
an accident. Ancient, but no less 
a nuisance. No one dream t of water.
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B r e n t  A r m e n d i n g e r
Twins
R em us spooned  his palm  over his tw in’s 
n igh t blue knuckles. U nlit by cloud- 
eaten  sky, hushed  by black river tongue 
on the basket m ean t to drow n them . Fugitive 
longing dug  inside R om ulus’ dream veins, 
h id ing  from  fish smell, from  jackals 
shouting  whore ou t kitchen 
w indow s, from  m o th e r’s wrists 
scarred  raw  by the ro p e ’s fray.
F ler knees cu t w ith lea f p rin ts an d  m ud 
R h ea  filled a basket w ith ha tched  
b ird  eggs an d  feathers. A clo thed  face w hispered: 
egg shells would help the basket float.
She d ream ed  h e r sons w ould  fly 
to the p lan e t the ir fa ther becam e, red  
glow a ro u n d  h e r sky in circles.
Sex is our molecules in orbit between the husks o f self.
A w olf found two b ro thers
asleep against shore-rocks,
egg shells all a ro u n d  them . She b it the g rief
off the ir necks, she licked
the h u n g er off the ir eyelids, (suckled
by wolf, sacred  to M ars) R om ulus
clotted quick an d  set the basket on fire
to w arm  his shivering twin. R em us sucked out
the ho t color o f  waves break ing
inside his brother, R om ulus how ling
m usic in to  his bones. T h e ir  pores w idened
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and the air around their bodies throbbed 
into a flock of woodpeckers.
Remus watched them buckle-dance 
through a window in his bro ther’s skin.
(suckled by woodpecker, sacred to Mars)
Or; I  hang my skin on a hook and wait inside you for my lungstnngs to open.
At m orning a herdsman, wolf blood underground.
Romulus strung the animal tooth around his neck 
and learned the muscle of metal in mud.
T he whip on cattle back. A new m other called 
Division. She hid her breast from sodden 
Remus. Romulus pushed inside his brother until 
wail clouds thundered quick over him, eyes closed 
and intention dissolved in the spit of sleep.
At swallowed-moon Remus
snuck back to the shore, scratched the wolfbite
open under water to fill his arteries
with sorrow, to trade iron for river companion.
At sunrise Romulus built a city wall.
Remus jum ped the riverclifT 
and split into rock; it spilled 
what craved inside him. A flock 
of woodpeckers licked him clean 
ancl scattered in nine hundred arrows.
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K i s m e t  A l- H u s s a i n i
C ’est du gateau, cherie
i.
I is a nitrous cloud paling around a will, 
o f all ra incd-out circuses 
the most exquisite, the least dream ed in.
Clones circulate beneath the bedsheets 
like bees in a waiting room;
hidden cam eras dub over the fizzy droning with static.
I stir a long cord into the silt and bow.
II.
Septem ber: yellow lights cluster the sidewalk.
Aura o f leaves in your hair.
I pray nightly into gloved fingers 
that good exposures develop in deep fog.
Your rainbow optics bristle like an anenome.
III.
It is simply a m atter o f politesse.
Fancy a doll tip-toeing behind yon: you couldn’t be m ore focused
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than  you are now.
A neon w aterm ark glows on the ceiling; 
your salty loops are the closest sirens. 
M y plaster missiles jingle out of sight.
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Between Two Women
The clouds are out of ideas but the sky keeps heaving, 
blue lines running pale, creases flattening out surrender.
We pass the note on the wrought-iron surface and unfold it, 
reemerge years later to unbutton metal dresses and take roll.
The tried jokes dangle from midnight ceilings in provocative slips 
And I stand on the corner at noon, crying into my purse 
that counterclockwise is the witch’s direction.
W ho told me sarcasm dissolves sideways in the rain?
I found a dagger in silk, a tooth dangling from a tree,
And no one raises an eyebrow
when the clouds slide over themselves like thighs.
The only sound that lingers is the absence of cadence:
the m inor seventh chord of a train
settling finely over concrete in a wide sticky mesh.
Like postcards flashed at the end of a movie
their eyes move from one beautiful scene to the next, 
and this pitcher is the m idpoint cut out of their gaze.
It sweats the cold sweat of a pregnant stomach on the iron
where you and I rearrange the pieces of the contract
behind the copper rain; scrying into it until the x is distorted 
and our reflections are blurred in the scarring 
of blue gardenia and twigs; our hands opening, closing, 
like a metal valve around water.
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Neon Romance on an Ice Floe
Leg of dawn, blue-petaled wheel, 
the mailboxes are all either bashed 
or iced in. Lacking address, 
the director acts without regret 
or commentary, mailing rusted pipes 
stuffed with rosebuds and lavender 
to an old lover, just to get a reaction, 
one who, even then, doesn’t respond.
Leg of dawn, w hat’s so special about that steeple 
where sparrows scatter into formation 
like poppy seeds glued to a candle?
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Little Corn Island
L e s l i e  J a m i s o n
I flew from Bluefields to the big island and hired an old Russian jeep 
to drive me to the docks. From there I took a water-taxi to islacito. 
T he com pany was called Elario’s but Elario was not my boatm an. T he 
boatm an was his son. H e pointed across the water to the Moskito 
Coast and said that people over there were dying for pouches o f coke 
so small they w ouldn’t keep stray papers from flying off in a breeze. 
He stood close while he spoke, resting his palm  on my sunburned 
shoulder. H e smelled like baked salt. His skin felt like a fruit rind.
1 kept silent. I did not w ant him to know me, even by a phrase.
M y father was the one who suggested Nicaragua.
“Just think about it,” he said. “It might be good for you.”
M y chemistry tutor, a boy nam ed Eric, had just com m itted suicide. 
He took a bunch of pills, which is usually som ething girls do. It’s 
usually som ething people do when they really w ant to get saved, but 
nobody had found him in the bathroom  or called him on the phone.
“You shouldn’t feel guilty,” my father said at dinner one night. 
“T h ere ’s no way to know beforehand that som ebody’s going to ...you  
know.”
“I know,” I blushed. “I don’t feel guilty.”
“M aybe you should go somewhere for the summer,” he said. “I ’ve
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got friends on this island called Little C orn .”
“W hat’s it like?”
“I got m alaria there,” he said. “But it sure was pretty.”
Eric waited for me one Friday after our weekly Chem istry quiz. He 
had a note in one hand and a bouquet of test-tubes in the other, each 
one crusted with multicolored crystals. “We can work together if you 
w ant,” he said. “I ’m pretty good with this stuff.”
My old lab partner had just requested a reassignment. She’d 
gotten tired of my mistakes. It was always something: I broke beakers. 
I com bined chemicals in the wrong order, at the wrong tem perature. I 
was only good at experiments that involved making things glow.
I said yes. He seemed smart. He was smart. He smelled like socks 
and old yogurt.
“This was going around,” he said, unfolding his note. “Some of 
the other guys wrote it.”
He probably had no idea who wrote it. H e’d probably found it on 
the floor.
It was a list of girls: Fuckable Chicks. And my nam e was at the top.
“I’m sorry you had to see this,” he said. “But I thought you should 
know.” He was probably wondering w hether it was a history or a 
plan.
He handed it over. “You should throw this away,” he said.
I took the note. But I didn’t throw it away. I tucked it into my diary 
that night to keep it safe.
M y father had gotten more than m alaria in Nicaragua. I knew that 
much. H e’d gotten m arried to a wom an nam ed Gloria and they’d 
built a home for themselves in the jungle. W hen he left her for my
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m other more than twenty years ago, she kept the lodge. Now she lived 
there with a m an nam ed Keith and a son whose nam e I had never 
been told.
W hen my boat arrived, Keith and Gloria were waiting to drive me 
back to the house my father had built. T heir son ran up to the front 
gates to m eet us, his feet slapping fast against the packed dirt road. 
H e was an albino, or som ething close, with rabbit-pink eyes and white 
hair that was almost translucent.
“This is Lucas,” said Gloria. “O u r little boy.”
He was carrying a long rod of wood with cocoons hanging off it, 
swinging stiffly in the breeze. T heir blue-black husks showed flecks of 
gold in an easy back-and-forth o f grip, catching of dusk, light.
“They are getting born  inside right now,” the little boy pointed. 
“Azul.” I could see it in his eyes - he w anted to teach me the words 
for every shade. “They are blue in their shells, they will be blue when 
they are out of them . They will b e . . .” He spread his palms out flat to 
show the size, then curled them  closed to hold the sound of the color.
“His English is strange,” his m other said. “You won t be able to 
put your finger on it.”
T he boy grinned: “I was spoken in another language.”
Eric studied with me every Friday. He came to my house early and then 
we drove to school in different cars and took our identical Chem istry 
quizzes.
This was during the year I wasn’t eating much. I could sense that 
my grown-up body was going to be a different size from the one I d 
known. It was going to get bigger. It was ready to move on.
I got thin enough to stop getting my period and then I kept getting- 
thinner. W henever Eric came over, I toasted six frozen waffles and let
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him eat all of them. Sometimes I drizzled a little syrup onto my fingers 
and sucked it off. Sometimes I didn’t.
“This thing you do,” he said one morning. “Not eating. D on’t you 
get bored of it?”
“Yes,” I said. “I do.”
“I’ve always wondered about that,” he said. “W ith all of you.”
T h a t’s when I took him upstairs. Because I was bored. Because I 
wanted my starving to be different from the other girls’. I wanted a 
secret bigger than the one we all shared.
“Come into the bathroom ,” I said.
I showed him my scale and then the notebook underneath it.
“This looks just like your Chem  book,” he said. “Except it’s 
green.”
“It doesn’t have any lab reports,” I said. “It only has one graph.” 
I showed him the shallow line sloping downwards, each day marked 
with my weight.
T hen  I took off my clothes. First my jeans, then my top, then my 
bra and finally my striped cotton underwear. T he metal scale was cold 
under my feet.
“D on’t get the wrong idea,” I told him.
He nodded. H e glanced up and down my legs, my cold nipples, 
my arms hugged around my concave belly. “W hat’s the num ber?” he 
asked.
It was the same as the day before. He pulled a stub of pencil from 
his pocket and wrote it down, m ade one straight line to continue the 
graph.
My first night on Little Corn we ate dinner in the m ain cabana, sitting 
on tree-stump chairs. O ur mango juice was fresh and thick, full of
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pulp. We had a view of the swamp.
“We got a crocodile lives right there,” Keith told me. “Always 
peering around the muck.”
The swamp was covered in a milk-colored skin like you might 
find on the roof of your mouth after a long night’s sleep. The surface 
was unbroken, no sign of croc, just pocked by tiny footsteps of rain. 
Streaks slanted through our open-walled cabana and onto the table. 
My fish got rained on. I kept on eating, fork scooping the mush of the 
meat like I was bailing bucketfuls of sea from a sinking ship. There 
were tiny bones that made a web in my throat.
The boy opened his mouth to the sky, craning at the open air to 
catch the rain on his arched tongue. “I’m thirsty,” he told us. “But not 
for mango juice.” He pushed away his glass and fingered the rags of 
his cooling mackerel, its skin hanging in tatters off the blackened rib 
cage. “This one rides along its scales?”
“Swims,” Gloria said. “Swum. When it was alive.” She caught her 
breath on that.
“My juice is superb,” I said. “And this papaya too.”
“We’re lucky like that. With produce.”
I’d been lying. Just seconds before, I’d gotten the sudden sense 
that fresh papaya not just tonight, but always — tasted faintly of 
human vomit.
What did I deserve their fruit for, anyway? Their kindness?
I sucked the seeds so hard I swallowed some of them. With my 
nibbling teeth, I picked every fish-bone clean.
Eric started coming every day before school, not just on Fridays. We 
stopped talking about chemistry. I never let him touch me except 
when he was taking measurements the width of my arms, the
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circumference of my thighs —  and I never gave him any reason to 
think we’d ever have sex, or even kiss. We mostly kept quiet. Sometimes 
I asked him to speak.
“Say something about my body,” I told him. “D on’t make it a 
com pliment.”
“Your clavicle looks like it’s trying to get out from under your 
skin,” he said. “Like it doesn’t want to be there anym ore.”
I nodded.
“You want me to write that down?” he asked.
“N o,” I said. “Just write the numbers. Like usual.”
H e’d come up with other statistics, in case I was interested 
derivatives, second derivatives —  and told me he could make charts 
of these as well.
“I don’t know what those m ean,” I said. “D on’t bother.”
He was taking M ultivariable Calculus at a local college. He called 
it "the calculus.” He called it remarkable. H e understood concepts 
whose names I wouldn’t learn for years. Even after months, he still 
smelled like the first day. He still reminded me of socks and sour 
dairy.
He never said that he liked me or that he wanted anything from 
me, but I wondered. I liked his graphs, their dark-pencilled precision. 
I loved seeing evidence of myself in a handwriting that wasn’t mine.
Lucas showed me his family’s world: mangrove roots that rose like 
tendons from the skin of the water, nets of fireflies shimmering against 
the dusk. O ne morning, we found an abandoned boat lying gutted on 
an empty section of shoreline.
“ 1 his beach is full of crabs like dried blood,” he explained. W hen 
the tide came in, the waves exhaled them all across our toes, clay-red;
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and when it left again, the wet sand bubbled with their tunnels.
He showed me ugly things as someone else might show their 
scars. We poked sticks at seething anthills, smelled the w arm  rot of a 
compost heap behind the kitchen. We followed a muddy brook into 
the jungle, fishing out plastic cups and dirty socks. We reached one 
bend that was glutted with tangled reeds and the splintered husks of 
coconuts. “H ere’s where the creek goes bad ,” he said. Huge-bellied 
dragonflies were gliding low over the water. I imagined jelly-dotted 
eggs, hatching somewhere beneath.
T he energy of his affection his constant clutching, his senseless 
chatter — all of it weakened me. M ore than anything, I was exhausted. 
I savored mornings when his m outh was too full of their hom em ade 
granola to speak.
We found a dead turtle on the beach one afternoon, shell jammed 
against a rotten tree-trunk. Turtleflesh was dangling under its hard- 
curved back, clumps of jellied muscle puddled on the sand, skin flaps 
gleaming. T he surface was rippling with flies, undulating like black 
cloth thrown over something still alive.
Did crocodiles eat turtles? I pictured the razor line of a long snout 
punching though the belly, rum m aging for the goods. If this ever 
happened, it must have been happening since the beginning of time: 
a prehistoric system of disappearance.
“Coyote done it,” the boy said. “M ost likely for that.” He shifted 
his weight from foot to foot, fluttering his lingers in his pockets and 
glancing off into the jungle. W hen he clutched my hand, my skin felt 
the flush of his, the sweat. He said: “I don’t like this here.” I felt him 
tug.
“You know what they say about turtles?” I asked him. “Every time 
a turtle d ies.. .”
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H e shook his head.
“ It leaves beh ind  a treasure .”
H e brigh tened . H e knew th a t there were various voices people 
used at certain  times, p articu la r tones for com fort.
“C ause they eat leftovers from  the p irates?”
“Yeah," I said. “T h a t.” I w anted  an o th e r person to see the hea rt 
o f m e hard  and  blistered, thick w ith rot. “If  you reach  inside, you 
can find it.” I nudged  him  forw ard.
“In there?”
“In there .”
H e hung  back. “I w ould need  to wash my hands before d inner.” 
“You w ould .” I nodded. “I w ould m ake sure o f it.”
“But it’s so loud.” Even from  our distance, we could h ea r the drone 
ol the flics. “I d o n ’t like that noise.”
His fear was so definite and  pristine. I w ished it could be 
touched.
“G o,” I said. “M aybe it’ll be in its stom ach. O r  one o f its w ebbed 
feet. It can be a gift.”
H e was sobbing now, his w hole body shaking. H e app roached  the 
shell and  reached his a rm  into a ragged m ound  o f m ush n ea r the 
bo ttom  —  sand-crusted  tissues, ru b b er sleeves o f skin. T h e  flies rose 
seething all a ro u n d  him.
A fter a m om ent, he pulled his a rm  back out again  an d  tu rn ed  
around. “D on t th ink it was inside.” H e kept swallowing, again  and  
again, pulsing out the w hite p ap e r o f his throat. His pale a rm  was red  
to the elbow. H e w rapped  bo th  arm s a ro u n d  m y leg and  pressed his 
cheek against my thigh. “I cou ldn’t find it.”
I could feel the w arm th  o f turtleflesh, slim ing against the soft back 
o f my knee.
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“D on’t get that muck on me!” I unpeeled his arms and flung them  
away.
Eric com m itted suicide on a Friday morning. I was two hours late for 
school. I kept thinking he would show up. I kept waiting. He didn’t 
leave a note behind. Just the pills, a few left in the bottle.
I thought the boy would tell his parents what had happened with the 
turtle. I pictured their slack-jaw shock, their tongues still wet with 
chewed fruit. “You did what?” T hey’d ask. “Did anything go into 
anyone’s mouth?”
But the boy didn’t give anything away. “I like this spicy milk,” 
he said, pointing at his soup. “And even more than that, I like things 
getting born inside other things.”
His parents raised their eyebrows at each other: Did he want a 
sibling? A nother crop of caterpillars?
“But most over that I like treasure-hunting.”
He had been sobbing, swear to god, on that beach sobbing. 
“M aybe,” the boy suggested. “M aybe some other night we could 
have turtlem eat.” Just like that, we had a secret.
G loria wanted to take me to a bar she knew. “I t’s been so long since 
I ’ve had a girlfriend,” she said. “Someone to play with.”
“I ’m not good with people,” I told her. “O r with Spanish.” 
“T h a t’s fine,” she said. “This place is all about music. They play it 
loud. T here’s dirt-floor dancing.”
“Dancing?” I said. “I ’m not good with that either.”
“Pretty girls don’t need to dance,” she said. “They just need to 
show up.”
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She wore a short red skirt with cowboy boots. “I can pull this off,” she 
said. “D on’t you think?”
I nodded. H er thighs were bronzed and meaty. M en like legs like 
that. My own legs felt like sticks inside my jeans. I wondered if we’d 
leave together. If she got me drunk enough and left me alone, I knew 
I’d probably kiss somebody and let them slide off my shirt in the back 
room, just to feel like I'd finally inhabited my body for a m om ent in 
this place. I knew there was a logic in that, one of those calculations 
we make about feeling better: If I am here, then I am not there.
There was a dirt road at the bottom  of the hill, with a small fishing 
store at one end and a church at the other. Between them was an empty 
lot full of car parts, piled around three huge coolers covered with 
peeling pictures of popsicles and ice cream sandwiches. I wondered 
how cars had been junked here, where nobody drove.
“Welcome to town,” said Gloria.
It was easier to call it “town” than think of another word for what 
it actually was.
The bar was a concrete box covered in chili pepper lights and 
neon beer signs. Inside, there were two men who used up their English 
pretty quickly: “Good night,” they said, like they were saying goodbye 
right oil the bat. They kept asking: “How are you?” and I kept nodding 
in reply: Yes, I  am.
They both had gleaming shaved heads and broad features —  noses 
flat and sloping as if they’d been carved from wood. O ne of them 
had a dark purple blemish across his cheek, like his eye was casting a 
shadow.
“I’ll take the stained one,” Gloria whispered in my ear. “I like his 
pupils.”
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I sat back and watched while she spoke their language. She 
seemed different in Spanish, feather-voiced and dreamy, as if she 
were speaking the words to a lullaby whose tune she couldn’t quite 
remember. She touched their muscled arms quite frequently, but they 
kept looking at me. She’d follow their eyes each time, catch my gaze 
for a m om ent and start talking again.
They bought rounds of f lo r  de cana , condensed milk and rum 
in squat-bottom ed jelly glasses. T he bartender was a white woman 
with blonde dreadlocks and an accent that made her voice sound 
sometimes, at the end of her sentences —  full of sudden panic. 
We m ade rhythms out of clinking our glasses and then we drank. I 
could feel the sugar crust across my teeth. T he unstained m an began 
to stroke my cheek.
From behind him, Gloria winked. She returned to the rough 
noises of her English: “He thinks you’re pretty.”
“Yes,” he said, pausing his finger at my jaw. “Good night.”
I was still a virgin. I’d never told Eric that. I imagine he assumed 
otherwise.
Gloria was perched on the knees of her stained m an, whispering 
into his ear. H er flushed cheek was pressed close to the burgundy of 
his skin. She laughed and took his hand, lacing her fingers around his. 
“Can you hang out?” she said. “Em not ready to go home yet.”
I hadn’t asked her to.
“Is K e ith ...?” I said. “Is he expecting you?”
“Keith is asleep,” she said. “I promise you.”
I didn’t say anything.
“M e and him ,” she said. “W e’re the only people awake on this 
whole goddam n island.”
“I'm  awake,” I said.
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T he island seemed too small for her to be doing whatever she was 
doing.
“D on’t worry about things you don’t understand,” she said. “It’s 
complicated back there. It’s not complicated right here.”
I nodded. I let my m an wrap his arm  around my back, nuzzle his 
smooth head into my neck. “Sure,” I said. “Let’s hang out.”
She handed me her purse and left for the back. T hen  it was just us: 
me and the m an sliding his finger under the elastic of my underpants. 
T he bartender polished glasses with a rust-stained rag. She leaned over 
to whisper: “Baby, you know they don’t have police in this place.”
I nodded. I got the drift all right. T he m an stood up and took my 
hands, pulling me towards the front door. I picked up G loria’s purse 
and followed him outside. We saw a m an selling sodas on the street, 
just strolling down the middle of the road at m idnight wearing 
no shirt and pushing a wheelbarrow full of cans. He had wiry black 
sideburns and tits like a chick. T here was a machete strapped around 
his waist.
My friend handed him some money and got something dark. It 
came in a plastic bag, clipped in the corner for drinking. We passed it 
back and forth. It tasted good flat and sweet.
We started kissing. He pushed me against the stucco wall and 
cupped my breasts through the fabric of my shirt. I let him. T hen  I 
stopped him. T hen  I let him again.
“W hy are you here?” he said, but not unkindly. H e laughed. He 
took his hands away. My breasts felt suddenly cold, uncovered. He 
shook his head and went back inside. I wondered if he would fuck 
that bartender. I wondered if he wanted to. I wondered which path 
led back to G loria’s home.
I found the trail that forked off from the church and stumbled
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back up the hill. I found the lodge and fell asleep fast once I got there, 
tangled in the gauzy fist of my mosquito net.
T he boy shook me awake the next morning, ripping away the netting 
to get a better perch on the mattress. “We need to get going,” he said. 
“If we’re going to find one.”
“Find what?” I could smell the rum  on my breath.
“Howlers,” he said. “Right now the sky is monkeys. But they get 
gone past noon.”
I pushed him away with coiled toes, but he just rolled back into the 
netting pulling it taut as he leaned back over the side. “I’ve been 
fur-close before,” he said. “I’ve grabbed a tail. I could find one.”
“It’s early,” I told him, even though this sunlight hot like breath 
through the netting only came around noon. I couldn’t stand the 
weight of his limbs on the blanket, his bony knees against my shin, 
the stretched fabric rubbing over my sweat-slick skin. “W hy don’t you 
come back later?”
But he just wriggled even tighter, wrapping his arm s around 
my waist. I could feel the bud of an erection between his legs. I felt 
nauseated. ‘Jesus!” I pushed him. “Get the fuck off.”
But he was back an hour later: “Come with me,” he beckoned. 
And I did. He took me to a bam boo cage deep in the jungle, where 
he’d trapped a single baby monkey.
“How did you do this?” I asked him. But he wouldn’t answer. He 
opened the latch and clutched the monkey close against his chest, 
pulling the bandana tight across its m outh so that it wouldn’t nip his 
fingers in its angry trem ors of chattering.
“Do you want to feel the fur?” he asked, loosening one arm  to 
grab my palm. He brought my fingers close to the silver streaks along
its hairy flank.
“Why don’t we play a game?” I suggested. I wanted to make him 
feel the way I felt.
“W hat kind?” he asked. “W hich set of rules?”
“A kind of test,” I told him. “But we’ll need a cage. And a 
monkey.”
“W hich we’ve got,” he pointed out. Yes, we do. Soon we would say: 
did. He would learn the sharp lines of memory, how it could sketch 
itself as deep as bones.
“Put it back in the cage.” Com m ands felt smooth and cold against 
my tongue, like bullets. “We need to get to the water.”
At the shore, I took off my shoes and placed them neatly side-by- 
side behind a log. I rolled up my pants to the knees and walked into 
the tide. I beckoned to him, wordless: Follow.
He set down the cage and m arched into the water. Already 
barefoot, he had no shoes to remove.
“Stop,” I told him. “Bring the cage. T he game happens out here.” 
I stood knee-deep, my pants —  of course —  wet. Everything got 
soaked one way or another: from sweat, rain, ocean.
I knew it would have to happen quickly. There was a spell but it 
would break if I stretched it too thin, tried to hold too many moments 
in its net. It was taking all his strength to hold the cage above the 
waves.
“Set it down,” I told him simply.
“T h a t’s underwater.”
“I know.”
“It’s too much inside.”
"It’s the test. I smiled at him, urging. It was the first time I ’d ever 
done that, smiled.
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H e put down the cage and we could see the bars of bam boo 
shimmering under the cold clear waves, their motion steady like 
breathing. For a few moments, the monkey’s thrashing made the water 
froth. And then it didn’t.
I grabbed the boy’s hands to keep them still. I rubbed the back 
of his palms, making circles with my fingers. I could feel him shaking 
from what he’d clone.
I gripped him tighter, felt his fists clench up in mine. I led him 
back to shore and left him standing by the water. It did not seem, for 
once, as if he wanted me to stay.
Gloria was waiting on my bed, folds of mosquito netting gathered in 
her lap. She had a glass of something green and thick, tucked into her 
palm. W hen she smiled at me, I could see mossy bits stuck in her teeth. 
She was squinting.
“You disappeared on me last night,” she said.
“You seemed busy.” I said.
“I thought you were busy too.”
“I wasn’t busy,” I said. “Just awake.”
“H ere’s how you make it up to me,” she said. “Come out again. 
You and Lucas always finish up your little games by nightfall.”
“Do you know what we did today?” I asked. “Because I ’ll tell 
you.”
“If I wanted to know,” she said. “I would have asked."
That afternoon I found him lying on the dirt between some trees, 
wearing nothing but a ragged pair of swimming trunks their purple 
elastic frayed against his ghost-pale waist. His skin was swarming with 
fire ants, there must have been hundreds, red speckles like sunlight
moving across his chest, climbing the sharp rungs o f his ribs. He was 
curled like a fetus, skin wet against the brown earth. In this posture he 
looked overgrown, still-born. He turned  to look at me: “I m ade the 
w ater rotten, he said. I w ondered il he m eant he’d pissed him self in 
the ocean. I could tell from the lumpish quality o f his voice that h e’d 
been crying.
“W hat are you doing?” I kept my voice flat. “G et up.”
He crawled into a sitting position and brought his knees up to his 
chin, clasping his legs with white-knuckled fingers. He nodded at the 
dirt and said: “I wanted it to hurt me back.”
I bent towards him: “You can’t,” I told him. “You can’t choose 
that.”
I started flicking ants off his skin, snapping my nails against the 
hard curve of his cheekbones, the sticks of his arms. I liked the flitting 
im pact of his skin beneath my fingers, the sudden sparks of paler 
white where the blood drained away.
“Stop it,” he said. “ I can flick myself.”
I hat night Gloria was wearing an orange sun-dress patterned with 
big yellow swirls. T here was one across her belly that looked like an 
intestine. “C ute,” I said.
“I ’ll need it,” she said.
I didn’t know what she m eant. I was wearing the same pair of 
jeans I ’d worn the night before.
T he bar wasn’t exactly full, but we w eren’t the only ladies. W here 
had these other women come from? They all had the same frosted lips 
and lilac-shadowed eyelids. It was as if they’d been trapped on a life- 
raft with the same six pieces of make-up.
Gloria whistled. She said: “Looks like we’ve got company.” She
spotted her stained m an across the room. This time, he was alone.
“Get us a couple of shots,” she whispered. “No sense in playing 
coy.”
T hree shots later he was using some of his fingers to twist other fingers 
into pretzel shapes around each other. “You two a re ...? ” he paused, 
holding up one knotted hand. “In love together?”
“N o,” I said. “G ood night.”
I tipped back my shot-glass for the last drops of tequila. They 
stung, just like the first ones had. Stang, I thought. Why didn’t people 
ever say that?
I turned to leave.
“See you at hom e,” said Gloria. She waved. I hadn’t said goodbye
yet.
“N o,” the m an said. He traced an im aginary tear down his wine- 
dark cheek. “I do not want your love to die.”
“W e’re not in love,” I said.
“But we could be,” she said. “Before the end of the night.”
I bum m ed a cigarette from the bartender before I left. T here was a salt 
breeze outside that smelled like garbage and I thought I could hear 
a sizzle from the neon beer signs, mosquitoes popping against their 
glow. I crouched by an abandoned popsicle freezer. W hen I struck 
my match, its flame illuminated a painted ice-cream sandwich curling 
away from the side of the metal.
A few m om ents later, G loria stum bled out the back door of 
the bar. She pulled her m an by his leather belt, already reaching 
for his buckle. T he red glim m er of the chili-pepper lights settled 
on them  like a mist. W hen she knelt down, I kept my gaze trained
on every motion her head moving back and forth, tick-tock, like 
clockwork.
I walked over. I felt suddenly sober. I made a perfect bee-line 
towards them  and tapped Gloria on the shoulder.
She stood up and wrapped her arm s around me. “W hy don’t you 
tell me what you want?” she said. “I ’ll see what I can do.”
T he m an smiled. His cheeks creased one was shadowed, the 
other purple in the light.
“Go home to your boys,” 1 said to Gloria. “Your other ones.”
I knelt down into the rubble. There were chocolate bar wrappers 
and pigeon shit all over the concrete, small stones against my knees. I 
curled my lips over my teeth. I got ready to finish what she’d started.
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M a t t h e w  I r a  Sw a y e
The Administrative Assistant
The young super noted her scar but said nothing: “It’s a walk-up, you 
know.”
Every night the secretary lay there planning to paint the southern 
wall blue. She bought a mosquito net and a new toaster.
“T he kinkiest you ever m ade it,” Beth asked at lunch.
“I once m ade it sober?” she’d said.
She lived there 7 years. T he bloodsuckers loved her legs. The 
room got bad sun. Beth came over for a good Tuesday cry. Suddenly 
everyone was having a fuck in the morning. She m ade toast.
Beth finally moved back to St. Paul.
A little bird flew in.
T he secretary had a pink grapefruit with sugar or talked in a very 
high voice or a low voice, drank a wine, watched the war. W hen a little 
bird flew in she quickly nam ed it Lilly before it flew out again. She 
bought a toaster.
At her funeral, the super’s daughter rem em bered a time her 
shower had clogged.
“At least,” the super said, “she didn’t mess up the walls.”
1 15
C a r e y  M c H u g h
Instrument fo r
T h e  way the hayloft holds this view: u n m an n ed  
fences, the increase o f instance, o f cattle
the persistence o f this lam plit, inclem ent year.
Patient, eventual, brittle, m isshapen
and  one fault lower than  fear: your childhood 
is prairie-evident, delicate, w aiting to leave
in pearls. W hat I w ant is an instrum ent for oversight, 
a partia l dissolve o f silver and  its grasses strew n
and  your voice in the light ro t o f perfum e saying 
the bug is not in our bedding. M in t and  sorghum  m ark
the farm house wall, an o th e r thick skinned thing, the latest 
waste and  despite the oversight I recall the hayloft
straw -dark like a w in ter sun, the bales tacked in ricks 
brick-heavy tha t you hooked out over m e one by one.
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Cannery Manned by Patients
Clarity, now and again, hems us in overhead 
like a cylinder up and slow, or from below,
awareness muscled loose runs fox-sized, m om entarily 
red. We are forbidden during working hours to consider
headwaters, knotted gillnet threads, the pale setback 
of salmon. T hough farther north the banks are wide
with drought. We have stopped believing in doubt, 
have learned to measure heft in tonnage and linen sack.
Am ong us someone has singled out monotony, locked 
it in, dropping as we assemble, as if from hand  or eye
a boxed rhythm  we are fighting. All night belted here 
fingers loose on bolts and cobs. T he stale business of tackle
to sift through. H ere the sick collect. And the slack strain 
of the jagging wheel rolls tongueless in its kick.
Woman with Her Throat Cut
after A lberto Giacom etti
First came the emptying, 
a sound like bats feeding
in the bottomlands, and after 
a wish for wild cattle, water
oaks, and mud daubers 
cracking in the beams.
W hat did we know of collapse, 
of the arch of collapse,
its stenciled seams. O f husk 
without seed: this ruin we enter
into —  enters us, her bent knees. 
H er lungs, oblique wings.
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One o f
H a n n a  A n d r e w s
you m eant it one way, but all I could picture was a second self, 
me as coin tail, sure that in the m om ent of the split, option b sidles 
off & joins all the other discards in a slick landscape, lush with 
what our safe halves have given up. I don’t want to tell you this.
O r that last night, 1 went incognito & found myself in our Savannah 
kitchen. We were cooking, just the way you imagined us. T here was 
nowhere else you had to be: time sprawled gorgeous & the icebox 
sweat pearled delicate. I don’t want to tell you how I saw my own 
face, as I squatted into the pantry for cake flour, eyes cast familiar, 
a long look toward somewhere else.
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W i l l i a m  S.  B a r n e s
Ephemeroptera
all congeries to a play, this —  the bell rings four 
you say: at first...
the slope o f its waters 
a city of birds
the light slant to its roofs, of the dusk 
of the windows lifting at the shores o f leaves
of the turbulent canopies of air
arise, to the surfaces, for the stillness in the eddies, to hold 
emissary
as the men in their blankets sleep for the lawns 
slate to the ringing
banks of grass, forest of lights
for the language of water 
the smoke and the opal
diaphany —  elegy o f wings 
clouded, rising
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The Clinging
Monday, June 3 rd 1805. Capt. C. &  myself stroled out to the top o f the hights in the fork 
o f the these rivers from whence we had an extensive and most inchanting view —
in the h o u r prelude an d  blue 
they lean to the jo in in g  — expanse —
o f the tribes o f grass
each blade suffused w ith light -  naming
the country in every derection was one vast plain in which innumerable herds o f Buffalow 
were seen attended by their shepperds the wolves; the solatary antelope which
now had their young were distributed over its face; herds o f Elk were also seen -
Mountain muhly tall, glabrous, the color o f ja d e  waking
ligule fine acum inate
verdure perfectly cloathed the ground the direction o f  the rivers could be seen but little 
way, soon loosing the break o f their channels, to our view, in the common plain.
Pine dropseed narrow -leaved unfurling at the waist 
pou ring  to the ridgelines, to the w ater light
Thursday, June 20th 1805. The Mountains to the N. W. and West o f us are still entirely 
covered, are white and glitter with the reflection o f the sun. There has been no
proceptable diminution o f the snow since we first saw them.
Idaho fescue -  tufted, shy-limned em erald and  blonde Arizona fescue
scabrous and raucous and  flocked
Thurber’sfescue folded, erect, the color o f  spruce, a  glacial till
the pathw ay  tw isted - and  rising
Saturday, July 271,1 1805. We begin to feel considerable anxiety —  we are now several 
hundred miles within the bosom o f this wild and mountanous country —  without any
information - not knowing how fa r  these mountains continue —  or wher to direct 
our course —
Slender wheatgrass —  stiff, ascending, scarious, evenly lined, 
auricled, b lue-hued  the cloudlight
Parry’s oatgrass -  long-tapered, densely gathered, spilling —  wheaten 
in tides bent or kneeling —  into
Sweetgrass —  wide flexuous blades, glossy-backed the  color 
o f rush  in braids —  redolen t
rad ian t, folded, scabrous —  Tufted hairgrass ligule long-acute - 
m em branous —  the w ind
Monday, August 1 2 1 8 0 5 .  After refreshing ourselves we proceeded 
to the top o f the dividing ridge from which I  discovered
immence ranges o f high mountains still to the West o f us 
their tops covered with snow —
a luminous thing must have within itself —  always, deeply  grooved -  
that which perseveres — Junegrass —  the daw nligh t —  walking in
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D a n i e l  M u e l l e r
Red Cinquefoil
I was playing the nickel slots, three at a time, at an Indian casino off 
1-40 twenty minutes west of Albuquerque when the first wheel of 
Wild Wilderness locked on canned beans, the second did the same, 
and the third teased the pay line between canned beans and campfire 
logs. Though not a m an of strong religious convictions, on a whim I 
prayed to Saint Anthony I asked him to gently guide the machine to 
its maximum payoff and help me reclaim a small portion of the large 
sum I’d lost to a gambling addiction with which, on a Friday when my 
youngest daughter Cecily expected me for dinner at six, I ’d struggled 
for more than fifty years. I told Saint Anthony that, if he existed and 
weren’t too busy helping other, more deserving souls to lend me a 
hand, I ’d rectify my profligate ways, walk a narrower path, and with 
my winnings affect change that would honor the glory of his master 
and mine. I adm itted I was a weak but far from humble vessel who 
was susceptible to vices of many varieties, and that for these and other 
failings I hadn’t been the clean instrum ent for m agnanimous acts God, 
if He existed, had no doubt hoped for when He created me, and just as 
I was about to list the changes I, at seventy-one, was prepared to make 
on His —  which is to say, if He were inclined, in His most holy of 
hearts, to care, even an ounce —  behalf, the slot m achine lit up from 
within and began to quake.
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M yriad bulbs hidden beneath a casing o f slick polyurethane 
unfurled in rippling banners o f cherry, apricot, and blue. Flugelhorns, 
a battalion, perform ed “Save the Last Dance for M e” as fireworks 
exploded in the background. M ore lights, located deep within the 
contraption, flickered like stars, like distant galaxies, as teapots 
whistled, chainsaws whirred, and a laugh track stopped and started. A 
crowd of gamblers gathered around me, slapped my shoulder, patted 
my back. A wom an removed an oxygen mask from her face, took a 
puff o f her M arlboro, and cried, “You’ve won!” Balanced atop her 
wheeled cylinder was an ashtray overflowing with butts, into which she 
tapped the end of her cigarette and pointed at the payoff screen where 
anim ated woodchucks played leapfrog over ajackpot o f $ 1,597,244.10. 
“You’re a millionaire, laddy,” exclaimed a m an in his fifties wearing 
a tartan kilt, carrying U ileann pipes, and supporting himself on 
prosthetic legs. To the cacophony he added a Scottish rendition of 
“Adios, mi C orazon” as from the slot machine, but sounding as if at 
the mic in the casino lounge, Bobby D arin crooned “Splish Splash.”
A skinny blond wisp-of-a-thing, no older than twenty-five, removed 
one o f a dozen strings o f m ardi gras beads from around her neck. She 
m otioned for me to lower my head and as she draped a necklace over 
my ears she shouted, “Will you m arry me, grandpa?” I shouted back, 
“Show me your intended.” I assumed she’d m eant for me to conduct 
her ceremony in seventy-one years stranger things had been asked 
of me and she directed a lazy finger at the white hairs tufting like a 
dickey from the collar o f my favorite lucky Hawaiian short-sleeve.
I sipped m yjack and Coke. I ’d been divorced since ’75, the year my 
then-wife Annabel was treated for syphilis she’d contracted from me. 
Back then we lived with our daughters, Cecily and Kate, then five and 
seven, in a trailer at the southern-m ost edge of the Nevada Test Site.
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Four days a week I oversaw crews of miners and roughnecks whose 
job  it was to plant nuclear devices, “pits” we called them, hundreds 
if not thousands of feet beneath the surface of the desert. Fridays I 
reported to the D epartm ent of Energy’s offices in Las Vegas where 
briefings never lasted longer than an hour and afternoons were mine. 1 
didn’t blame Annabel. In her position I would have left me, too, always 
promising to steer clear of the casinos, cut back on my drinking, quit 
smoking, and end my affairs with particular prostitutes to whom I’d 
grown attached.
“You wouldn’t be pulling my leg, would you?” I asked the girl, 
imagining how pretty my living room would look with her in it. Since 
’92, the year Clinton killed the nuclear weapons testing program , I’d 
lived by myself in a west Vegas subdivision. I ’d been given the choice 
of a desk job  with the D. of E. or early retirem ent with full benefits. 
I considered telling them to shove their paper-sorting where the sun 
didn’t shine, but if you’d spent thirty years planting nukes in the earth 
you'd know there isn’t such a place, and I quietly retired.
“N o,” she replied.
“Okay,” I said. “You’re on. Let’s get m arried.”
I reached into a pocket of my Berm uda shorts and handed her 
a piece of sludge, glass formed when the first pit I’d ever planted, 
codenam cd “Red Cinquefoil,” was detonated and underneath the 
desert tem peratures in excess of a 100 million degrees Centigrade 
opened a cavity roughly the size of the town we lived in, Indian 
Springs, and ensconced it in melted rock that grew opaque and shiny 
as it cooled. T rapped in the piece Fd given the girl were tiny air bubbles 
com m em orating the m om ent of the blast. “We’ll use that until we 
find us a proper engagement ring,” I said. T he last Fd checked, it was 
radiating between 40 and 45 milliroentgen an hour, less radiation than
one might receive during a visit to the dentist or, back when Annabel 
and I bought our oldest Kate her first pair of patent leather sandals, a 
trip to the shoe store.
As my intended examined what was undoubtedly the oddest 
“rock” she’d ever seen, I said above the ruckus, “If  you’re a gold digger, 
darling, it’s only fair to warn you. T he odds of my dying anytime soon 
aren’t good.”
She looked at me with wet blue eyes. “W hy would I want you to 
die?”
“For the money?” I glanced again at the payoff screen where my 
1.5 million and change pulsated like Joey Bishop’s nam e on a ’70s 
Caesar’s Palace marquee.
“I ’m not marrying you for money,” she said with a pout. “I ’m 
marrying you for luck.”
“I got plenty of that,” I said, “both good and bad.”
“It seems pretty good to me right now,” she said. “You’re the first 
jackpot winner I’ve seen since I got here.”
“W hen was that, sweetheart?”
“Tuesday.”
Already I was imagining Cecily and her husband M ike’s reaction 
to this Kansas blond waif-of-a-girl stepping out of my Lincoln in her 
m en’s white V-neck t-shirt belted at the waist. Two weeks before, my 
youngest daughter had given birth to Mike Jr., whom I was ostensibly 
on my way to meet. T hough the occasion was joyous and my trunk 
filled with sacks of baby clothes, some of which Cecily herself had 
worn, I wouldn’t be telling the complete story if I didn’t also confess an 
ulterior motive: a year earlier my daughters’ stepfather, J.R ., had died 
of colon cancer in Denver, and while I would never wish anything as 
evil as that on another hum an being, now that J.R . was dead I could
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take pleasure, especially in the company of those who had known 
him, in having outlived an ophthalmologist who, according to my 
daughters, had abstained from alcohol, tobacco, and prescription 
drugs; who exercised obsessively and ate farm-raised salmon and trout 
three times a week; and who regularly faulted me, in the presence of 
my daughters, for exposing them  as children to radiation that, he said, 
would give them cancer later in their lives.
Now if Cecily, Kate, or Annabel, God forbid, contracted cancer, it 
wouldn’t be because of the environmental doses to which I’d exposed 
them; no, there was a reason 51% of the roughly 120,000 men who’d 
worked at the Nevada Test Site between ’62 and ’92 were still alive, 
some of them in their nineties: radiation, at the levels we and our 
families had experienced it, was beneficial to hum an life. And all of 
us had known it. It was why we brought sludge home with us from the 
Site, why we set it alongside geodes on our mantels and bookshelves 
and carried it in our pockets like rabbits’ feet.
“Tell me your name, darling,” I said.
“Tell me yours first,” the girl replied.
“Gordon Langley,” I said.
“G ordon Langley, God bless you. This is for you.”
T hen my angel wrapped her arms around me, drew my lips to 
hers, and our tongues danced a tango in the ballroom of our mouths. 
In a periphery blurred by her wheat blond hair, two Indians in dark 
suits and one wearing a turquoise calf-length dress pressed through the 
throng. A photographer and a uniform ed policeman followed in their 
wake. In no time they had formed a celebratory crescent around us, 
but they could wait. I was a lover and in no hurry for our kiss to end, so 
enveloped was I by my new young lover’s scent, the taste of her saliva, 
the softness of her breasts against my chest.
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W hen at last we separated, I unzipped my fanny pack, withdrew 
my pill canister, popped two OxyContin, and washed them down 
with Jack and Coke. “Just a second,” I said to my Native American 
emissaries, all smartly attired and wearing their hair in ponytails, the 
men as well as the woman, and lit up a m enthol cigarette. My pleasure 
receptors open as baseball mitts, I said, “Okay. I’m ready to be officially 
told I’ve won.”
“I wish we could, but look,” the wom an said and with a varnished 
nail directed my attention to a third wheel that hadn’t stopped on 
canned beans, as I’d assumed, but on campfire logs. “This m achine’s 
experiencing a malfunction.” H er finger hovered above the payoff 
chart, there in plain view on the face of the slot machine. “This 
m achine’s maximum payoff is two thousand five hundred dollars. 
T here’s positively no way for it to pay out more than that without a 
machine malfunction, and if you’d read the House rules, accessible by 
punching the House rules key,” which, of course, she did, “you’d know 
the House cannot be held legally responsible for winnings resulting 
from machine malfunctions of any kind.”
“You’re telling me I've won a measly two and a half grand?”
" I’m telling you the House cannot be held liable for winnings 
resulting from machine malfunctions.”
“W hich means?”
"All the House can do is reimburse you the am ount of your bet.” 
“Five nickels?”
She nodded. “T h a t’s wholly righteous,” I said.
As the crowd fell away as if from a plague victim, the photographer 
stepped between my fiancee and me and stationed his accordion-sized 
Polaroid camera before the slot machine. He peered into his viewfinder 
and a white flash went off above my head. W hen my eyes readjusted
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to the lighting, the pretty thing to whom I’d pledged my love was gone, 
mardis gras beads, t-shirt, radioactive sludge and all.
“For your troubles,” the female casino m anager said, placing a 
coupon on my lap, “we’ll treat you to a dinner-for-two at the casino 
steakhouse. Does that sound like something you might enjoy?”
“It’s better than nothing,” I admitted.
I was disappointed, sure, but knew better than to make a m ountain 
out of a molehill. Over the slot m achine the pair of male casino 
m anagers fit a yellow canvas bag with laces like a straightjacket. O n 
the bag was stenciled “O U T  O F  O R D E R ,” and as they tightened 
and knotted cords at the bottom  and across the middle, I found myself 
wishing it were me they had identified and isolated, me they had 
contained.
At six, I parked beside the curb in front of my daughter’s house. In a 
rust orange sweatshirt and Broncos ball cap, Mike sat on the frame rail 
of his Peterbilt, the outer tires of which rested on the grass on either 
side of the driveway. I called to him, “Howdy, Mike,” and popped the 
trunk of my Lincoln. “M ind lending me a hand with the luggage?”
In the m id-’90s he’d been signed by Detroit and traded to Denver, 
where he protected Elway for exactly seven downs before blowing an 
Achilles’, effectively ending his NFL career. O n the street I set nine 
grocery bags o f baby clothes Annabel had left when she’d taken the 
girls to Colorado. As I unloaded a valise, two-suiter, and overnight kit, 
Mike rem ained planted above his truck's leaf springs, idly slapping 
a monkey wrench into his palm. “How thoughtless of m e,” I said. 
“You’re a father now. C ongratulations.” W ith the same winning smile 
I’d shown presidents when they came to Nevada to see for themselves 
what species of m an they’d employed at the Test Site, I m ade a bee-
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line for my son-in-law. “You and Cecily have waited a long time for 
this. You deserve nothing but joy.”
Neither Cecily nor Kate had proven particularly fertile. Both had 
been diagnosed with hormonal imbalances their doctors had treated 
with regimens of estrogen, progesterone, and prolactin, but only 
Cecily had conceived. I ’d felt for them, I had. Like their father, both 
were genetically predisposed to depression, and in an America forever 
broadcasting to the world its capacity to destroy the world thousands 
of times over, children gave one hope that the hum an race’s finest 
attributes would prevail in the end. W ithout children, we as a nation 
had nothing to protect, and without a child of one’s own, it was easy 
to believe we as a nation had nothing to lose.
“You carrying any of that radioactive shit on you, G ordon?” Mike 
asked when I came to a stop before him on the driveway. “Because if 
you are, I ’m going to have to ask you, as nicely as I know how, to cart 
your skinny ass straight back to Vegas.”
I wagged my head, no.
“I don’t have a counter, so you’re going to have to empty your 
pockets for me.”
“H asJ.R .’s ghost taken residence inside your head?” I asked.
“I’m not letting you inside the house until I’m sure you’re clean. 
It’s as simple as that.”
“I’m clean,” I said, at the same time wishing I weren’t, wishing I’d 
retained the sludge I ’d given to the girl who’d vanished from the casino 
before telling me her name.
Like the sun itself, therapeutic in small doses but lethal in large, the 
subterranean nuclear explosions to which I’d devoted my working life 
had bolstered my immune system and strengthened my resistance to 
illnesses. And in the gam m a rays still emitted by the souvenirs I’d taken
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home from the more than 700 tests I ’d overseen, they continued to in 
ever-shortening half-lives. Each pit we’d planted had been connected 
by five, ten, twenty miles of fiber optic cable to mobile units m anned 
by physicists from the nation’s top labs, and to me even the nuts and 
bolts and sections of m arried wire that had lain just outside the melting 
range were talismans. W ithout a rem nant from a blast, I felt nervous 
and vulnerable and no longer as impervious to pressures.
Still Mike was entitled to his opinions, upsetting to me as they were. 
So I emptied my pockets of change, lighter, wallet, cigarettes, flask, 
and the coupon from the casino for a steak dinner-for-two and laid 
everything out on the driveway for Mike to inspect. “Let’s see w hat’s in 
the fanny pack, G ordon,” he said from his throne of reinforced steel. 
“I ’ll tell you w hat’s in the fanny pack,” I said. “Pills.”
“Take ’em out,” he replied, so I laid out the vials of OxyContin, 
Percocet, Vicodin, Valium, Xanax, Demerol, Tylenol 3, and Ambien. 
Mike set the monkey wrench on his rig’s fifth wheel and knelt on the 
concrete. He picked up each vial and examined the label, his pupils 
wide as cam era shutters. “Sweet Jesus, G ordon,” he said when he’d set 
down my sleep medication, “with all this garbage in your system, it’s a 
wonder you can drive, gamble, or talk on the telephone. It’s a wonder 
you can function at all.”
“I have a strong constitution, unlike a certain over-educated prick 
who recently passed on.” I grinned and coughed.
Mike sighed. “You can trash talk J.R . all you like in front of me. 
Lord knows, I didn’t hold him in the highest esteem either. But I ’d 
watch your m outh around Cecily.”
“Cecily and I are of like minds about her stepfather.”
In spite of the distance separating us, my daughters and I had 
remained close. Kate conducted research on rocket engines at Boeing,
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and Cecily did clerical work for Sandia. Together they represented the 
second generation of Langleys to earn a living within the country’s 
industrial-military complex, and I was proud of them.
“Be that as it may,” Mike saicl, “A nnabel’s still in deep grief over 
J.R ., and she only left this morning.”
“Annabel was here this m orning?” I said.
“Uh-huh. She was here for ten days helping Cecily look after the 
baby, but I think it was Cecily who had the tougher job looking after 
her.”
“So Annabel was here this m orning,” I saicl.
“Pick your pills up off the driveway, and I ’ll help you with your 
bags.”
W ith little of the fanfare I'd come to expect from my youngest daughter, 
Cecily hugged me briskly in the kitchen, then kissed me brusquely 
on the cheek. Late February, spring was taking its sweet time getting 
to Albuquerque, and the aromas from the oven put me in m ind of 
families and how grateful I felt to be basking in the w arm th o f one. 
Most nights I microwaved a frozen dinner or ate at one o f the casinos, 
and here Cecily had gone to the trouble of preparing a supper of roast 
chicken, mashed potatoes, biscuits, and gravy. I unscrewed the stopper 
of my flask and took a nip of sour mash.
“Now stay put a second, would you, darling? Let me get a look at 
you.” I leaned back against a countertop speckled with radish filings and 
celery leaves as Cecily smiled coquettishly. “T h a t’s my girl,” I said, but 
before the words were out her smile was gone, a radioisotope that had 
already changed into something else in the time taken to identify it.
“You drink too much, D ad,” she said and returned to paring a 
cucum ber over the sink. T hough I loved my daughters equally, Cecily
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was the beauty of the family, with pale white skin and dark brown hair 
that curled at her shoulders.
“I drink just enough to balance the pills,” I replied.
“You take too many pills, too.”
“I ’m an old m an,” I said. “T he pills help me regulate my 
environm ent.”
Mike came into the kitchen carrying three bags of baby clothes. 
“Riddle me this, honey? W hat do your old m an and Rush Limbaugh 
have in com m on?”
“I can’t believe you spoke of me and him in the same breath,” I 
said. “I can’t stand that blatherskite.”
“Give up?” Mike said as he dropped three bags of baby clothes on 
top of the six I ’d brought in. “O xyC ontin.”
I unzipped my fanny pack, located my Tylenol 3, and popped two. 
“Both of you know the kind of work I did. But do either of you have 
any idea, any idea at all, of the mental toll testing weapons m eant to 
annihilate hundreds of thousands of people in a m atter of seconds 
takes on the hum an psyche? Do you? In my lifetime I participated in 
over seven hundred such tests. And I would do it again, happily and 
with honor. But it takes its toll, is all I ’m saying.”
T hey’d heard it before, but I didn’t care. Cecily turned to me with 
a vegetable peeler in her hand, her creased brow an etched pagoda. 
“O xyContin is an opioid, D ad.”
“Opioids work for me,” I replied, “especially in com bination with 
other opioids.”
“Opioids are for patients on their deathbeds.”
“M aybe I ’m on my mine and I don’t even know it.” I smiled, which 
m ade Cecily frown. “Seriously, darling, if you’d seen our subsidence 
craters, which you haven’t because they’re off-limits to the public,
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maybe you'd have an inkling of the enormous destructive capability 
basically uneducated, God-fearing men like me handled on a bi- and 
tri-weekly basis.”
Mike snorted. “T hat why you brought all that radioactive shit 
home with you, Gordon? T hat why you contam inated an environment 
you shared with your wife and children? You wanted to spread the 
suffering around, didn’t you? So you wouldn’t be the only one with 
altered DNA, the only one with perm anently mutated genes. You 
wanted to leave your m ark on history, didn’t you, G ordon?”
Cecily shot her husband a furious glance. “My father didn’t know 
any better. T he government gave the men hardhats and sunglasses to 
wear. T h a t’s the message men like my father received.”
“And most of us threw our hardhats and sunglasses away,” I said, 
“because the explosions were underground, in case you hadn’t heard, 
and we were protected by hundreds, if not thousands, of feet of solid 
bedrock. The minute levels of radiation that seeped up through the 
desert floor weren’t dangerous. O n the contrary, radiation in the doses 
we were exposed to bolstered our immune systems and gave us energy. 
Few of us even came down with colds. Some tests required a week of 
eighteen-hour days, which we clocked without suffering the slightest 
fatigue.”
Crescent moons of phantasm agorical purple and brown lay 
recum bent beneath their eyes. I felt for them , I did. T hey’d recently 
brought bawling hum an life into the world. But this wasn’t an 
argum ent I expected to have with them. At wedding receptions -  
I d attended one for Cecily and two for Kate, whose first m arriage 
ended in divorce J.R . was the one I quarreled with, his liberalism 
and belief in social change easily as idiotic as the conservative war­
mongering heard 24-7 up and down the AM dial. Now that J .R . was
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dead, it seemed as if he'd divided, and  I w ondered if he’d multiplied 
and the next time I visited K ate and  her hom osexual second husband 
Donny, they’d be his ghostly ventriloquist’s dummies, too. I thought 
o f the S I,597,244.10 I had n ’t won and  how different things m ight’ve 
been if only my lovely young fiancee were running interference for 
me.
‘"Indeed, thanks to the radiation I received back then and the ever- 
diminishing doses I receive at home, I can mix diazepam , hydrocodone, 
acetam inophen, codeine, anti-insom nia drugs, anti-anxiety drugs, 
am phetam ines, and other analgesics with alcohol and tobacco without 
experiencing adverse side effects of any kind. So don’t talk to me 
about the dangers o f som ething not even our nation’s top physicists 
and pharm acists fully un d erstan d .. . ”
I would’ve gone on an even m ore impassioned rant if Mike hadn’t 
slumped to the kitchen floor and begun to weep, all three-hundred- 
fifty-plus pounds of him shuddering in an orange and blue heap beside 
the butcher block. Cecily fell to her knees before him and massaged his 
linem an’s neck and shoulders. Peering up at me with plaintive eyes, she 
said, “O u r baby has eleven fingers.”
Mike heaved even harder. I saw then w hat this was all about, 
the driveway search, the chilly reception. They w anted to pin my 
grandchild’s defect, if ‘defect’ an eleventh finger could even be called, 
on me. I unzipped my fanny pack, found my Valium, opened the vial, 
and handed two 2-milligram pills to Cecily. “Give him  these,” I said 
and went to the sink to fill a glass with water.
“We don’t drink the tap water,” she said, “because it contains 
traces o f mercury.”
“A little m ercury never hurt anyone,” I said, but handed her a glass 
o f filtered water poured from a Brita pitcher as Mike regarded the
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pair o f pills in his palm , each im printed with a heart, as if they were 
tealeaves. “Take them ,” I said. “T hey’re your friends.”
"I know w hat they are,” Mike said, wiping tears from his whiskered 
cheeks. “But what I ’d like is Percocet.”
“Are you sure?” I said, wary o f the fluctuations in mood I experienced 
whenever I was on them. But Mike nodded, so I took back the pills I ’d 
given him  and found the ones he preferred. Before I put the Valium 
away, I offered them to Cecily, figuring she too could use a lift. 
“Thanks, but I ’m breastfeeding,” she said.
“ The Valium will be out o f your system entirely by this time 
tomorrow,” I said.
“And M ike Jun io r will have nursed six times by then ,” she replied. 
“Surely you have infant form ula.”
“W ho’s going to feed him infant form ula at ten p.m.? At two a.m.? 
At six a.m.? At noon? You?” she said. “Because if I take two Valium, I 
guarantee you I won’t be conscious before this time tom orrow.”
“I’ll do it,” I saicl.
“Yorfll stay up all night?”
“A nd all day tomorrow, too, if need be.”
“D on’t you need your rest?” she asked.
“W hen I need my rest, I take sleep m edication.” A mischievous 
smile crossed my daughter’s lips. “Take them ,” I said, holding the pills 
out to her.
“I can’t believe I’m accepting prescription drugs from my own 
father. It would kill M om .”
“It w ouldn’t kill your m other if she and I were still together, if she 
hadn’t fallen under the sway of that granola-eating, slogan-spouting 
peacenik, that healthier-than-thou, sand-worshipping, vegetable- 
loving hypocrite with the bald head, ponytail, bolo tie, hem p slippers,
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and twin banana yellow H um m ers with vanity plates reading ‘T hing 
O n e’ and ‘T hing  Two.”’
“D ad,” Cecily said, “J .R .’s dead. You don’t have to hate him 
anym ore.”
I didn’t fault A nnabel for leaving me, I faulted her for m arrying 
a m an whose idea of a rom antic night out was protesting nuclear 
proliferation in a snowstorm and who w ould’ve dism antled the nation’s 
entire arsenal given half a chance, blissfully unaw are that every 
livelihood, even his own, was dependent upon a flourishing weapons 
program . Indeed, I could not have faulted her m ore were he, instead, 
of the camp that m aintained we needed to blow every country hostile 
to Am erican interests to kingdom come. Having the biggest, longest 
nuclear arm s m eant never having to use them. W hat punk picked 
a fight with Jack Dempsey? Joe Louis? M oham m ed Ali? T hat, in a 
nutshell, was my politics. Beyond that, I believed in love, specihcally 
the hum an being’s inalienable right to give and receive it freely.
But Cecily was correct. M y nemesis for over three decades was 
dead, and Annabel, who I w ould’ve taken back in a second even after 
all the years apart, was still grieving her loss o f him as much as I was 
my loss of her.
“You ready to meet your grandson?” Cecily asked, and in the 
w arm th em anating from her eyes I saw the Valium exercising its 
tranquilizing influence.
I thought o f the steak dinner-for-two to which I’d treat myself on 
my way home. “I m ight live forever, but I doubt it.”
Cecily sighed. “You’ll probably outlive us all.” As she rose from 
the kitchen floor, she kissed Mike on the button o f his ball cap. “Get 
up, you big lovable oaf.” A m am m oth hand closed around her slender 
wrist between the second and third knuckle o f each finger a skull
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and crossbones had been tattooed —  and she lugged him onto knees 
the size of small duffle bags. From there Mike raised himself from the 
linoleum one leg at a time like a weightlifter under a bowing yoke of 
iron. Once on his feet, he engulfed her in an embrace, and Cecily was 
a child again, on a Halloween long ago, in a grizzly bear costume that 
needed zipping up in the back.
A hum an lean-to, they led me to a master bedroom that smelled of 
milk, and in a crib canopied with dangling stegosaurs, tyrannosaurs, 
and triceratops Mike Jr. lay bundled in blankets. “Oh my,” I said and 
gathered my grandson in my arms. To me he seemed the most perfect 
of creatures, his lids leaf-shaped and so translucent I thought I could 
see his pupils studying me through the networks of delicate blue veins. 
I pulled back his swaddling and his arms sprang up as if in surprise, 
though he remained sleeping. On his right hand were a thumb and 
five fingers, digits five and six veering out from a shared midcarpal 
joint like identical necks of a newborn two-headed snake.
“Who knows?” I said. “With his extra finger, maybe he’ll be the 
first to perform Rachm aninoff’s ‘Second Piano Concerto’ the way it 
was meant to be performed.”
“U nh-unh,” Mike said. “The little fella’s getting a Stratocaster 
the day he turns five. I’ve already exposed him to Jimi, Jimmy, and 
Frank.”
“Who?”
“Hendrix, Page, and Zappa.”
Cecily was peeking at her baby over my shoulder, humming You 
Are My Sunshine. “The obstetrician asked us whether we wanted the 
extra finger removed. We told her no.”
“O f course you did, sweetheart,” I said. “You don’t know why he’s 
been given it. Nobody does.”
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“We almost told her yes.”
Soon she and Mike were in the guestroom setting up a bassinet, 
giggling, neither long for this world.
I understood.
Every couple prayed that their baby would be born perfect. But 
what did "perfect’ mean? If I ’d learned anything from my thirty years at 
the Test Site, it was that we as a race were forever adapting to changes 
we had wrought upon the earth. W ho was to say we weren’t entering 
an age in which eleven fingers was the norm ? As I held my first and no 
doubt only grandchild in my arms, I imagined hum an beings in the 
not-so-distant future playing musical instrum ents that looked nothing 
like the musical instruments of today, with hundreds of keys and 
thousands of strings and perhaps more than one mouthpiece.
To this day a curious red wildflower springs up on the Test Site 
after a rain, and it has no name.
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KARYNA m c G l y n n
June’s hide taken
and thus she didn’t really divorce 
june but had an anim al em balm ed 
not the least of which her short 
lopped hair or for some this wire 
bit her neck & a goat lowered so 
that’s someone preserved under 
a bottleneck crag in the peat moss 
down into dusk dulls me in this 
your wilting green or her sunless 
wrist limp can’t blow it back plum 
up a buckskin glove disperse this hot 
shallow a black ant crawls up her 
grey skin this thing leaned on a post 
drove a spike into the down bed ok 
I couldn’t say a dam n thing about it
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m a t t  Sh e a r s
a position
their closure began with beginnings
an opening lying supine
the table somewhat incomplete
how the disaster did not
carry its weight away how the light
sought itself moving against every
position the hole swallowed
a boundary of small stars strung
along a beach the wind severed
its persistence a tide receding
a direction linking 
placem ent with intention
a shim mering non-entity a cloud
where they moved into futures of 
grief a ground hollowed
out a foundation which dam aged 
a m outh caught in its flickering
an elevation clearing into song
one dream ed waking a blankness
w ithout m orning the edges of
sound coming apart outlines 
shorelines in mist lifting
away promises impelled always
the use of force the resistance 
it fed upon a space filled with 
no earth its earth without sky
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J u l i e  D o x s e e
fro m  The Kn
In your black dress, Mary, 
the black floor catwalks 
tripwire in a foothold, 
wide ropes you loop 
your stuck-out knee over 
wind backward 
until someone drops 
a halo 
on your lap.
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Build the gyrocopter 
out of rotating joints 
left suspended, wink, 
in the box-home 
m ade of mauve sheets, 
wet sticks, & curry smell. 
To have the home 
blow open, line-dried,
& to reveal to strangers 
stars are actual walls.
from Knit
M y eye painted 
church tops where 
the day before 
was sky I pushed 
my body against & 
the red wall 
slid gripping air 
around the 
stop-sign 
shaped room.
I fell onto 
the floor beside 
dying plants & 
terra cotta, 
drank a vial of 
poppy juice & 
felt 100 
hands land 
on my chest.
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INTERVIEW WITH AlMEE BENDER

Aimee Bender is the author o f two acclaimed short-story collections, T he Girl in 
the Flam m able Skirt and the more recent Willful Creatures, as well as the 
novel An Invisible Sign of M y Own. In mid-March she ventured to Missoula 
from the University o f Southern California to be the University o f Montana’s 
visiting prose writer. Between workshops, she joined CutBank reader Jane St. 
John at the Union Club for a beer (her first Montana pitcher) and a chat.
J a n e  S t. J o h n :  How you respond to classifications like “wacky” and 
“m agical” that tend to be used to describe your work? Do you get sick 
of them?
A im ee  B e n d e r :  I generally don’t m ind those classifications. Some 
feel truer than others. I don’t take them  that seriously either, because 
there’s no consensus opinion. T here does seem to be a general 
consensus that it’s not straightforward realism, which I think is true, 
but what something then becomes is harder to pinpoint. “Wacky” is 
okay. I think sometimes “clever” is troubling, so I don’t love that one. 
I don’t love the ones that feel like there’s a little bit of a diminishing 
quality to them, but generally I don’t feel that.
JS : You’ve been cjuoted as saying that you had a really positive 
experience at U C  Irvine and that you don’t really think that MFA 
program s have to put writers in boxes or have to necessarily churn out
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a bunch of “workshop stories” . But were there moments in workshop 
where someone would suggest, “what you need is a really clearly 
defined secondary character and a bunch of scenes where all this 
unfolds”? And if so, how did you stick to your guns? W hat gave you 
the confidence to keep doing what you're doing?
Aimee Bender: People did say that, and they had said that in other 
workshops I ’d taken and they say it now in classes that I teach, so 
I think you cannot avoid those kind of comments no m atter how 
rigorously I set up a classroom to say that it’s not helpful if someone 
just says that they don’t like a type of story. There are usually one or 
two people [in workshop] who will still say “yeah, I just think 1 like 
funny stories and this story is too serious.” W hen people say that to 
me, I guess one of the advantages of Irvine was that the people that I 
trusted were not saying that. They were actually looking at the work 
in a way that was giving me a lot of' permission and hope that I could 
write the way I wanted to. So when someone would come out with 
some com m ent about adding in something I didn’t see how I could 
add in, it was a little bit easier to push those aside.
O ne thing I found is that there were some people in class that were 
incredibly articulate and smart and could voice a wonderful thesis 
about anyone’s work in the circle, and it would sound very convincing. 
I felt this, and a friend felt this, where we would just ponder som eone’s 
comments for months, but it wasn’t right. It took about six months 
to come at the other side of ten rewrites trying to incorporate this 
person’s point of view, and then to realize that he was very articulate 
but actually off base. So I think that’s one of the tricky parts of 
workshop, that so much feels to me about an intuitive sense of what 
a story needs, as versus an intellectual sense. Someone could say a
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com m ent th a t’s actually quite muddy, but it hits the m ark more than 
that beautiful essay spoken by someone else.
JS: Sometimes it’s kind of about sifting through the articulations of 
your peers to really find your good readers, versus the good speakers 
in workshop?
Aimee Bender: Yes, and the good readers can surprise you, and 
you may not like their work. You can’t tell. You m ight not like another 
person, but they might still get what you’re doing. It’s nice if you 
happen to like them  as a person because then you can keep them  after 
grad school, which is also a plus. But I think my general gauge has 
been if I feel busted by something someone says, that’s a good m arker 
that it’s true. If  I have no idea what they’re talking about, and it sounds 
interesting but I’ve never even considered it, then I don’t know what 
to do with that anyway and I kind of let those fly by. I maybe have a 
delight in letting go o f certain comments that feel very workshoppy, 
like, “I don’t care about the point o f view. Fuck point o f view.”
JS: W hat do you consider to be a “workshop story”?
Aimee Bender: I don’t generally see that there is a cookie cutter 
workshop story. I think it’s more of a fear than a real thing. I think 
the danger of the workshop story is that the symbols are carefully 
placed and resurface at carefully placed secondary moments, and it’s 
a certain page length, and it has a title that reflects a m om ent. It just 
feels careful in a certain way; it doesn’t feci messy. I think there’s a 
huge place, particularly in American fiction, for messy stories. I think 
Americans write the tidiest stories in the world, and there’s a great
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thing about that, but there’s a lot more space than any of us think for 
the story to sprawl and reference an image that’s never been referenced 
in any other part of the story and end abruptly and all that.
JS: W hat kind of a discussion do you like to facilitate in workshop? 
W hat’s your workshop philosophy when you teach?
A im ee B en d er: There are a few parts. One of the things at Irvine 
that Judith Grossman and Geoffrey Wolff both espoused was this idea 
of being particular and not shoving your aesthetic on someone else. 
And it’s so hard, because it’s a primal act of empathy to try to get 
out of your own reader mindset and know that your classmates may 
publish books you’ll never buy, because they’re not what you would 
read on your own time. You’re still around a table with them and 
you’re obligated to try to see what they’re doing, and try to get them 
to do what they want to do as opposed to what you want to do. I 
take that with me to my own workshops and I think it does feel more 
productive, because it can slip out of hand very quickly and become 
everyone projecting their own writership on that writer’s story, and 
it rarely helps. I think if we’re in there nudging the writer toward 
where the story actually is, trying to hnd out where the story is and 
push them toward that, then it’s kind of exciting. I think ideally the 
writer comes in open to that too, so the better people get at writing, 
the more fixed they can feel in terms of what they think their writing 
is supposed to be. So that balance is important, of both feeling more 
confident but also open to really pushing themselves too.
JS: I hnd it really interesting that you suggest that the place where the 
language is most solid in the story, that’s where the story needs to go.
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How do you keep the focus on the language in workshop?
Aimee Bender: I think both plot and character are going to be 
reflected in the ways they’re approached in language, and so you 
can feel when a story is more interesting and active in the language. 
It doesn’t m ean that it’s fancy or in any way complicated, just that 
the w riter’s engaged. You can feel the w riter’s engagem ent. I t’s the 
same with character; when the character feels carefully constructed, 
I think the character is false on the page. W hen someone has just 
let the character go and there’s a person being built, then that’s an 
interesting character who will then do things, who will then create 
plot. So some of it is just about really focusing on which parts of the 
story are strongest and then trying to point out which parts of the 
story aren’t so strong.
This is the tricky part; this is my ultimate thing that I hope to im part 
as a teacher. It would be my hope that you start to understand when 
you’re doing the better work, and when you’re not. If you look at the 
part where the language is better, and can note for yourself, “oh, I was 
really spaced out when I wrote that,” or “I was incredibly engaged when 
I wrote that,” or “I hated writing that part,” whatever it is for that writer 
because it varies, then that’s the thing to try to replicate, versus the other 
state of mind, which for me is the kind of gritting my teeth and trying to 
make the story work. I know when I ’m in that mode, even if I think the 
story’s working, it’s not. It just can’t be. I would hope that you can kind 
of see a light bulb over the writer’s head and they can say, “oh. I can’t 
believe the class liked that paragraph. I thought that paragraph wasn’t 
im portant.” If they do, then that teaches them something about their 
own work. I think that’s part of looking at the language, and I think it’s 
clear usually where it’s stronger and where it’s not.
JS : You m entioned that you’re really fond of magical realists; in 
interviews you’ve m entioned Calvino, M arquez, M urakam i, and 
you’ve also com m ented on comic books and the resurgence ol 
sequential art. Do you see those two genres as being part of a similar 
aesthetic function?
Aimee Bender: I see them  as linked. M aybe comic books have 
been holding that space of m ore magical fiction for a while as the 
underdog, but in term s of a similar aesthetic space, it’s hard  to 
say because it is different. T he process of reading a comic book is 
different from reading a book o f fiction. I love reading comic books, 
but having the pictures is different, and having the panels and the 
changing of size in the panels, it all changes the experience a lot. But 
I think there is a superhero thing that feels really grounded in the 
world of comics and may be a particular A m erican kind of magical 
realism. You see a lot of magical realism in o ther countries, just so 
m uch m ore com m on than  it has been here, except for comic books 
and Poe and H aw thorne and  some others. T h e re ’s been plenty here, 
in lots of ways, but there’s just a lot of gritty A m erican realism too. 
T h ere ’s a real prem ium  on that, so maybe the superhero breaks out 
of that.
JS : With the renewed interest in that in American pop culture 
the movie versions of comic books, etc. do you see that maybe 
Americans are getting more interested in that kind of figurative 
storytelling, in making m etaphors physical? Do you think maybe 
literature might move further in that direction in America now that 
that’s become so much in the public consciousness?
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Aimee Bender: I don’t totally know, because I think movies have 
been doing that. T h ere’s been m ore space for a kind of fantastical 
storytelling in movies and even T V  than there has necessarily been 
in literary fiction. So I think that’s part of why it was so split in my 
mind, like it couldn’t be literary fiction if people floated, then it would 
somehow be different. And it’s true that there’s a huge boom  right now, 
but Superman the movie came out when I was a kid. I rem em ber seeing 
it; I loved it loved it loved it and it was a huge hit, and I rem em ber 
W onder W oman on TV, and so they were all everywhere. That was 
the seventies, and probably the sixties... 1 do think it’s a good time 
right now for I call it the Carver swing back for literary fiction. 
T he nineties were super Carver-influenced, there was a lot of realistic 
minimalism, a lot of R ichard Ford influence. I think right now there’s 
a lot of kind o f hyper-realistic stuff, and magic realism, and weird 
absurdism, and it feels like a very eclectic group of things. I like that 
because I feel more at home in that kind of messiness. I love Carver, 
but th a t’s where I think I had this idea that everyone had to write like 
Carver or it d idn’t count. I think that was the way for a while.
JS: In dealing with the publishing industry, do you find yourself getting 
fueled by butting up against other aesthetics?
Aimee Bender: I do, and in some ways it comes from teaching 
where I feel it’s about me providing a role model for students about 
that, because the students have very fixed notions of what they think a 
story can be, and I get to be in front o f the class saying I don’t agree. 
I get the extra authority because I ’m in the front of the class, so they 
can take it or leave it, but I like having that authority. I like that being
published has offered me a bully pulpit to say, “there’s more space 
than you think.” T h a t’s a nice, unexpected plus. It’s true that if I say, 
“I’m published,” people will listen to me differently, but all I want to 
say is the same stuff I would’ve said before, which is I think it’s too 
rigid.
But the other thing I would say is there’s a big-man-and-little- 
m an story in Willful Creatures called “T he End of the Line.” My agent 
was sending it around, and he sent it to a place that said they liked 
the story but they thought the choice to make it a big m an and a little 
m an seemed arbitrary. It was a really weird com m ent, but it was the 
same kind of fuel, where I stom ped around in my head for a while 
just saying, “what does that m ean?” W hat’s the assumption in that? 
Is the assumption that fiction isn’t arbitrary if you make people the 
same size? T hat an imaginative choice somehow has to be justified 
in some other way, beyond just that it m ade sense and it was how 
I wanted to tell the story, that it can’t just exist for its own sake? I 
m ean if it doesn’t work, fine, but if they thought the story works but 
th a t’s the question, then I feel like that question doesn’t make sense 
to me and just feels so rigid. So I do get fuel. I get really m ad about 
it a lot. Because the truth is, whenever anyone’s teaching you about 
fiction they are teaching you a value system about how they look at 
the world, so it’s personal.
JS: T he in ternet offers a lot of possibilities for new kinds of sequential 
art, or different mixes of the verbal and the visual —  you’ve posted 
on your website a collaboration that involves the text o f your story, 
“H otel Rot,” com bined with sound and anim ation. W hat kind of 
possibilities do you see the in ternet or o ther digital technologies 
offering your specific project?
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Aimee Bender: “Hotel Rot” was really fun, because I just love 
locusnovus.com, the guy does really interesting stuff. That was exciting 
to me, and I think I get inspired just seeing people take on new forms 
and try them out in different ways. The internet is boundless that way. 
I just did a couple collaborations with composers, so that was separate 
from the internet, but it still just felt good to get out of the world of 
writers briefly and check in with musicians to see what they’re doing. 
Robert Coover at Brown is super into hypertext and what you can do on 
the internet with links and illustrations and all that. I think I do tend to 
like a more linear story instead of choosing where it goes. I don’t like the 
multiple possibilities for my own stuff; it makes me anxious. I appreciate 
hypertext novels, but it’s a doubtful move for me. I like the idea that you 
can still have a linear storyline on the internet and just use the screen in 
really compelling ways. So it was fun doing the website, fun learning a 
little about animation that could be done. I think there is a good space 
for fiction writers there — everyone needs good stories. There are a lot 
of jokey, punch line-driven sites that don’t have depth, so the fiction 
writer has a role.
JS: W hat web comics/cartoons are you into?
Aimee Bender: Lynda Barry is the main one that I just love. I follow 
her stuff and I think she’s great. My friends have turned me on to 
Patrick MacDonald, who I think is really good too, though I don’t 
know if he’s on the web. It’s rare that I’ll kind of follow a comic. I look 
at Slate’s comics of the week, as a news re-cap, and those are great 
too. Occasionally I’ll run into an artist who’s doing drawings, and 
they’re great, just really funny.
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JS : Your characters usually have some kind of distinguishing deformity, 
some internal condition made external. W hat’s your distinguishing 
deformity right now? For this week, today, whenever?
Aimee Bender: A giant Um would work. The first thing that comes 
to mind is me as a kid. I had a shorter leg, so I had to wear a shoe with 
a lift for my junior high and high school, and I was called, “Big Shoe.” 
But that’s something I gave up when my growing was done, so it was 
more crucial then. I think there are probably so many that it’s hard to 
think of a good one off the top of my head.
JS : I’ve read that your process involves a lot of automatic writing and 
just letting everything pour out, and a lot of it seems to happen kind of 
mysteriously for you. Does that make it at all difficult for you when a 
student asks something like, “how should I write a "different’ story?
Aimee Bender: There are pitfalls in writing any kind of surrealism 
or magical realism. I think it’s impossible to talk about exactly how 
something happens, but I do really like talking about what it is around 
it, what we can talk about around it. Ultimately, I do agree that you 
cannot teach writing and that writing is essentially mysterious — but 
there’s a lot that can be loosened up and there are a lot of things to 
talk about around it, and those are interesting things. I like it because 
then we’re circling around something of great depth that we can’t 
really name.
JS : So what might you talk about to get at what’s around the 
process?
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Aimee Bender: Sometimes I ’ll talk about writing rituals. I have this 
very strict thing o f writing a couple hours a day; people really like 
hearing about that. I think it’s helpful to just hear about what the 
function is of sitting down for two hours, versus sitting down for eight 
hours, versus sitting down for half an hour. O r to talk about craft, and 
talk about what makes a scene work, or how yon get into the character, 
or to talk about when the writer does good work, how they are when 
they’re doing that work. T h a t’s really trying to get as close as possible 
to saying “do this again,” but we can’t say, “do this again,” because 
it’s unknowable.
JS : So you m ight not be able to make the magic happen, but you can 
at least recognize it when you’re getting close?
Aimee Bender: You can get as close as you can to knowing the 
circumstances that facilitate that, and th a t’s exciting. T h a t’s boundlessly 
interesting to me. I ’ve not gotten bored of that part. I would get bored 
if I was always like, “put the com m a inside the quotes when you write 
dialogue,” and then, “add a gesture!” If that was the whole deal I 
would hate the job, but I really like it because it’s so odd and fluid.
JS : It’s probably pretty gratifying for you if students do follow the 
autom atic writing prom pts and come up with something really 
interesting, felt or fresh.
Aimee Bender: And they do. W hen people loosen up, they get better, 
and th a t’s so thrilling. It’s so fun particularly to see someone enter a 
class kind of stiff, and then just get it, and get that they’re stiff and
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then just start to have fun. Even if they’re having fun writing about 
something of great pain, they’re somehow having fun with the pain, 
and the writing gets so much better. T h a t’s a total joy.
JS: W hat are you excited about right now in literature?
Aimee Bender: I like all the trends of strangeness coming out; I ’m 
reading a Kevin Brockmeier book right now and I like his writing a 
lot. I was reading a lot of botany; I’m liking the botany books.
JS: Is that in preparation for a project?
Aimee Bender: Not really. M aybe at some point, but so far it hasn’t 
shown up directly. I think I just like knowing a little more about the 
plants that I walk around seeing. I was excited about the Amy Hempel 
collection that came out last year; I think she’s great. I just read David 
Foster W allace’s com m encem ent speech in The Best American Non- 
Reguired Reading o f 2006 , and it’s beautiful. H e’s a really great one too, 
because lie’s provided so much room with all his ways of playing with 
form and his really sprawling, good-natured sense of intellectual play. 
It doesn’t feel rigid, and it doesn’t even feel stuffy or inaccessible.
It’s huge to feel like someone bushwhacked part of the trail of 
literature for you so that you feel like it’s fine to repeat a phrase nine 
times; that takes a lot of guts. I feel like David Foster Wallace has done 
that, and that’s exciting to see. I love George Saunders —  I think he’s 
gotten a lot of good, well-deserved credit. I think it’s a really bountiful, 
good time for fiction. I know the business part is struggling, as it often 
is, but in terms of writers out there trying to do interesting things, it’s 
pretty loose. I went on a big Japanese kick, I read books by Banana
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Yoshimoto, and those were wonderful too. I thought those would be 
really bad because she always has really cheesy covers, but they were 
beautiful, really lovely.
JS: So do you think rugged man-hction is on its way out?
Aimee Bender: Probably not, but I can see how it’s difficult when 
it’s the dominant thing. Whatever’s the dominant thing is hard. It 
just nudges other things out of the way. If suddenly magic realism 
shockingly became the dominant form, I'd probably get really irritated 
by that. I’d say, “Stop that floating. Put people on the ground, walking.” 
For me it’s just a lot about the space for variety, for not limiting what 
fiction can be.
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i n g e r  C h r i s t e n s e n  
M i c h a e l  Ea r l  C r a i g  
M a t t  H a r t
La u r a  M u l l e n
E l i z a b e t h  T r e a d w e l l
I
I N G E R  C h i  R I S T E N S E N ,  Trans. Susanna Nied 
it (N ew  D irec tions Publish ing , 2006)
W hat if a poet wrote a highly conceptual, book-length poem, 
frighteningly ambitious in scope, and what if the attem pt were 
influential — quoted by rock groups, by dem onstrators, by city 
planners —  and more if the book were part of a body of work that 
nearly won a Nobel prize? In this country, at least, most writers would 
respond with a skeptical, maybe wistful, hmmm.
In translating Inger Christensen’s work (it, most recently) Susanna 
Nied allows the English reader in on the rich, under-translated field 
of experim ental Danish poetry. She also allows us a glimpse into the 
potential of a single project when released into a context very different 
from that of contem porary Am erican poetry. A challenging poem  with 
agency, precise timing, and the readers to do the work this book is 
evidence that poetry can sweep in alongside a cultural m om ent, rife 
with political dissatisfaction (in this case C openhagen, 1969) without 
sacrificing rigorous experim entation and self-questioning philosophical 
complexity.
it is a catalog of formal situations that attem pts no less than a 
cosmogony of relationships —  elemental, semiotic and hum an. T he 
book begins with a section entitled PR O LO G O S, before the word, 
before a consciousness assumes identity. In Danish, each line of the 
PR O L O G O S has exactly 66 characters, and each section within the 
PR O L O G O S adds up to 66 lines. O ut o f restless activity, a frantic 
trying-on of syntactic constructions and a quickly branching diction, 
an organization arises, a society, then a “som eone” . T he bulk of the 
book, entitled LO G O S, consists of three sections, S TAGE, A C T IO N  
and TEXT. T he sections are divided according to eight “states of 
flux” , categories derived from Viggo BrondaTs Theory oj Prepositions. 
Like prepositions, distinctions of pure relationship are precisely what 
Christensen attempts.
Ider process achieves effects both beautiful and spectacularly 
disconcerting. R ead in one light, the poem reveals a struggling
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individual consciousness resisting personal and  institu tional powers. 
I f  you squint, tilt your head  just so, the “I” reduces to an  em ergent 
property, a  facet o f a text in the process o f exhausting  its own 
possibilities. T h e  “I” becom es a configuration am id  a catalog o f 
possible configurations.
T h e  poem  reads as p a rt a rgum en t and  p a rt incan tation , or 
as A nne C arson  writes in the in troduction , “hym n and  wisdom  
lite ra tu re” , com paring  C hristensen’s aim s w ith those o f H esiod ’s 
m ajo r works. W h a t I m ight add  to the list: the I  Ching, One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo’s Nest, O la f  S tap ledon’s The Starmaker, am ong  others. T h e  arc 
o f the poem  evolves on an  in tim idating  scale —  from  recom bin ing  
inorganic elem ents to com ic telegram s g leaned from  a stakeout, to 
letters from  a psych w ard. C hristensen’s scale perm its h er to explore 
the con tinuum  betw een the im personal and  the personal, a lte rnating  
a cold rationalism  “from  the m anifold m eanings such a uniform  
am biguity  arises” —  w ith a nearly hum anist in terdependence  —  “We 
live on in each o th e r” .
After language com es the E P IL O G O S , a m oral realm  in w hich 
the “ I” clears out. T h e  E P IL O G O S  keeps adam an tly  form less and  
abstract. An unbroken  stanza unfurls an  im m ense and  fundam ental 
fear, akin to a Buddhist sense o f self-clinging, an  obsession w ith 
individual consciousness. C an  th a t fear catalyze into ecstasy? Ecstasy 
is used here in its etym ological sense o f stepping out —  out o f the rote, 
o f a  deadened , m echan ized  experience o f the world, ol the trap p ed  
individual.
W hat can  spark such insight th a t the effect will be lasting, personally  
and , consequently, politically? C hristensen bares and  scrutinizes 
the hope th a t a  poem  can jostle  loose the system that is a m ind  in 
a  world. In  her in troduction , A nne C arson  calls the work “hope- 
sta ined” . C onsidering  C hristensen’s strange concert o f herm etic  and  
countercu lture  impulses, the adjective is particu larly  apt.
— N abil K ashyap, Cut Bank
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M i c h a e l  Ea r l  C r a i g
Yes, Master (Fence Books, 2006)
M uch has been m ade o f M ichael Earl C raig’s line of work. Craig is a 
Ferrier. I t’s nostalgic. You imagine a taxiderm ied anim al in the corner 
of his study. Yes, you w ant to sit cross-legged at his feet and drink milk 
through a straw. But Craig turns the pastoral on its head in his second 
collection, Yes, Master, as he presents us with his characteristically 
funny, and at times, profoundly creepy poems. M any of the poems 
in this collection take the form  of allegories whose symbolic content 
includes anvils, horses, sheep, W hoppers, Breitling watches, explosive 
m eat, waffle-makers, D utch hermits, Sigourney W eaver’s panties, 
and C hristopher W alken (and his hair). But unlike traditional 
allegories, these narratives never quite resolve into any identifiable 
m oral. Instead, C raig “allows things to happen” , seemingly content 
to present us with the world as it is, a collection of fragments, pieces 
that he refuses to allow to coalesce into a facile unity.
This is C raig’s gift this ability to make the obvious and 
m undane seem somehow worthy o f scrutiny. But he doesn’t simply 
catalogue in Yes, Master, he is not overwhelmed by the sheer num ber 
o f “things” the way A.R. Am m ons is in Garbage. No, Craig collects 
and compiles as though each observation were a talisman against 
some horror lurking beneath the rural exterior he takes as his subject. 
Accordingly, these poems are characterized by vagary and retreat, 
barely touching the abyss before withdraw ing into m em ory (there are 
m any “and I think back on x” moments), humor, or silence. While 
his speakers and characters are highly attuned to their own failures, 
everything else for them  is surface indeterm inate, conditional, 
or incipient at best. For all their silliness, the poems in Yes, Master 
constitute a dance around w hat cannot be articulated outright, and 
his speakers reflect this fear:
It is a painful feeling,
a feeling o f pain that I have
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when reading som ething that creates
a little rip in the fagade
and allows a dark mood to surface.
W hen this happens, the revelation of this “dark m ood”, the violence 
is unmistakable, w hether it comes in the form  of a new and dark 
knowledge of the self as in “T he O dor of Violets,” where the character 
becomes (if only dimly) aware of his own incipient sociopathology, or 
literal, as in “April,” told from the perspective of a m an being dragged 
into the woods by a murderous hitchhiker. In this way, the “pa in” of 
which he speaks is, really, existential terror, which his speakers and 
characters sublimate by delighting in acts of violence and cruelty 
parading as irony. T he poems, however, can’t always m aintain this, 
and at times they collapse or just end verging on solipsism. Thus, 
readers beware: it is a mistake to be taken in by Yes, Master's blithe 
veneer. Yes, Craig laughs with us (and perhaps sometimes at us), but 
his is a manic, nervous laugh, the saddest laugh in the room.
Greg Hill, Jr., CutBank
MATT HART
Who’s Who Vivid (Slope Editions, 2006)
T he eyes of these poems are approaching genuine leakage. T he 
trouble, of course, is that neither joy nor sorrow can be found in 
M att H a rt’s vocabulary — the generic holding so little weight for this 
“progenitor of inexplicable nuance” . You get the feeling the choice 
isn’t that simple, either. Instead, indecision is more likely the nam e 
of H a rt’s muse (“the goddess in a wetsuit”) that you’d like to brush 
your teeth with in some galactic always. In his poem  “How to Think 
Logically,” we are rem inded of what society expects of us, that we
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must rationalize and clarify, simplify. Yet he finds a way to coerce our 
com m ercial instincts into reading the fine print: “Do not forget to add 
the proviso that some very anxious /  characters do not fit into any of 
these categories, and yet, /  however sad or anxious they may be, are 
still possibly /  presidential m aterial.” H a rt’s platform , nonetheless, 
has moved beyond that of the political, national, international, 
fashionable.. .laughable. T hink o f Stevens’ crow intonating its 
“single emptiness /  the savagest hollow of w inter-sound.” Now, place 
the crow in outer space and calculate the gravity of its voice. T he 
question is not w hether H a rt’s first full-length book of poems serves 
such “colossal nothing,” but ra ther how it serves it. In “Criss-Cross 
in Every D irection,” the speaker considers the issue: “O ne way to 
move a reader /  is to smash a bottle across the bridge /  of her nose. 
A nother is through the careful use / / o f  m ethodical, un-dram atized 
language.” At which point you realize it’s not the poem  whose eyes 
are blurring after all; that the thin stream of blood’s steady flowing 
is yours. And that there’s an actual bridge right there on your face! 
“Never m ind looking for it, it’s looking for you.”
At a time when your average “dude with the glue” places less 
stock in questions (If a tree falls...) than answers (“N obody hears 
when you fall”), H art reminds us of what it can feel like to be truly 
lost; and, furtherm ore, how a little disorientation m ight actually be 
restorative. In “W here is Your H ead in the Greatness, the Schem e?” 
we’re told: “W hen things are most lost, your powers will find you.” 
But even then the speaker’s careful to keep from simplifying. In “Face 
First Into the Darkness,” we find the bearer o f these powers suddenly 
vulnerable: “I can already tell / /  the thing this needs /  is a lot more 
powerful feeling, a lot m ore /  sincerity, a lot m ore /  self-doubt.” O r 
again, in “T ransm itter” : “Just look how far I haven’t come in the 
dark.” Perhaps default insecurity is justified: “Always, one stands /  
against the wall and waits for death in the face. /  O r sometimes the 
names o f beaches and parks and /  the shadow hiding under the 
wallpaper.” Perhaps it’s the only thing we have left; “all of us existing 
in a singular quiet /  saturation o f incredulity and sadness.”
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Either way, brutal honesty is well becom ing of this im portant 
new poet, who adm its, “I ’m som ewhere between punk rock and a 
funeral. /  And yet I have both in my head and chest at all times.” In 
his blurb D ean Young writes, “Welcome to the hum an heart. Welcome 
to the launch site.” As per the heart, consider its description from 
“To the People W ho Know Better, Let me Explain M yself” : "I am of 
the heart, /  the kind with wings, /  the inefficient /  splattered kind.” 
W hich is, m ind you, a haunting description of a heart during rocket 
launch. And how do I know this? Because in H a rt’s “New Sincerity,” 
we are all invited to discover such things:
T he stars are a fortune we’ve yet to achieve.
Rem em ber nothing you've been told. You 
are not a sad fence post 
waiting.
You are an astronaut with a wallpaper 
throat.
Eucas Farrell, CutBank
La u r a  M u l l e n
M urm ur (F u tu reP o em  Books, 2007)
Murmur, Laura M ullen’s fifth book, melds form  a fragm entary 
dance between prose and poetry with content —  a sprawling 
m editation on authorship, readership, genre expectations, and 
murder. T he central conceit of the work is the detective story, which 
M ullen is at pains to underm ine. To do so, she evokes a num ber of 
familiar, and unsolved, mysteries the annunciation of the Virgin 
Mary, the Jack the R ipper murders, scientific investigations into the 
fossil record. T he tenth chapter posits “T he Detective story is a kind
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of intellectual gam e.” T he reader assembles the story, inhabiting the 
detective role and deriving satisfaction from the possibility that she 
is as sm art and capable o f com pleting the puzzde as the investigator. 
T his chapter presents a series of tenets for the genre (“ 1. T he reader 
must have equal opportunity for solving the mystery,” “2. No willful 
tricks or deceptions may be played on the re a d e r ...”) that are 
immediately underm ined by responses designed to render such strict 
guidelines ridiculous and obsolete. For example, in response to tenet 
#2: “As well, and most painfully, you d idn’t give us a chance, since for 
one thing you were lying like m ad .” No case is so simply solved, so 
satisfying as the detective novel would have the reader believe.
This is no ordinary murder. T he victim, a w om an found dead at 
the seashore, com plete with ripped gown, shredded stockings, and a 
gaping abdom inal wound, is resurrected to assist the w riter in telling 
her story. T he author, ferreting out the narrative and cosseting her 
characters, is conflated with the detective. It is an apt a m etaphor for 
writing. M om ents o f absurd interaction across planes o f reality and 
im m ateriality are the closest approxim ation o f plot and character 
developm ent in Murmur. T hey serve as concrete islands for the reader 
to rest on in w hat is otherwise a sea o f abstraction. We are given 
m any versions o f the events surrounding the murder, and the most 
uncanny am ong them  ring truest:
H e takes her lipstick: leans close to the glass, making a m outh 
as if to kiss his reflection, while behind him she staggers to 
her feet, shoving the edges o f the wound together, trying to 
close that hole as though her body were a shabby robe a bit 
too small, w orn late into the day, food-stained, rum pled ...
These interludes are clues to the reader that Murmur is not 
concerned with approxim ating the sort o f heightened reality depicted 
in pulp novels o f crime and passion. Rather, it is concerned with 
exam ining the unrealities of these stories and exposing our prurient 
societal fascination with gory details by, in turns, w ithholding and 
giving us what we want. It is perhaps worthwhile to note that the
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chapter entitled “Evidence” is an extended consideration o f the 
story /  essay binary  Later, in her chapter “L’au ra ,” M ullen notes, 
“(This tense, also called passe simple, passe defini, and passe literaire, 
is reserved for strictly literary narration and ...a lso  used in fairy tales 
and stories that involve an obvious suspension of belief. French 
children know, automatically, that a story told in that tense is a tale, 
not a true story.)” Unlike popular cops and robbers stories (“ripped 
from the headlines”) that tie up nicely in the end and satisfy the 
readers’ need for closure, Murmur presents us with a universal victim, 
“our perfect victim” —  a vessel containing the characteristics ol all 
victims. Lines like “W e’ll use her again” and “In m em ory she stays 
forever exactly as” exalt her above m ore m undane corpses. She’s not 
just somewhere between a plot point and a principle player. She is 
everywhere in between.
Trina Burke, CutBank
El i z a b e t h  T r e a d w e l l
Birds and Fancies (Shearsman Books, 2007)
We see now that we are the world and the world is poetry, that 
words are our poetry, while other pieces of the world have other 
poetries —  birds have their songs but also plants have their forms 
and patternings and the sky has its own look and process . . .
Alice Notley, “W om en and Poetry”
Tinged with both grace and grit, Elizabeth Treadwell’s fourth 
collection, Birds and Fancies, is an investigation of m otherhood, biology, 
mythology and their intersections. She contemporizes fairytale and 
ancient history by cultivating a tender garden ripe with the wonders 
of dailv life, potent contemplations and reinvented heroines. A multi-
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faceted life and work (as woman, poet, and new mother) congregate 
to direct new paths of flight.
Ideally, for Treadwell, the poem  is where we work, where we 
live —  a crystalline synthesis. And her worlds work to masterfully 
combine intense glimpses into the poet’s life, biting observations of 
political arenas and timeless inquiries. The lens opens as we ponder 
universal questions (“perhaps we are simply nervous shapes /  knotted 
to the ho rizon ...”) and closes to unveil an “egg-bound” city dove (and 
here it is hard to overlook the parallel between bird and poet). She 
forewarns in the very first line of the book, “Yes us will mix a lot. . . .” 
Constructions pop and dazzle as birds and other fauna weave their 
way in and out of varying times and geographies.
In the first of five sections, “Long-legged Waders (or A History of 
English Verse)” we encounter “these treetop horm ones /  older than 
our brains” and the apt simile, “poetry’s like a small dried sponge 
seeped in time, /  tongucd at leisure (in peril) at safety (in chains)” . 
Treadwell’s instruction: chew on forms o f ancestry, find your roots 
and tug on them  in order to awaken. Artifacts and rem nants present 
themselves as they continue to shape and reshape identity:
iii. waverly
for G ram m y 
into the global anxiety box 
we put cigarettes, gumdrops, & dust;
ice chips; birthstones; 
glasses of water
In “Sugarcoat,” she intones a background of birdsong to mark and 
celebrate the arrival of her daughter sans syrup and sentimentality:
chestnut backed chickadee 
pink ape 
the large oak site 
of your birth
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T h e  second section o f the collection, “ The C love-pink,” shifts to 
a  m ore consistent form  w here w ords strictly inhab it the top o f the 
page. Seem ingly diary-like, fragm entary, snapshots o f family (“on a 
w arm  rock w ith D ad a  /  ba th ing  in stars”) and  bits o f dialogue (“N o 
M om ! /  P icture o f little flower!”) float and  hover. T h is slim treasure is 
full o f hearings and  m is-hearings, as revealed in endnotes: “the birds 
hum m ing  /  and  the birds no t hu m m in g ” is a quote from  h er four- 
year-old niece. Taking cues from  N otley and  Stein, Treadw ell gives 
the reader room  to w rangle w ithin these in tim ate  spaces.
F u rth e r into the collection, w ords p ing-pong to negotiate space 
and  navigate “notions o f beau ty  so strict” as in “R oyaltronic” :
D au g h ter holds your face 
d em and ing  to survive 
these elem ents
this is no t a toxic gum bo 
this is no t a First Lady
In  a w orld o f Post-fem inism , she sketches ou t angu lar sem antics 
w ithin nervy in terrogations o f p o p u la r culture. C onsider the com pact 
and  punchy “katie ho lm e’s pacifier” :
the phony  m an  sessions, 
fabricate birdsong. Assault ministry.
At the core o f her poetics have always been  resistance, a 
decentralization  and  fierce activism. She reveals the messiness o f this 
task w ith  D ick inson ian  fash ion , “ I ’d m e a n t to solve the un iversal 
her, /  and  here I ’ve been a w reck.” H aven’t we all?
T h ro u g h o u t each section Treadw ell unpacks an  arsenal o f 
V ictorian  fairy tales, songs, listservs, Vogue m agazine, celebrity culture, 
parable, and  family history. T h e  energy b eh ind  these poem s is 
dedicated  to creating a union o f such seem ingly d isparate entities. 
T his poet is a successful w elder o f  landscapes tha t span centuries.
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Shiny with wit and sharpness, Treadwell’s work is newly 
experim ental, not for the sake of itself Refined and delimiting, 
Treadwell’s flock of words form to carry us to that place where 
abstraction /  fragm entation and m ateriality meet to form a unique 
clarity H er work is increasingly surprising: imagine tapping on an egg 
and hearing it tap back.
H eather Sweeney
E l e n a  R i v e r a
Disturbances in the Ocean o f  A ir  (Phylum  Press, 2005)
L O G A N  ESDALE a n d  LARA O D E L L  
The Opiate o f  Words (Phylum  Press, 2006)
M A T T H E W  C O O P E R M A N  
Words About James (Phylum  Press, 2005)
T hough publishing poetry can hardly be considered a profit-driven 
venture, it’s still striking to find a press that functions completely outside 
the com m ercial model. Phylum Press, of New Haven, Connecticut, 
is one such project, publishing and distributing chapbooks entirely as 
a “gift” exchange. Run by poets R ichard D em ing ancl N ancy Kuhl, 
Phylum produces chapbooks that walk the line between the artist book 
and the standard poetry volume. T heir catalog available online 
at phylum press.com  features a list o f stellar contem porary  poets, 
with an eye to them atic projects and collaborations between artists 
and writers. Says Kuhl, “We hope our work dem onstrates that it’s 
possible to create thoughtfully made, beautiful books on a shoestring 
budget, using only the most accessible m eans o f publication and 
reproduction.” Phylum chapbooks are X eroxed, hand-bound, and
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printed in limited editions. T hree of their recent books arrived on 
my doorstep this winter, each distinct in design and voice.
Elena R ivera’s Disturbances in the Ocean o f Air (2005) is a poem  
in nine sections, concerned with formal investigations of internal 
and external worlds. R ivera’s poetics favors the elegance of the 
well-formed sentence, functioning as a kind of clean eye that cuts 
through the world. H er language enacts a geom etry o f feeling, 
split equally into thought-based statem ent and image. She writes: 
“I took a stroll down the corridor and saw /  the Pacific hanging 
on a clothesline. Did my thoughts choose this com m otion?” and 
“T he full moon opens a hole overhead, hovers. I am cut open with 
an arrow /  of air.” Borders and edges figure prom inently in the 
poem: borders of geography, time, thought and sensation. “ In the 
distance a truck /  jeep  is going toward the border of an immense 
ocean (disorder here).” R ivera’s poem  carries echoes of traum a, 
or the murky beneath of m em ory and childhood. H er language 
refracts and magnifies: “Scarlet /  Scar /  Im agine the peeling bark /  
of a m adrona.” And in the same way a magnifying glass bends the 
edges o f its frame, the poem  itself considers a similar warping, and 
the unknown created at an em otional edge: “Words are changed by 
refraction /  C an you rest where it is dark?”
By contrast, Logan Esdale and Lara O dell’s The Opiate o f Words 
(2006) appears whimsical and playful. This book is a conversation 
between Esdale’s prose poems and O dell’s illustrations. Inside the 
dark blue cover, O dell’s little people dressed in geom etric cones 
or with flippers on their feet and swim caps on their heads —  face 
ten prose poems. Despite their wackiness, the drawings feel oddly 
somber. If the people are small still-lives, freeze-fram ed on a white 
page, the facing poem s share a similar stationary tone. T h ere ’s an 
even pacing to the language, recreating a sense of the unending 
forward progression of time —  not at a speeding pace, but in the 
integrals of the daily. “W ith 365 feelings a day, every day becomes a 
year,” he writes in “Speeding R itual” . “In hum an years the time goes 
quickly, that way.” Like R ivera’s work, geom etry is im portan t here, 
as are m etaphors of travel and motion. Esdale’s speaker considers
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his narrative from some distance, and through the intersection of 
the daily with metaphysical concerns. “T he car door is struck, and I 
cannot get out. It m ay be said o f love that two people push against 
each other with an ecjual pressure.” A pleasure in this work is the 
speaker’s self-reflection, erupting  in unexpected m oments: “Ah,
those silly reversals —  such as how my parents took my behavior as 
a child so personally, and now I do the sam e.” (Gravity Meter).
M atthew  C o operm an’s Words About James (2005) also favors 
the prose paragraph  and artistic collaboration. His poem  unfolds 
in seven “chapters” , m odeling the form  of H enry Jam es’ famous 
novella, The Beast in the Jungle. Lisa C ooperm an’s accom panying 
illustrations evoke the elegance of G recian columns and w rought 
iron windows. Each chapter speaks to scenes and m om ents from the 
novella, though C ooperm an’s clipped language functions m ore as 
shorthand  for Jam es’ famously elongated, dense sentences: “They 
walked the quays in search of. Secrets and stumbles on the fever 
spot, the hiding place o f w hich.” H overing at the edges are language 
fragm ents and authorial counterpoints that provide biographical 
m aterial about Jam es and reflect on the art o f fiction: “the sentence 
runs /  speed an urgency /  symbolic accretions of circles around /  an 
authority  audience m akes.” O ne feels in the midst of a poe t’s love 
affair with the language of narrative and literary theory. But the 
white space o f the poem s creates an interesting third elem ent, one 
which threatens to overtake all language by the end, as C ooperm an’s 
phrases shorten and disappear: “ ’s bright shore /  a short cut /  stands 
for chapter /  nether Jam es /  and Jam es harbinger.”
T he  pleasure o f reading these three chapbooks — each unique, 
thoroughly original, and artfully designed was heightened by my 
sense o f the generosity o f Phylum ’s mission.
I was rem inded o f the poet and critic Lewis H yde’s idea that 
a rt exists simultaneously in two economies: the “gift econom y” 
o f exchange -  driven by eros and attraction and the “m arket 
econom y” of logic and differentiation. I felt truly grateful for 
Phylum ’s dedication to bringing talented poetic voices to print, and 
for their willingness to send this work to the world w ithout expecting
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anything in exchange. T hough, as Hyde says, it’s also im portant to 
keep a gift in m otion, which m eans I ’ll be sending these books to 
someone else w ho’ll enjoy them  as m uch as I did, very soon.
Rachel M oritz
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S e t h  A b r a m s o n ,  currently a public defender in New Hampshire, will 
be a student at T he Iowa W riters’ Workshop beginning in August 
2007. His poems have recently appeared in The Iowa Review, Beloit 
Poetry Journal, Antioch Review, Verse, Quarterly West, Western Humanities 
Review, and elsewhere.
K is m e t  A l - H u s s a i n i  is currently pursuing her MFA at T he University 
of M assachusetts, Amherst.
H a n n a  A n d r e w s  is a New York native now living in Chicago where 
she is pursuing her MFA and teaching English Composition at 
Colum bia College. She is a founding editor of Switchback Books, an 
independent press publishing wom en’s poetry. M ore of her recent 
work appears or is forthcoming in DIAGRAM , Columbia Poetry Review, 
Caketrain and MiPoesias.
B r e n t  A r m e n d i n g e r  lives in San Francisco, where there is a deficit ol 
deciduous trees. He teaches poetry to senior citizens and humanities 
classes at New College. He swims laps at the neighborhood pool 
where the lifeguard practices dance routines while making sure he 
doesn’t drown.
W il l i a m  S. B a r n e s  is a biologist and teacher. He has a small consulting 
firm for restoration ecology in grassland and riparian ecosystems in 
northern New Mexico. H e also leads an outdoor education program 
along the Santa Fe River and teaches poetry and ecology at local middle 
schools. He lives in Santa Fe with his wife and three children. (Note: 
“T he Clinging” contains language adapted from The Journals o f Lewis 
and Clark (June 3rd, June 20th, July 27th and August 12th 1805), ed. 
Bernard DeVoto, 1953; and from The I Ching or Book o f Changes, trans.
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Richard Wilhelm and Cary F. Baynes, 1950. “T he Clinging” is the 
30th trigram  in the I  Ching. Ephem eroptera are the order of aquatic 
winged insects known as Mayflies.)
E r in  M. B e r t r a m  is a  fellow in the MFA W riting Program  at 
Washington University in St. Louis. She writes for The Vital Voice 
and edits shadowbox press, which publishes progressive hand-m ade 
chapbooks by underrepresented writers, with a tendency toward 
poetry. H er work has appeared or is forthcoming in Bloom, Columbia 
Poetry Review, MiPOesias, The Marlboro Review, and Ugly Accent. Two 
chapbooks are forthcoming: Alluvium (dancing girl press, 2007) and, 
with Sarah Lilius, Here, Hunger (NeO Pepper Press, 2007).
L o u is a  C o n r a d  was born  and raised in New York City and is currently 
living in Los Angeles. She is busy pursuing an MLA at CalArts and 
turning her backyard into a vegetable garden.
J e n n if e r  K .  D i c k , from Iowa, is the author of Fluorescence (University of 
Georgia Press, 2004) and the chapbook Retina/Retine (Estepa Editions, 
Paris, 2005). Now living in Paris, she is a doctoral candidate at Paris III 
in Com parative Literature, teaches for ENSAE & Polytechnique, and 
co-organizes the IVY writers series with Michelle Noteboom. New 
work is forthcoming in The Denver Quarterly and Phantasmagoria. Write 
her at: Fragm ent78@ gm ail.com . (Note: 1st stanza of “from Enclosure”, 
in italics, is from Ed B arrett’s poem  “Rub Out: a novel in fresco” in 
Rub Out, Pressed W afer Press, Boston, MA, 2003, p 14.)
J u l ie  D o x s e e ’s chapbook The Knife-Grasses is forthcoming from 
Octopus Books. Recent work has appeared or is forthcoming in La 
Petite 2/ine, H_NGAI_N., LIT\ Action Yes, Slope, Spork, Fourteen Hills, Retort 
Magazine, Shampoo, 42opus, Tarpaulin Sky, Eratio Postmodern Poetry, Word 
For/Word, canwehaveourballback?, Conduit, Typo, and other journals. Find 
images and updates at 52Moons.blogspot.com.
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D a n i e l l e  D u t t o n  is the author of Attempts at a Life (Tarpaulin Sky 
Press, 2007) and SPRAWL  (Clear C ut Press, forthcoming). She teaches 
fiction writing at N aropa University in Boulder, Colorado.
P a t r i c i a  G o e d ic k e  (1931-2006) was a nationally acclaimed poet, 
beloved teacher, elegant conversationalist and expert skier. She taught 
in the Creative W riting program  at The University of M ontana for 
25 years. She was the author of thirteen books of poetry, including Ay 
Earth Begins to End, recognized by the Am erican Library Association as 
one of the top ten poetry books of the year 2000. H er most recent book 
of poetry, The Baseball Field A t Night, will be published this coming fall 
by Lost Horse Press. (Note: T he epigraph to “W hen Blizzard Shatters 
the Gray Air” is Rilke’s.)
S a r a h  G r i d l e y  received her MFA in poetry from T he University 
of M ontana in 2000. H er book, Weather Eye Open, was published by 
University of California Press, Berkeley in 2005. She is currently a 
Lecturer in Poetry at Case W estern Reserve University in Cleveland, 
Ohio. (Note: final quotation from Awakening Osiris: The Egyptian Book of 
the Dead, trans. N orm andi Ellis, Phanes Press, 1988.)
N a t h a n  H o k s  lives in M adison, Wisconsin, where he is working on 
a PhD in Com parative Literature at T he University of Wisconsin. 
His poems have recently appeared in Octopus, Lit, Eye-Rhyme, and /  he 
Bedside Guide to No Tell Motel. D uring the summer, he teaches poetry at 
T he University o f Iowa’s Young W riters’ Program.
L e s l i e  J a m is o n  has recently published work in A Public Space, Tin House, 
and Black Warrior Review. This summer, Burnside Review will publish a 
chapbook of her story “T he W intering B arn” .
A graduate of T he University of Iowa W riters’ Workshop, L o a n  
L e p u c k i  has published fiction in the Los Angeles Times' West Magazine 
and Meridian. She currently lives in Los Angeles.
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K a r y n a  M c G l y n n ’s poems have recently appeared in Gulf Coast, 
Indiana Review, Octopus, Ninth Letter, Denver Quarterly, Willow Springs 
and Fence Magazine. A three-time Pushcart nominee, K aryna is the 
recipient of the Hopwood Award for poetry and the Helen Zell Post- 
A1FA W riting Fellowship at T he University of M ichigan where she 
recently completed her MFA. She is an editor for the online journal 
Stirring. H er website is www.karynamcglynn.com.
C a r e y  M c H u g h ’s poems have appeared in Smartish Pace, Boston Review, 
and Denver Quarterly. She lives in M anhattan  and teaches writing in the 
Bronx.
C h a r l e s  M c L e o d ’s fiction has appeared or is forthcoming in The 
Gettysburg Review, The Iowa Review, Carve Magazine, Eleven Eleven, Third 
Coast and fT f fT V A .  He holds an MFA from The University of 
Virginia, was a 2005-06 W riting Fellow at the Fine Arts Work Center 
in Provincetown, and is currently a John  Steinbeck Fellow in Creative 
W riting at San Jose State University.
S a n d r a  M i l l e r ’s first book, Onflamme, was published by Ahsahta Press 
in 2005. Selections from her new work Chora —  keep popping up 
in Aufgabe, Verse, Crowd, La Petite fine , and The Canary. She currently 
teaches on one of those one-year things at Hollins University, where 
she lives on M aggie’s Farm with her husband, the poet Ben Doyle, 
and their dog, the dog Ronald Johnson. T he founder and editor of 
an international journal and press of some repute, Miller is also a 
Distinguished Visiting W riter at Boise State and a recent recipient of 
the Paul Engle Jam es M ichener Fellowship. Beginning in Fall 2007, 
Miller will be teaching at California State University-San Marcos.
R a c h e l  M o r i t z ’s poetry chapbook, The Winchester Monologues, won the 
2005 New M ichigan Press Competition. H er poems have appeared 
recently or are forthcoming in Colorado Review, Denver Quarterly, Free Verse, 
Hayden’s Ferry Review, HOW 2, Indiana Review, and 26. She is the editor of 
W inteRed Press, a publisher of poetry chaplets and broadsides based
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in M inneapolis (www.winteredpress.blogspot.com). She also edits 
poetry for K onundrum  Literary Engine (www.lit.konundrum.com).
D a n ie l  M u e l l e r ’s collection o f stories, How Animals Mate, won the 
Sewanee Fiction Prize, was published by Overlook Press in 1999 and 
reissued in paperback in 2000. He is the recipient of fellowships from 
the National Endow m ent for the Arts, Massachusetts Cultural Council, 
Fine Arts Work C enter in Provincetown, Henheld Foundation, The 
University of Virginia, and T he Iowa W riters’ Workshop. His fiction 
has appeared in Playboy, Story, Mississippi Review, Crescent Review, 
Another Chicago Magazine, Story Quarterly, Orchid, and other journals and 
anthologies. He teaches on the perm anen t faculties of T he University 
of New M exico’s MFA Program  in Creative W riting and the Low- 
Residency MFA Program  at Q ueens University of Charlotte.
J e n n if e r  P il c h ’s poems are forthcoming in Faultline, The Iowa Review, 
and Western Humanities Review, and have appeared in 26, Denver Quarterly, 
Fence, Perihelion, Phoebe, and Sprawl. She lives and teaches in Southern 
California.
R obb  S t . L a w r e n c e  lives in A lexandria, VA. His work, most recently, 
is forthcoming in Third Coast.
M o r g a n  L u c a s  S c h u l d t ’s first collection of poems, Verge, is 
forthcoming this fall from Parlor Press: Free Verse Editions. His 
chapbook, Otherhow, is now out from K itchen Press. He edits CUE: A 
Journal o f Prose Poetry.
M att S h e a r s  received his MFA from 'The University of Iowa and 
his PhD from T he University of Nevada-Eas Vegas. His recent and 
forthcoming work can be found at MiPOesias, Notre Dame Review, 
Blaze Vox, Marginalia and Diner.
M a t t h e w  I ra  S waye graduated from Brown in 2000 and is working 
on an MFA at Columbia. He lives in H arlem  with his cat, Tyler.
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H e a t h e r  S w e e n e y  lives and writes in San Diego. H er poems have 
appeared in Outlet, Shampoo, canwehaveourballback?, and P0M 2. This is 
her first book review.
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